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ICMB  INTERNATIONAL CENTER   
 FOR MONETARY 

AND BANKING STUDIES

Geneva Reports on the World Economy  
The 17th Geneva Report on the World Economy examines the causes of 

the unusually low interest rates seen in recent years, asks whether they are 

likely to persist, and explores the possible consequences should that happen. 

On the causes, the report argues that demographic developments and 

Chinese financial integration have been important drivers, reinforced since 

the crisis by a reluctance to invest and a shift in investor preferences 

towards safe assets. But some of these forces are likely to reverse in the 

future, suggesting that the current period of unusually low interest rates is 

unlikely to persist indefinitely. 

The pace at which that reversal will happen remains highly uncertain, 

however, and dependant on longer-term policy choices. The return to 

historically more normal levels of interest rates may consequently be quite 

drawn out and policymakers need to be alert to the consequences. 

Aside from increasing the frequency with which monetary policies are 

constrained by the lower bound on policy rates, persistently low interest 

rates on safe assets also encourage the adoption of strategies to lever up 

returns, so heightening the risks to financial stability. While macroprudential 

policies represent the first line of defence against such risks, policymakers 

should be careful not to expect too much from them.
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Executive summary

The past two decades have witnessed an extraordinary decline in both short- and 
long-term advanced economy interest rates, from levels of around 4-6% to close 
TO�ZERO��!LTHOUGH�RECENT�FALLS�HAVE�BEEN�ASSOCIATED�WITH�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS�AND�
its aftermath, the decline in yields, particularly for longer-term rates, began in 
the late 1990s. Moreover, the fall in yields has been associated primarily with 
LOWER�REAL�INTEREST�RATES��RATHER�THAN�A�DECLINE�IN�INmATION�EXPECTATIONS��&INALLY��
THE�PHENOMENON�HAS�BEEN�WIDESPREAD��AND�NOT�SPECIlC�TO�PARTICULAR�COUNTRIES�

This report explores the underlying factors behind this decline in global 
real interest rates and some of the possible consequences, including for policy. 
While there are several competing explanations, whose effects are not easy 
to disentangle, our analysis of the evidence suggests that an increase in the 
propensity to save, driven in particular by demographic developments, is likely 
to have been an important contributory factor. The integration of China into 
GLOBAL�lNANCIAL�MARKETS�HAS�PROBABLY�RESULTED�IN�ADDITIONAL�DOWNWARD�PRESSURE�
on global real interest rates in recent years.
7E� lND� LESS� TO� SUPPORT� THE� IDEA� THAT� A� FALLOFF� IN� PROlTABLE� INVESTMENT�

opportunities – and thus in the demand for funds to invest – has been a 
contributory factor over the whole period, though a lower propensity to invest 
IN�THE�WAKE�OF�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS�IS�LIKELY�TO�HAVE�PLAYED�SOME�ROLE��3HIFTS�IN�THE�
preferences of investors towards safe bonds and away from riskier assets, such as 
equities, also appear to have reinforced the downward pressure on safe interest 
rates, though here the evidence is somewhat ambiguous.

While the downward trend in rates has been pretty remorseless since the late 
1990s, it would be unwise simply to assume that the trend will be maintained. 
Indeed in many countries, nominal interest rates are already close to their lower 
bound – in some cases, they are already mildly negative – so further material falls 
COULD�ONLY�COME�ABOUT�THROUGH�HIGHER�INmATION��"UT�MORE�IMPORTANTLY��SOME�OF�
the forces that have driven real interest rates down are, with time, likely to go 
into reverse.

In particular, aggregate savings propensities should fall back as the bulge 
of high-saving middle-aged households moves through into retirement and 
STARTS�TO�DISSAVE��THIS�PROCESS�HAS�ALREADY�BEGUN��!ND�THOUGH�#HINESE�lNANCIAL�
INTEGRATION�STILL�HAS�SOME�WAY�TO�RUN��THE�NET�mOW�OF�#HINESE�SAVINGS�INTO�GLOBAL�
lNANCIAL�MARKETS�HAS� ALREADY� STARTED� TO� EBB�AS� THE�PATTERN�OF�#HINESE�GROWTH�
rotates towards domestic demand rather than net exports. Finally, the shifts in 
PORTFOLIO�PREFERENCES�MAY�PARTIALLY�UNWIND�AS�INVESTOR�CONlDENCE�SLOWLY�RETURNS��
But crucially, the time scale over which such a rebound in real interest rates will 
BE�MANIFEST�IS�HIGHLY�UNCERTAIN�AND�WILL�BE�INmUENCED�BY�LONGERTERM�lSCAL�AND�
structural policy choices.
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Although we believe that there are good reasons to expect real interest rates in 
due course to recover from their present unusually low levels, it is possible that 
the present environment will persist for some time yet. So long as it does, there 
are two particular consequences that will complicate the task of central banks.
&IRST�� AT� LEAST�WITH� CURRENT� INmATION� TARGETS�� EPISODES�WHERE� POLICY� RATES� ARE�

constrained by their lower bound are likely to become more frequent and 
prolonged. Our case study of Japan illustrates how easy it is in such circumstances 
TO�SLIP�INTO�A�DEmATIONARY�TRAP�n�AND�HOW�DIFlCULT�IT�CAN�BE�TO�ESCAPE�IT��2EACHING�
that policy rate lower bound requires the deployment of unconventional 
monetary policies instead, but the effectiveness of such policies is likely to be 
subject to diminishing returns. Although there are ways of alleviating the lower 
bound constraint and restoring scope for the use of conventional interest rate 
policy, each also carries drawbacks.

Second, and possibly more importantly, a world of persistently low interest 
rates may be more prone to generating a leveraged ‘reach for yield’ by investors 
and speculative asset-price boom-busts. While prudential policies should be the 
lRST�LINE�OF�DEFENCE�AGAINST�SUCH�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�RISKS��THEIR�EFlCACY�IS�BY�NO�
means assured. In that case, monetary policy may need to come into play as a last 
line of defence. The bottom line is that the risk-return trade-off facing monetary 
policymakers is somewhat less favourable than it was. That places added value 
ON� THE� ADOPTION� OF� LONGERTERM� lSCAL� AND� STRUCTURAL� POLICIES� THAT� ENCOURAGE�
investment and lead to an early recovery in longer-term real interest rates.
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1 Introduction

)T�IS�ALMOST�SEVEN�YEARS�SINCE�THE�SEIZURE�IN�GLOBAL�lNANCIAL�MARKETS�AND�A�SHARP�
recession in the advanced economies, from which recovery has been painfully 
slow. Central bank policy rates in the main advanced economies remain at, or 
NEAR��THEIR�EFFECTIVE�mOOR��)N�THE�%UROZONE��$ENMARK��3WEDEN�AND�3WITZERLAND��
the commercial banks have even been paying to leave funds on deposit with the 
central bank.

Moreover, the major advanced economy central banks have also adopted 
unconventional monetary policies – forward guidance and quantitative easing 
– with the intent of providing additional monetary stimulus by further lowering 
longer-term interest rates. These have fallen to historically low levels, with 
negative yields recorded on some of the sovereign debt of several Eurozone 
members.

This report examines the causes and consequences of this period of unusually 
low interest rates. We begin by documenting some of the key characteristics of 
the recent behaviour of interest rates. In particular, the decline in longer-term 
interest rates began several years before the crisis, suggesting that forces other 
THAN� THE�lNANCIAL� CRISIS�WERE� AT�WORK�DRIVING� YIELDS� DOWN��-OREOVER�� THE� FALL�
in yields was primarily accounted for by lower real interest rates rather than 
A�DECLINE� IN� INmATION�EXPECTATIONS��&INALLY�� IT�HAS�BEEN�A�GLOBAL�PHENOMENON��
AND�NOT�SPECIlC�TO�PARTICULAR�COUNTRIES��7E�ALSO�SEEK�TO�PUT�RECENT�DEVELOPMENTS�
into historical context; by any standard, current experience looks to be highly 
unusual.

Chapter 2 then discusses some of the hypotheses that have been put forward 
to explain the decline in interest rates. These fall into three broad categories: 
an increase in the propensity to save; a reduction in the propensity to invest; 
and shifts in the demand and supply for different types of asset. We believe 
the evidence supports the idea that shifts in savings, associated especially with 
DEMOGRAPHICS�� AND� #HINESE� lNANCIAL� INTEGRATION� ARE� LIKELY� TO� HAVE� BEEN� THE�
DOMINANT� FACTORS�� PARTICULARLY� IN� THE� DECADE� OR� SO� BEFORE� THE� lNANCIAL� CRISIS��
Following the crisis, however, a decline in the propensity to invest and shifts in 
asset supplies and demands are likely to have played some role too.

Policy rates in the US and Europe only attained their effective lower bound 
AFTER� THE� GLOBAL�lNANCIAL� CRISIS� OF� ����������"Y� THAT� TIME�� *APAN�HAD� ALREADY�
SPENT� MORE� THAN� A� DECADE� WITH� THE� POLICY� RATE� AT� OR� NEAR� ITS� EFFECTIVE� mOOR��
Moreover, the demographic trends that we believe have been instrumental in 
boosting the global propensity to save since the late 1990s have been more 
advanced in Japan than elsewhere. Chapter 3 therefore reviews recent Japanese 
economic history with a view to extracting lessons for the likely consequences of 
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population ageing elsewhere, as well as the appropriate macroeconomic policies 
TO�COUNTER�A�DEmATIONARY�TRAP�

Chapter 4 considers the consequences should the low interest rate environment 
PERSIST��/NE�IMPLICATION�IS�THAT��AT�LEAST�WITH�CURRENT�INmATION�TARGETS�OF�AROUND�
2%, the lower bound on central bank policy rates is more likely to bind, and 
for longer. We therefore consider ways of alleviating that constraint. Persistently 
low interest rates may also carry implications for the behaviour of investors and 
lNANCIAL� INSTITUTIONS��,OW�INTEREST� RATES�ENCOURAGE�CONSUMERS�AND�HOUSEHOLDS�
to take on more debt, and low returns on safe assets may encourage a leveraged 
SEARCH� FOR� YIELD� AND� INCREASE� lNANCIAL� VULNERABILITIES�� 3O� THIS� CHAPTER� ALSO�
examines the scope for these to be contained through prudential policies.

This chapter, and the report itself, concludes by considering the prospect for 
interest rates in the medium term and beyond. Market participants presently 
appear to believe that current conditions are likely to persist for many years, 
though our analysis leads us to think that rates should gradually recover from 
their present very low levels. Our discussion also considers how government 
policy choices could affect that path.

1.1 Some key facts

We start by recording some of the basic facts regarding the evolution of short and 
long nominal interest rates over the past couple of decades. Figure 1.1 shows the 
EVOLUTION�OF�OFlCIAL�POLICY�RATES�FOR�THE�FOUR�MAJOR�ADVANCED�ECONOMY�CENTRAL�
banks (the US Federal Reserve, the Bank of Japan, the European Central Bank 
and the Bank of England), while Figure 1.2 shows the corresponding implied 
ten-year nominal spot (i.e. zero coupon) yields on sovereign bonds, with 
'ERMAN�BUNDS�ACTING�AS�THE�BENCHMARK�SOVEREIGN�FOR�THE�%UROZONE��2EmECTING�
the experience of the so-called ‘two lost decades’, Japanese sovereign yields have 
been low throughout the period, edging down from around 2% in 1997 to zero 
today. The downward trend is more marked for the other three jurisdictions, 
with yields starting at around 6-7% and falling to around 2% for the US and UK 
AND�TO�NEAR�ZERO�FOR�'ERMANY��)T�IS�PARTICULARLY�NOTABLE�THAT�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS�
and subsequent Great Recession registers as little more than a minor blip on this 
downward trend; other forces have evidently been at work.

Long-term rates can be thought of in large part as being just the sum of expected 
future short-term rates. Hence expected future monetary policy rates should be 
a key determinant of longer-term nominal yields. For all four jurisdictions, the 
perceived likelihood of sovereign default is extremely low, so any premia that 
are present in long-term rates will be primarily due to other factors, including 
risk and term premium. In particular, central bank asset purchases (quantitative 
easing) may affect both expectations of future settings of policy rates and the 
levels of these premia.
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Figure 1.1 Official policy rates
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Source: Central bank websites.

Figure 1.2 International ten-year spot yields
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)T� IS� IMPORTANT� TO� RECOGNISE� THAT� FUTURE�POLICY� SETTINGS�WILL� IN� TURN� REmECT� THE�
UNDERLYING� EVOLUTION� OF� THE� ECONOMY�� /NLY� THE� "ANK� OF� %NGLAND� OFlCIALLY�
TARGETED�INmATION�OVER�THE�WHOLE�OF�THE�PERIOD�UNDER�CONSIDERATION��BUT�ALL�FOUR�
CENTRAL�BANKS� SOUGHT� TO�KEEP� INmATION� LOW�AND� STABLE�OVER� THE�MEDIUM� TERM��
WHILE�AT�THE�SAME�TIME�ACCEPTING�TEMPORARY�mUCTUATIONS�IN�INmATION�ASSOCIATED�
WITH�COST�SHOCKS�SO�AS�TO�AVOID�GENERATING�EXCESSIVE�mUCTUATIONS�IN�OUTPUT�AND�
employment.
)F� INmATION� AND� INmATION� EXPECTATIONS� ARE� ALREADY� AT� THEIR� DESIRED� RATE�� AND�

IN� THE�ABSENCE�OF� COST� SHOCKS�� KEEPING� INmATION�ON� TARGET� REQUIRES� THE� CENTRAL�
bank to set its policy rate so that aggregate demand is equal to the natural (or 
potential) level of output, i.e. the level of supply that would obtain if wages and 
PRICES�WERE�FULLY�mEXIBLE��4HE�CORRESPONDING�INTEREST�RATE�IS�SOMETIMES�REFERRED�
to as the Wicksellian natural rate of interest, after the Swedish economist Knut 
Wicksell, who introduced the concept more than a century ago; it will be the sum 
of the natural real�RATE�OF�INTEREST�AND�THE�INmATION�TARGET��7ERE�THE�CENTRAL�BANK�
to choose a lower (higher) rate of interest than the corresponding natural rate, it 
WOULD�GENERATE�EXCESS�DEMAND��SUPPLY	�AND�INmATION�ABOVE��BELOW	�THE�TARGET��
And if the central bank were to continue to do that, it could be expected to lead 
INmATION�TO�SPIRAL�UPWARDS�OR�DOWNWARDS�
7HEN�INmATION�STARTS�ABOVE��BELOW	�TARGET�AND�THERE�IS�INERTIA�IN�THE�INmATION�

process, the central bank will need to choose a policy rate above (below) the 
NATURAL� RATE� IN�ORDER� TO�BRING� INmATION�AND� INmATION�EXPECTATIONS�BACK� TO� THE�
target. But this deviation should only need to last as long as it takes to get 
INmATION�BACK�ON�TRACK��"Y�THE�SAME�TOKEN��WHEN�THERE�ARE�COST�SHOCKS�PRESENT��
the central bank may conclude that temporary deviations from the natural rate – 
AND�TEMPORARY�DEVIATIONS�OF�INmATION�FROM�THE�TARGET�n�ARE�WARRANTED�IN�ORDER�TO�
AVOID�THE�ASSOCIATED�mUCTUATIONS�IN�ACTIVITY�
)T�FOLLOWS�THAT��IF�THE�CENTRAL�BANK�IS�SEEKING�TO�MAINTAIN�STABLE�INmATION��THE�

policy rate should only deviate from its natural level temporarily. To understand 
the evolution of interest rates over the medium term and beyond, we therefore 
need to focus on the underlying real forces driving the natural real rate of interest, 
TOGETHER�WITH�ANY�CHANGES� IN� THE� INmATION�OBJECTIVE�OF� THE�CENTRAL�BANK��4HIS�
view is supported by the empirical work of Stefan Gerlach and Laura Moretti 
�����	��WHO�lND� THAT�MOVEMENTS� IN� CENTRAL� BANK�POLICY� RATES�HAVE�PRIMARILY�
been a response to the underlying economic forces driving down real rates, 
rather than reducing them independently (see also Justiniano and Primiceri, 
2010). Moreover, our interest is in the persistent trends rather than short-term 
mUCTUATIONS��&OR�THAT�REASON��IT�IS�NATURAL�TO�FOCUS�MORE�ON�THE�EVOLUTION�OF�LONG
term, rather than short-term, interest rates.

In order to dig deeper into the reasons for lower long-term rates – a task for 
Chapter 2 – we decompose the movements in the nominal long-term yield 
INTO� THOSE�MOVEMENTS� THAT� ARE� ASSOCIATED�WITH�CHANGES� IN�EXPECTED� INmATION��
AND�WHICH�MIGHT�THEREFORE�SIMPLY�REPRESENT�CHANGES�IN�THE�PERCEIVED�INmATION�
objective, and those that are associated with changes in the real long-term natural 
rate of interest. Fortunately, the increased issuance of indexed sovereign debt in 
recent years facilitates the derivation of reasonably convincing proxies for the 
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EXPECTED�INmATION�COMPONENT�IN�A�WAY�FOR�THE�PERIOD�IN�QUESTION��)T�IS��THOUGH��
inevitably a more contentious exercise for earlier periods when observable proxies 
are unavailable.

The left-hand panel of Figure 1.3 shows the ten-year spot yield on US 
4REASURY� INmATIONPROTECTED�SECURITIES� �4)03��lRST� ISSUED� IN�����	�ALONGSIDE�THE�
corresponding ten-year spot nominal yield. The former therefore provides a 
direct measure of the ten-year real interest rate for the US, while the difference 
BETWEEN�THE�TWO�SERIES�PROVIDES�A�MEASURE�OF�AVERAGE�EXPECTED�INmATION�OVER�THE�
following ten years. The right-hand panel shows equivalent series for the UK, 
WHERE� INDEXED�GILTS� �)'	�WERE�lRST� ISSUED�BACK� IN������� )T� IS�APPARENT�THAT�THE�
decline in nominal yields is almost entirely a consequence of a decline in real 
YIELDS��4HE�DIFFERENCE�BETWEEN�THE�REAL�AND�NOMINAL�YIELDS�n� IMPLIED� INmATION�
EXPECTATIONS�n�HAS�BEEN�REMARKABLY�STABLE��REmECTING�THE�SUCCESSFUL�ANCHORING�OF�
INmATION�EXPECTATIONS�UNDER�THE�INmATIONTARGETING�REGIME�THAT�WAS�ADOPTED�IN�
the UK in 1992.

Figure 1.3 Decomposition of nominal ten-year yields
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Source: Barclays, Bloomberg mid-yields and Bank of England.

7HILE� NOMINAL� YIELDS� MAY� DIFFER� SIGNIlCANTLY� ACROSS� COUNTRIES� BECAUSE� OF�
DIFFERENT� INmATION�TRENDS�� REAL�YIELDS�SHOULD�MOVE�QUITE�CLOSELY�TOGETHER� IF� THE�
CONSTITUENT�lNANCIAL�MARKETS�ARE�WELL�INTEGRATED�AND�DEFAULT�RISK�IS�NOT�A�MAJOR�
issue. There may be some differences in so far as the national real interest rates 
are measured with respect to different baskets of prices. In particular, any trends 
in real exchange rates are likely to be associated with cross-country differences in 
real interest rates. However, these seem likely to be relatively modest and short-
lived, particularly when comparing countries at similar stages of development. 
In that case, we can meaningfully talk about a single ‘world’ real interest rate.

In Figure 1.4, we follow the approach of Mervyn King and David Low (2014) by 
averaging across the ten-year real yields on the sovereign debt of the G7 countries, 
excluding Italy, in order to obtain a measure of the corresponding ‘world’ risk-
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free real interest rate. The sample of countries is necessarily unbalanced, as the 
number of countries issuing indexed debt grows over time.  At the beginning, the 
measure relies exclusively on UK debt, with other countries being added as time 
progresses. King and Low calculate both an unweighted arithmetic average and a 
MEASURE�WEIGHTED�BY�COUNTRY�SIZE�AND�lND�THE�MEASURES�ARE�VERY�SIMILAR��EXCEPT�
for a short period around 1998-1999 immediately after the introduction of US 
TIPS. We therefore just present a simple unweighted measure.

Figure 1.4 ‘World’ ten-year risk-free real interest rate
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Source: Barclays, Bloomberg mid yields.

Unsurprisingly, Figure 1.4 simply reinforces the message from Figure 1.3: the 
world long-term real risk-free rate has been drifting down remorselessly from 
AROUND����IN�THE�LATE�����S�TO�JUST�BELOW�ZERO�TODAY��4HIS�lGURE�ALSO�PLOTS�THE�
US real yield separately. Aside from the 1998-1999 discrepancy, US yields are 
noticeably lower than those elsewhere – by around 50-100 basis points – during 
THE����������PERIOD��4HIS�ALMOST�SURELY�REmECTS�A�@SAFE�HAVEN��DEMAND�FOR�53�
SOVEREIGN�BONDS�IN�THE�AFTERMATH�OF�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS��TOGETHER�WITH�THE�IMPACT�
of the US Federal Reserve’s programme of asset purchases. But this discount has 
now disappeared; indeed, US yields are slightly higher than elsewhere.

We conclude this quick tour of the facts with a look at developments in a 
sample of emerging economies. Most of these countries do not issue indexed 
SOVEREIGN�DEBT��-OREOVER�� INmATION�RATES�DIFFER�ACROSS�COUNTRIES�AND�OVER�TIME��
We are therefore forced to employ nominal yields and then attempt to adjust 
FOR� INmATION� DIFFERENCES�� )N� PRINCIPLE�� ONE� COULD� ATTEMPT� TO� DERIVE� REGRESSION
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BASED�MEASURES�OF�PROJECTED�INmATION�A�DECADE�AHEAD��"UT�WE�SIMPLY�ASSUME�THAT�
CURRENT� INmATION�PROVIDES� A� REASONABLE� GUIDE� TO� EXPECTED� FUTURE� INmATION� AND�
SUBTRACT�ANNUAL�INmATION�FROM�THE�NOMINAL�BOND�YIELD�IN�ORDER�TO�CONSTRUCT�A�
real interest rate measure.

This measure is shown in Figure 1.5. As default (and exchange-rate) risk is 
often material for these countries, we would expect it to exceed the (risk-free) 
rate for the advanced economies shown in Figure 1.4. Moreover, this premium 
CAN�BE�EXPECTED�TO�VARY�WITH�PERCEPTIONS�OF�DEFAULT�RISK���4HE�lGURE�SUGGESTS�THAT�
emerging economy real rates have also been falling since the late 1990s. The 
premium above the advanced economy (‘world’) rate is large during 1998-2001, 
FOLLOWING�THE�!SIAN�lNANCIAL�CRISIS��BUT�FALLS�BACK�TO�VERY�LOW�LEVELS�IMMEDIATELY�
PRIOR�TO�THE����������lNANCIAL�CRISIS��"UT��IN�CONTRAST�TO�THE�CONTINUED�DECLINE�
seen in the advanced economies, emerging economy real rates seem to have 
been relatively stable since then. The corollary of that would be a rise in the 
corresponding risk premium. This is an issue we return to in Chapter 2.

Figure 1.5 Emerging economies ten-year real interest rate
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Notes: Unbalanced arithmetic average of 12 emerging economies’ ten-year government bond yields less 
ANNUAL�INmATION��3AMPLE�������0HILLIPPINES�������ADD�-ALAYSIA��0OLAND��3OUTH�!FRICA�������ADD�4HAILAND��
2001 add South Korea; 2002-2006 add Colombia, Israel, India; 2007-2009 add Brazil; 2010 add Turkey; 
2011-2014 add Mexico.

1.2 Historical context

How unusual are the recent developments in interest rates from a historical 
perspective? We start by examining the post-war period, where data for a wide 
range of countries are available. Even so, consistent series for longer-term yields 
are only available for a few countries, so we focus instead on the behaviour of 
shorter-term rates. Figure 1.6 displays two series for the average ex post real return 
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on Treasury bills for groups of advanced and emerging economies, respectively, 
drawn from the work of Carmen Reinhart and Belen Sbrancia (2015).

Figure 1.6 Average real Treasury-bill rates, 1946-2014
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Source: Reinhart and Sbrancia (2014).

!T� lRST� GLANCE�� THE� lGURE� SUGGESTS� THAT� RECENT� EXPERIENCE� IS� NOT� PARTICULARLY�
unusual. Indeed, real interest rates were below those seen today both for the 
decade after the conclusion of World War II and then again during the 1970s. 
Moreover, rates, though positive, remained relatively low even during the 
intervening decade and a half from 1955 to 1969. In many respects, however, 
THIS�WAS�AN�ATYPICAL�PERIOD��$URING�THE�lRST�PART�OF�THE�PERIOD��MARKET�INTEREST�
rates were often subject to regulatory caps and regulatory requirements, and 
limited international capital mobility meant a large captive domestic audience 
FOR�GOVERNMENT�DEBT��)N�SHORT��IT�WAS�A�PERIOD�OF�SOCALLED�@lNANCIAL�REPRESSION��
IN�WHICH�OBSERVED� RATES�OF� RETURN�WERE�KEPT� SIGNIlCANTLY�BELOW� THE� LEVEL� THAT�
would have obtained in an unrestricted environment. And the 1970s were, of 
COURSE�� A� TIME� OF� UNEXPECTEDLY� HIGH� INmATION�� 2EINHART� AND� 3BRANCIA� PROVIDE�
A� RICH�DISCUSSION�OF� THE�PERIOD� AND� THE�PART� PLAYED�BY�lNANCIAL� REPRESSION� IN�
alleviating the post-war public debt burdens facing many of the combatants.
)N�CONTRAST�TO�THE�lRST�HALF�OF�THE�POSTWAR�PERIOD��THE�RECENT�PERIOD�OF�FALLING�

REAL� INTEREST� RATES� HAS� BEEN� ASSOCIATED� NEITHER� WITH� lNANCIAL� REPRESSION� NOR�
UNEXPECTEDLY�HIGH� INmATION��5NTIL� THE�POSTCRISIS� REREGULATION�OF� THE�BANKING�
sector, the trend was entirely in the direction of reducing the constraints on 
lNANCIAL� INSTITUTIONS�� WHILE� INmATION� WAS� EXTREMELY� STABLE� DURING� THE� 'REAT�
-ODERATION� PERIOD� THAT� PRECEDED� THE� lNANCIAL� CRISIS� AND�� IF� ANYTHING�� HAS�
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tended to be lower than expected since the crisis. Given the rather different 
CIRCUMSTANCES� THAT� PREVAILED� DURING� THE� lRST� HALF� OF� THE� POSTWAR� PERIOD�� IT�
therefore seems inappropriate to view recent experience as just a return to post-
war norms, following a 1980s interregnum of higher returns driven by higher 
INmATION�RISK�PREMIA�

What about earlier historical experience? A recent study by James Hamilton, 
Ethan Harris, Jan Hatzius and Ken West (2015) provides some useful analysis 
of the behaviour of short-term ex ante real interest rates for 17 countries going 
BACK�AS�FAR�AS�THE�BEGINNING�OF�THE�EARLY�NINETEENTH�CENTURY��4HEY�lRST�ESTIMATE�
SIMPLE�TIMEVARYING�AUTOREGRESSIVE�MODELS�OF�INmATION��WHICH�ARE�THEN�USED�TO�
GENERATE�ONEYEARAHEAD�PROJECTIONS�FOR�INmATION��4HESE�ARE�THEN�SUBTRACTED�FROM�
a measure of short-term nominal interest rates to provide time series for expected 
short-term real interest rates in each country.
4HESE�SHORTTERM�RATES�WILL�HAVE�BEEN�INmUENCED�BY�CYCLICAL�FACTORS��AS�WELL�AS�

more slowly evolving structural factors of the sort that dominate our discussion 
in Chapter 2. In order to abstract from such transient effects, as well as allowing 
for a time-varying underlying real interest rate, Hamilton and his co-authors 
ESTIMATE� lRSTORDER� AUTOREGRESSIONS� FOR� EACH� COUNTRY�S� REAL� INTEREST� RATE� ON� A�
rolling 30-year sample. For each sample estimate, they then obtain an estimate 
of the associated long-run steady state. These are then averaged across countries 
to provide a time-varying series for the ‘world’ long-run real interest rate, shown 
in Figure 1.7, together with their series for the US short-term ex ante real interest 
rate. In line with Reinhart and Sbrancia, their estimates suggest that the only 
analogue to recent experience is the period around and immediately after World 
War II.

Figure 1.7 Estimates of US short-term and long-run ‘world’ real interest rates
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To conclude this review of historical experience, we complement the analyses 
of Reinhart and Sbrancia and Hamilton et al. by providing some new estimates 
of long-term real interest rates in the UK that go even further back in time – to 
the beginning of the eighteenth century. Focusing on the UK makes sense, as 
THE�INTERNATIONAL�lNANCIAL�SYSTEM�WAS�RELATIVELY�OPEN�AND�INTEGRATED�DURING�THE�
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, with London very much standing at its 
centre. Consequently, the evolution of the UK long-term real interest rate can be 
expected to provide a decent proxy for the behaviour of the ‘world’ real interest 
rate. Moreover, not only are long runs of back data available for the UK, but it 
is also one of the few countries for which a long-term nominal interest rate on 
government debt is available on a consistent basis throughout the period, in this 
case the yield on 2.5% consols. We can therefore utilise a direct measure of long-
term yields, rather than making inferences about the long term from regression 
equations as in the study by Hamilton et al.
)N�ORDER�TO�CONSTRUCT�AN�EXPECTED�REAL�COUNTERPART�TO�THE�CONSOL�RATE��WE�lRST�

NEED�TO�CONSTRUCT�AN�APPROPRIATE�MEASURE�OF�EXPECTED�INmATION��!S�A�CONSOL� IS�
A� PERPETUITY�� THE� RELEVANT�MEASURE� OF� EXPECTED� INmATION� IS� A� PRESENT� VALUE� OF�
EXPECTED� INmATION� AT� ALL� FUTURE� DATES��7E� CONSTRUCT� THIS� PRESENT� VALUE� BY� lRST�
ESTIMATING�AUXILIARY�VECTOR�AUTOREGRESSIONS�IN�INmATION�AND�THE�CONSOL�YIELD�AND�
THEN�USING�THE�RESULTS�TO�GENERATE�INmATION�PROJECTIONS�FOR�MULTIPLE�YEARS�AHEAD��
&OR� THE�'OLD� 3TANDARD�PERIOD�� UP�UNTIL� ������WE� ASSUME� A� STABLE� INmATIONARY�
process, though we allow for temporary deviations during and immediately after 
MAJOR�WARS�WHEN�CONVERTIBILITY�INTO�GOLD�WAS�TEMPORARILY�SUSPENDED��&OR�THE�lAT�
MONEY�PERIOD�AFTER�������WE�ALLOW�THE�INmATION�PROCESS�TO�EVOLVE��CORRESPONDING�
to the successive changes in monetary regime during this latter period. An 
annex to this chapter provides more detail on the estimation approach and the 
EVALUATION�OF�THE�APPROPRIATELY�WEIGHTED�MEASURE�OF�EXPECTED�FUTURE�INmATION�
!LTHOUGH�THE�DATA�SUGGEST�THAT�INmATION�WAS�QUITE�VOLATILE�FROM�YEAR�TO�YEAR�

in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,1 the Gold Standard imparted a high 
degree of long-run stability to prices. As a consequence, our estimates of expected 
INmATION�DURING�THAT�PERIOD�ARE�RELATIVELY�INSENSITIVE�TO�PRECISELY�HOW�WE�MODEL�
INmATION�� 5NDER� THE� SUBSEQUENT� lAT�MONEY� STANDARD�� HOWEVER�� INmATION� IS� A�
much less stable process, meaning that the estimates of the real consol rate for 
the post-1931 period are correspondingly less reliable.

Figure 1.8 shows our series for the nominal and expected real consol yields. 
Recent nominal yields do not quite match the previous historic lows seen 
after World War II and before that in the late nineteenth century, but they are 
STILL�PRETTY� LOW�COMPARED�TO�RECENT�EXPERIENCE��2EmECTING�THE�STABILITY� IN�PRICE�
expectations imparted by the Gold Standard, the nominal and real yields are very 
close until 1931, with just small deviations during periods when convertibility 
was suspended.

�� 4HIS�PROBABLY�REmECTS�BOTH�GREATER�MEASUREMENT�ERROR�IN�THE�HISTORICAL�DATA�AND�GENUINE�VOLATILITY�DUE�

to the vagaries of harvests, etc.
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Figure 1.8 300 years of UK nominal and real long-term yields
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Source: Bank of England Historical database (http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/research/Pages/onebank/
datasets.aspx#4) and own calculations.

!FTER�������DURING�THE�lAT�MONEY�PERIOD��THE�EXPECTED�INmATION�MEASURE�IS�HIGHER��
so that the divergence between the two yield series becomes more pronounced. 
4HE� EXPECTED� INmATION�MEASURE� ALSO� mUCTUATES�MUCH�MORE� FROM�YEAR� TO� YEAR��
REmECTING�THE�DIFlCULTY�IN�CAPTURING�THE�CHANGES�IN�THE�INmATION�PROCESS�PROPERLY��
For that reason, it is more sensible to focus on the broad movements over this 
period, rather than short-lived spikes up or down. The picture is broadly similar 
to that obtained by Reinhart and Sbrancia and by Hamilton et al., though the 
period of low real rates during and after World War II is somewhat more short-
lived than in their estimates. In any case, the only precedent for the current low 
level of real long-term interest rates seems to be this rather idiosyncratic episode, 
CHARACTERISED�BY�THE�COMBINATION�OF�lNANCIAL�REPRESSION�AND�ELEVATED�INmATION��
)N�CONTRAST��THE�RECENT�DECLINE�TOOK�PLACE�IN�DEREGULATED�lNANCIAL�MARKETS�WHEN�
INmATION�WAS�GENERALLY�LOW�AND�STABLE��

1.3 Summary

7E�MAY�SUMMARISE�THE�KEY�lNDINGS�OF�THIS�CHAPTER�AS�FOLLOWS�

• Short-term nominal interest rates in the advanced economies – 
excluding Japan, where they were already very low – fell sharply after the 
���������lNANCIAL�CRISIS�AND�HAVE�REMAINED�AT�OR�NEAR�THEIR�EFFECTIVE�
lower bound since. But the decline in long-term risk-free nominal 
interest rates – again excluding Japan – is not simply a consequence of 
THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS��THESE�RATES�HAVE�BEEN�FALLING�STEADILY�SINCE�THE�LATE�
1990s.

http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/research/Pages/onebank/datasets.aspx#4
http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/research/Pages/onebank/datasets.aspx#4
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• 4HIS�FALL�IN�LONGTERM�NOMINAL�RATES�REmECTS�A�STEADY�DECLINE�OVER�TWO�
decades in the long-term risk-free real interest rate, rather than a fall in 
EXPECTED�INmATION��WHICH�HAS�REMAINED�BROADLY�STABLE�

• Long-term real interest rates have also fallen in the emerging economies, 
THOUGH�THIS�FALL�SEEMS�TO�HAVE�HALTED�AROUND�THE�TIME�OF�THE�lNANCIAL�
crisis. These rates are more open to default risk.

The very low level of long-term risk-free real interest rates in the advanced 
economies is historically most unusual. Real rates have rarely been so low; when 
they have been, it has almost invariably been during or after a war, when there 
WAS�A�DEGREE�OF�lNANCIAL�REPRESSION�AND�OR�INmATION�WAS�ELEVATED��4HE�PRESENT�
CONlGURATION�OF�LOW�REAL�RATES�WITH�LOW�INmATION�APPEARS�TO�BE�UNPRECEDENTED�

Chapter 1 Annex: Expected inflation and the UK real consol yield

)N�ORDER�TO�DERIVE�A�HISTORICAL�SERIES�FOR�THE�REAL�YIELD�ON�5+�CONSOLS��WE�lRST�NEED�TO�
DERIVE�A�MEASURE�OF�EXPECTED�INmATION��4O�DO�THIS��WE�RELY�ON�PROJECTIONS�OF�FUTURE�
INmATION�GENERATED�FROM�SIMPLE�VECTOR�AUTOREGRESSIONS��6!2	�IN�THE�INmATION�RATE�
and the nominal yield on 2.5% consols; two lags of each endogenous variable 
ARE�INCLUDED��!S�THE�CONSOL�RATE�SHOULD�RESPOND�TO�CHANGES�IN�EXPECTED�INmATION��
it potentially provides useful information about expected future movements in 
INmATION��7E�ALSO�EXPERIMENTED�WITH�A�LARGER�SYSTEM�INCLUDING�'$0�GROWTH��BUT�
found that it added little additional statistical explanatory power.

The data for the exercise are taken from the Bank of England historical 
database (available at http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/research/Pages/onebank/
datasets.aspx#4	��4HE�PRICE�INDEX�USED�TO�CALCULATE�INmATION�IS�THE�IMPLIED�'$0�
DEmATOR�AT�MARKET�PRICES��7E�USE� THIS�MEASURE� IN�PREFERENCE� TO� THE�ALTERNATIVE�
series based on consumer prices because the volatility of the latter before 1870 
IS�SIGNIlCANTLY�GREATER��"EFORE�������THE�BASIC�DATA�UNDERLYING�THE�PRICE�SERIES�ARE�
less comprehensive and reliable. While it is plausible that the overall price index 
was somewhat more variable in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, 
when agricultural goods constituted a much larger share of the consumption 
basket, the very high volatility and negative serial correlation in the consumer 
PRICE�INmATION�SERIES�ALSO�SUGGESTS�THAT�MEASUREMENT�ERROR�IS�RATHER�GREATER�THAN�
FOR�THE�LESS�VOLATILE�DEmATOR�SERIES�

We adopt two different approaches to estimating the VAR: one for the pre-1931 
period when monetary policy was governed by a commodity (gold) standard; and 
ANOTHER�FOR�THE�SUBSEQUENT�PERIOD�OF�lAT�MONEY�WHEN�THE�MONETARY�REGIME�WAS�
REPEATEDLY�CHANGING��&OR�THE�PRE�����PERIOD��WE�ASSUME�THE�INmATION�PROCESS�
IS� lXED�� 3TARTING� IN� ������WE� RECURSIVELY� ESTIMATE� THE� COEFlCIENTS� OF� THE�6!2��
period by period and using all available past data. We then use the results of each 
ESTIMATION�TO�GENERATE�FORECASTS�OF�FUTURE�INmATION�CORRESPONDING�TO�EACH�SAMPLE�
for several periods ahead.

There are two periods that warrant special treatment: the Revolutionary and 
Napoleonic Wars (1792-1815); and the Great War (1914-18). In both cases, 
CONVERTIBILITY� INTO� GOLD�WAS� SUSPENDED� FOR� ALL�� OR� A� LARGE�PART� OF�� THE� CONmICT��

http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/research/Pages/onebank/datasets.aspx#4
http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/research/Pages/onebank/datasets.aspx#4
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ALLOWING�MONETARY�lNANCE�TO�TAKE�PLACE��!FTER�THE�WARS�WERE�CONCLUDED��IN�EACH�
case there followed a period of constriction as the country prepared for a return 
to gold at the old parity in 1821 and 1925, respectively. We therefore allow for 
intercept shifts during wartime and subsequent intercept shifts during the post-
war periods leading up to the re-adoption of a commodity standard. When it 
COMES� TO� PROJECTING� INmATION� DURING� THESE� PERIODS�� WE� �SOMEWHAT� ARBITRARILY	�
assume that private agents believe the period of war/constriction will continue 
for just one more year.

Our approach to the period after the UK left gold in 1931 is a little different. 
The period from then until now has been characterised by a series of different 
MONETARY�REGIMES��INCLUDING��BENIGN�NEGLECT�PURE�DISCRETION��lXED�BUT�ADJUSTABLE�
exchange rates under the Bretton Woods system; monetary targeting; shadowing 
THE�$EUTSCHE�MARK��AND�INmATION�TARGETING��)T�THEREFORE�DOES�NOT�MAKE�SENSE�TO�
ASSUME�A�lXED�INmATION�PROCESS��)NSTEAD��WE�ALLOW�IT�TO�EVOLVE�BY�ESTIMATING�A�
series of 25-year long rolling regressions (i.e. a moving sample window rather 
than an ever expanding one, as was the case before 1931), which are then used 
TO�GENERATE�THE�FORECASTS�FOR�FUTURE�INmATION��7E�ALSO�INCLUDE�AN�INTERCEPT�SHIFT�
dummy for World War II and dummies for the 1973 and 1979 oil price shocks.
)N�ORDER�TO�USE�THE�EXPECTED�INmATION�SERIES�TO�CONSTRUCT�A�REAL�CONSOL�YIELD��

WE�lRST�NEED�TO�ALLOW�FOR�THE�FACT�THAT�A�CONSOL�IS�A�PERPETUITY�PAYING�A�CONSTANT�
COUPON� INDElNITELY�� RATHER� THAN� A� PURE� DISCOUNT� BOND� DELIVERING� NO� COUPON�
and just a payment at the terminal date. The data for longer-term interest rates 
covering the recent past in this report generally focus on the synthetic yield on 
such a pure discount bond derived from the market prices of a range of actual 
coupon-carrying bonds. Unfortunately, the range of bonds issued over the whole 
period is not wide enough to allow a similar approach to constructing historical 
yield data back to the early 1700s.

A perpetuity is, however, equivalent to a sequence of pure discount bonds. 
Using the Campbell-Shiller linearisation and ignoring risk premia, we can write 
the nominal yield, it

�, on a perpetuity as:

it
� = (1 - ȡ) � j=�

j=0
ȡjit+j

where ȡ } 1/(1 + it
�) and {it, it+1, it+2,…} is the sequence of current and (expected) 

future one-period spot yields. This expression says that the yield is just a weighted 
average of current and future expected one-period spot yields, where the weights 
decline geometrically.

Finally, we use the Fisher equation to write:

(1 + r) = (1 + i)/(1 + �) ¡ r § i - �

where r is the real rate corresponding to the nominal rate i and ʌ is the 
CORRESPONDING��EXPECTED	�INmATION�RATE��(ENCE�WE�CAN�DElNE�A�REAL�RATE�ON�THE�
perpetuity as:
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rt
� = (1 Ú ȡ) �j=�

j=0
ȡjrt+j

= Ú (1 Ú ȡ) �j=�

j=0
ȡj�t+jit

�

§ �
j=n–1

j=0
ȡj�t+jit

� (1 Ú ȡ)
(1 Ú ȡn)

Ú

= (1 Ú ȡ) �j=�

j=0
ȡj(it+j Ú �t+j)

The penultimate line therefore just gives the real yield on the perpetuity as the 
NOMINAL�YIELD�LESS�A�SUITABLY�WEIGHTED�AVERAGE�OF�EXPECTED�FUTURE�INmATION��WHERE�
THE�WEIGHTS�AGAIN�DECLINE�GEOMETRICALLY��4HE�lNAL�LINE�ABOVE�JUST�TRUNCATES�THIS�
INlNITE�SUM�IN�EXPECTED�FUTURE�INmATION�AND�IS�USEFUL�FOR�THE�ACTUAL�CALCULATIONS��
)N�PRACTICE��WE�EMPLOY�EXPECTED�INmATION�CALCULATED�FROM�THE�6!2�ESTIMATES�FOR�
up to 20 years ahead. 
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2 Why have (safe) real interest rates 
fallen?

We now consider the forces behind the decline in interest rates. There is, of 
course, nothing puzzling in the behaviour of short-term nominal rates, with 
central banks responding aggressively to the fall in aggregate demand prompted 
BY�THE����������lNANCIAL�CRISIS��2ATHER��THE�PUZZLE�LIES�IN�THE�DOWNWARD�TREND�
in the long-term risk-free real rate that starts well before the crisis. Indeed, 
ahead of the crisis Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan famously labelled 
it a “conundrum” (Greenspan, 2005), which Ben Bernanke shortly afterwards 
attributed to a “savings glut” in China in particular (Bernanke, 2005). There 
are, however, several possible explanations as to why the propensity to save 
might have risen. Moreover, any decline in the propensity to invest could also 
be expected to place downward pressure on the natural real interest rate. And 
changes in the relative demands for, and supplies of, risk-free and risky assets 
may also have played a role.

This chapter discusses some of the competing hypotheses and their congruence 
with the facts. As we noted in Chapter 1, although the main proximate determinant 
of long-term interest rates is expectations of future short-term interest rates, in 
normal times we would expect the central bank to ensure the interest rate is at 
ITS�NATURAL�LEVEL��CONSISTENT�WITH�ACHIEVING�FULL�EMPLOYMENT��EXCEPT�IF�INmATION�
expectations are not at the right level to begin with or in the presence of cost 
shocks). So the primary focus of the discussion needs to be on the real economic 
factors that have pushed this rate lower since the late 1990s.

Initially, we frame the discussion in terms of a simple loanable funds diagram, 
SHOWN�IN�&IGURE������THOUGH�WE�EXTEND�THIS�APPARATUS�LATER��4HE�lGURE�IS�DRAWN�
making the conventional assumption that substitution effects associated with 
changes in the interest rate dominate income effects, so that savings (SS) is 
increasing in ‘the’ real interest rate, while investment (II) is a decreasing function 
of the real interest rate. Initially, both of these relationships are drawn assuming 
THAT�OUTPUT�IS�AT�POTENTIAL��4HE�lGURE�SUGGESTS�THAT�THE�OBSERVED�FALL�IN�REAL�INTEREST�
rates is potentially attributable either to an exogenous fall in the propensity to 
invest (i.e. a leftward shift in the II schedule, taking the economy from O to OI) 
or an exogenous increase in the propensity to save (i.e. a rightward shift in the 
SS schedule, taking the economy from O to OS), or to some combination of both.
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Figure 2.1 Global market for loanable funds
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This conceptual framework seems quite adequate for the decade or so of the Great 
-ODERATION�THAT�LED�UP�TO�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS�AND�'REAT�2ECESSION��$URING�THAT�
PERIOD��INmATION�WAS�LOW�AND�STABLE��COST�SHOCKS�WERE�SMALL��UNEMPLOYMENT�WAS�
low and nominal interest rates were well above zero. So interest rates were likely 
to be close to their natural level. Matters are, though, more complex after 2009. 
Since then, many advanced economy central banks have operated with policy 
rates at, or close to, their zero lower bound, and therefore potentially above the 
level of the natural rate of interest.
(OW�DOES� THIS� AFFECT� THE� FRAMEWORK�� 3UPPOSE�lRST� THAT� OTHER� POLICIES� n� FOR�

INSTANCE�� lSCAL� POLICY� OR� UNCONVENTIONAL�MONETARY� POLICIES� n� ARE� SUCCESSFULLY�
deployed to maintain full employment. This corresponds to the generation of 
endogenous movements in the SS and II schedules so as to bring the natural 
rate of interest up to the level consistent with policy rates being at their effective 
lower bound.
)N� PRACTICE�� ALTHOUGH� lSCAL� POLICY� TURNED� HIGHLY� EXPANSIONARY� IN� ����

2010 and central banks became increasingly aggressive in their deployment of 
unconventional monetary tools such as large-scale asset purchases (quantitative 
easing), full employment was not maintained, leaving those economies operating 
with output below potential and substantial underutilised resources. As far as the 
diagram is concerned, that shortfall in activity below potential is likely to be 
associated with a lower volume of savings (shifting SS to the left) and possibly 
lower investment too (also shifting II to the left). In any case, it is activity, rather 
than the interest rate, which must adjust to keep the demand and supply of 
funds in line with each other when the policy is constrained by its lower bound.

Consequently, the (unobserved) natural interest rate will have been below 
THE�RATE�ACTUALLY�OBSERVED�IN�THE�lNANCIAL�MARKETS��3INCE�������RECORDED�INTEREST�
rates probably overstate the natural rate of interest, which will have been even 
lower. The gap between the observed and the natural rates of interest will, 
though, have been declining in recent times as the recovery has strengthened 
and unemployment has fallen back towards more normal rates. Our case study 
of Japan in Chapter 3 expands further on how reaching the zero lower bound on 
policy rates alters the dynamic behaviour of an economy.
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(IGHER�SAVINGS�OR�LOWER�INVESTMENT��!N�IDENTIlCATION�CHALLENGE

Figure 2.1 suggests that the evolution of the overall quantity of savings and 
investment could help to identify whether a higher propensity to save or a 
lower propensity to invest has been more important in driving interest rates 
lower since the late 1990s. If overall savings and investment have risen, it would 
seem natural to attribute the fall in real interest rates primarily to a rise in the 
propensity to save. Conversely, if overall savings and investment have fallen, it 
would seem natural to attribute the fall in real interest rates primarily to a decline 
in the propensity to invest.
Figure 2.2 shows the savings (dashed lines) and investment (solid lines) shares for 
the world as a whole (in red), as well as for the advanced economies (in green) 
and the emerging and developing economies (in blue) separately, with the gap 
BETWEEN�SAVINGS�AND�INVESTMENT�CORRESPONDING�TO�THE�TRADE�SURPLUS�DElCIT�2 The 
most striking feature is the sharp increase in savings and investment shares in 
the emerging and developing economies that begins in the late 1990s. Moreover, 
SAVINGS�RUNS�AHEAD�OF�INVESTMENT��PRIMARILY�REmECTING�THE�#HINESE�TRADE�SURPLUS��
This rise in the savings and investment shares of the emerging and developed 
economies is mirrored by a decline in their advanced economy counterparts – 
especially so in 2009. As a consequence, the global savings/investment share turns 
out to have been remarkably stable over the period as a whole – if anything, there 
is just a hint of an upward trend – with the only major (downward) movement 
coming during the Great Recession.

Figure 2.2 Savings and investment shares (% of GDP)
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Source: IMF WEO database.

2 Since global savings must in theory equal global investment, the small excess of global savings over 
GLOBAL�INVESTMENT�IN�THE�DATA�MUST�REmECT�MEASUREMENT�ERROR�
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This broad stability in global savings/investment has led some commentators 
TO�CONCLUDE�THAT�A�SAVINGS�GLUT�OF�THE�SORT�IDENTIlED�BY�"ERNANKE�CANNOT�BE�THE�
primary explanation for the decline in real interest rates (e.g. Eichengreen, 2014). 
But that same argument could equally well be deployed to infer that a fall in 
the propensity to invest cannot explain the decline in interest rates, other than 
around the time of the Great Recession.

Of course, Figure 2.1 already hints at one possible solution to this conundrum: 
there could have been a simultaneous rise in the overall propensity to save and 
a decline in the overall propensity to invest, such that the world economy has 
gradually moved vertically downwards from O to O’ over the past 15 years or so. 
This might be the answer, but it seems like a little bit too much of a coincidence 
that these two forces have balanced each other out in terms of their net impact on 
global savings/investment, especially given the length of the period in question.

Such a fortuitous combination of events is not, however, the only possible 
explanation: as the left-hand (right-hand) panel of Figure 2.3 shows, if savings 
(investment) is insensitive to movements in the interest rate so that SS (II) is close 
to being vertical, then a fall (rise) in the propensity to invest (save) will result 
in a fall in the interest rate without any associated change in quantities. So an 
alternative explanation for the broad stability of the global savings/investment 
share is that savings (investment) is relatively insensitive to changes in interest 
rates and that most of the variation in interest rates is the result of changes in 
the propensity to invest (save). Moreover, the fact that there is one period in 
particular when there is a marked (positive) correlation between movements in 
real interest rates and the global savings/investment share – the Great Recession, 
when both fall – suggests that it is more likely to be investment that is relatively 
insensitive to interest rate movements rather than savings.

Figure 2.3 Implications of interest insensitivity
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Consequently, while we cannot rely on the evolution of the global savings/
investment share to identify the drivers of the decline in interest rates, we can 
still look directly at the correlation between those drivers and the movements 
IN�INTEREST�RATES��)N�PARTICULAR��WE�NEED�TO�lND�FACTORS�THAT�SHIFTED�IN�THE�RIGHT�
direction at the same time as long-term real rates started falling in the late 1990s; 
timing is everything, in other words. From Figure 2.2, one obvious candidate is 
the rise in the savings rate in the emerging and developing economies. But it is 
by no means the only possible explanation. The rest of this chapter therefore 
looks at possible explanations and whether they pass the timing test.

Box 2.1 Secular stagnation

4HE� CONmUENCE� OF� FALLING� LONGTERM� REAL� INTEREST� RATES� AND� SLOW�OUTPUT�
GROWTH�SINCE�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS�HAS� LED�SEVERAL�AUTHORS�n�MOST�NOTABLY��
Robert Gordon (2012, 2014) and Larry Summers (2013) – to suggest that the 
US, and the advanced economies more generally, may have entered a period 
of ‘secular stagnation’. This revives a hypothesis originally developed by 
Alvin Hansen in his 1938 Presidential Address to the American Economic 
Association (Hansen, 1939). In this address, Hansen pointed to a fall-off in 
investment opportunities in the US driven by slowing population growth, 
the end of opportunities created by territorial expansion to the West, and 
a decline in the rate of innovation. As a consequence there was, he argued, 
a chronic tendency for an excess supply of savings to open up and, with it, 
A�TENDENCY�FOR�INSUFlCIENT�AGGREGATE�DEMAND�

Gordon’s arguments are similar to those of Hansen, though his case rests 
in large part on the idea that the rapid growth of the past 250 years since 
the start of the Industrial Revolution has been on the back of three unique 
sets of innovations: the steam engine and the railroads; electricity and 
the internal combustion engine; and the digital revolution. But Gordon 
is doubtful that the future will bring more such fundamental advances. 
Accordingly, he suggests, the rate of total factor productivity growth will 
fall back to the much slower rates that obtained in earlier human history. 
Moreover, reduced fertility and less immigration mean that the rate of 
growth of the labour force in these countries – and with it the amount 
of additional capital needed – is also slowing. Both these factors mean 
the rate of growth of potential output will be lower, as well as placing 
downward pressure on the equilibrium interest rate.

Summers’ argument is more Keynesian in spirit. His argument rests 
on the idea that shifts in the propensity to save and invest – of the sort 
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we discuss in the main text of this report – have driven the natural or 
Wicksellian (nominal) rate of interest consistent with full employment 
to below zero. As a result, because of the zero lower bound on policy 
RATES�n�AND�IN�THE�ABSENCE�OF�SUFlCIENTLY�AGGRESSIVE�COUNTERVAILING�lSCAL�
policy – there will be an endemic tendency for labour and capital to be 
underutilised. Moreover, if that underutilisation feeds back into lower 
investment in physical and human capital through hysteresis effects, then 
it may also adversely affect growth in potential output. Weak demand 
thus begets weak supply, rather than the other way round (as in Gordon’s 
story).

While the main text employs a simple, and somewhat eclectic, loanable 
funds framework for analysing the impact of the various forces affecting 
the equilibrium interest rate, it is useful here to consider a widely used, 
though rather more tightly drawn, theoretical apparatus that directly 
connects the growth rate to the real interest rate. In particular, suppose that 
households can borrow and lend freely at the (known) real rate of interest 
rt and that within-period utility takes the form (ignoring labour supply, 
for simplicity): U(C) = C1–Į/(1 – Į). At each point in time, households plan 
a path for consumption that will maximise the value of their lifetime 
utility, subject to the resources available to them over their lives. It is well 
known that the associated intertemporal optimality condition then takes 
the form:

Et[ǻct+1] = (rt + Į2ı2/2 – į)/Į

where ct is the logarithm of consumption at date t, į is the household 
discount rate, ı2 is the variance of the growth rate of consumption, Et[.] 
denotes the conditional expectation at t, and ǻ�DENOTES�A�lRST�DIFFERENCE�
(so ǻct+1 is the growth rate of consumption between t and t + 1). Hence, 
under these assumptions, there should be a tight relationship between 
the expected rate of growth of consumption and the real interest rate. 
Moreover, because consumption growth and output growth are highly 
correlated, this relationship also points to a positive correlation between 
expected output growth and the real interest rate.

Unfortunately, despite its widespread use in modern macroeconomic 
analysis, the empirical performance of this equation leaves something 
to be desired. For instance, consumption is both excessively responsive 
to predictable movements in income and excessively smooth, which 
is typically attributed either to imperfections in credit markets or to 
myopia. Moreover, the cross-country historical study by Hamilton et al., 
MENTIONED� IN�#HAPTER����lNDS�ONLY� A�VERY�WEAK� STATISTICAL� RELATIONSHIP�
between historical variations in real interest rates and the growth rate of 
output.
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Notwithstanding this, Figure 2.A presents a little bit of evidence against 
the hypothesis that the decline in real rates is the result of a decline in 
expected output growth. This shows expected US output growth over the 
coming four quarters, taken from the Survey of Professional Forecasters, 
together with US long-term real interest rates, measured from TIPS after 
1997 and using an ex post measure before that date. This shows that real 
GDP forecasts have remained roughly unchanged since the early 1990s, 
OTHER�THAN�DURING�THE�WORST�OF�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS��DESPITE�THE�FALL�IN�REAL�
interest rates. That contrasts with the widespread perception that real 
rates and real growth have fallen together. Actual growth may have been 
weak since the crisis, but this evidence suggests it has not been expected 
to be weak, which is what matters for the story. While this analysis is by 
NO�MEANS�DElNITIVE��WE�WILL�FOCUS�ON�OTHER�FACTORS�BESIDES�THE�EXPECTED�
growth rate when trying to understand the drivers of the decline in real 
interest rates.

Figure 2.A US expected output growth and real interest rates
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Finally, while the discussion in the main text encompasses several of the 
FACTORS�THAT�3UMMERS�IDENTIlES�IN�HIS�RESURRECTION�OF�THE�SECULAR�STAGNATION�
hypothesis, it is worth pointing out that, although secular stagnation may 
accompany low interest rates, it is by no means necessary. As soon as one 
departs from the simple consumption framework above, real interest rates 
can, in principle, be unusually low, even though growth rates remain close 
to historical norms.
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2.1 A higher propensity to save

Beginning with the savings side of the market for funds, there are several reasons 
why the global propensity to save may have risen.

Demography

Increased longevity and declining fertility mean that populations are ageing 
almost everywhere. That is especially so in the advanced economies, but is also 
the case in China and some other emerging economies. These demographic 
changes potentially affect both individual savings rates and aggregate savings by 
changing population composition.

First, advances in medical science together with higher living standards in 
developing and emerging economies mean that people are, on average, living 
longer almost everywhere. By itself, that need not imply higher savings rates if 
the increased longevity is matched by later retirement. But that has not generally 
been the case. According to the OECD (2011), the average state retirement age for 
men in the OECD countries in 1971 was 63.8 years, while by 2010 it had actually 
fallen a touch to 62.9 years and on extant plans, was only expected to rise to 64.5 
YEARS�BY�������SEE�4ABLE����	��&OR�WOMEN��THE�CORRESPONDING�lGURES�WERE�������
61.8 and 64.4 years. But expected life after retirement far outstrips that increase 
in retirement ages, rising by around seven years between 1971 and 2050.

Table 2.1 Retirement age for males and expected life after retirement

Retirement age (years) Life expectancy after retirement (years)
1971 2010 2050 1971 2010 2050

Germany 63 65 65 14.1 17.0 20.3
Japan 60 64 65 16.6 19.8 21.6
UK 65 65 68 12.3 16.9 16.9
US 65 66 67 13.2 16.8 17.7
OECD average 63.8 62.9 64.6 13.5 18.5 20.3

Source: OECD (2011).

It follows that people retiring at the normal state retirement age will need to 
accumulate a larger stock of savings to carry through into retirement in order 
TO� lNANCE� THEIR� POSTRETIREMENT� SPENDING�� !ND� THE� AMOUNTS� ARE� POTENTIALLY�
large. For instance, some illustrative calculations by Coen Teulings and Richard 
Baldwin (2014) suggest that the stock of savings would need to rise by around 
one year’s GDP to accommodate the increase in longevity over the past couple of 
decades. Of course, higher savings is not the only margin along which households 
could choose to adjust. People could choose to work beyond the normal state 
retirement age if they have not yet accumulated enough savings. And they may 
also decide to keep working for social reasons. So the effect on savings may be 
rather less than Teulings and Baldwin’s calculations suggest. Even so, it is clear 
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THAT� POPULATION� AGEING� COULD� ACCOUNT� FOR� A� SIGNIlCANT� INCREASE� IN� INDIVIDUAL�
savings propensities.

Second, after a post-war bulge in births, couples have tended to have fewer 
children. Together with the increase in longevity, that has resulted in major 
changes in the age structure of populations. The implications of this evolving age 
structure for aggregate savings are potentially complex, but we can see the basic 
principles at work if we split an adult’s life into three stages: young, characterised 
by relatively low wages; middle-aged, corresponding to the peak earning years; 
and old, corresponding to retirement. A lack of collateral means the young 
are likely to have only limited ability to borrow against their future income to 
lNANCE�CONSUMPTION��WE�CAN�THINK�OF�THIS�GROUP�AS�CONSUMING�WHAT�THEY�EARN��
But as they move through into the high-earning middle period of their lives, they 
can start saving with a view to building up enough wealth to support themselves 
in retirement. Then, after retiring, they gradually run down their accumulated 
assets. Consequently, the difference in the population shares of the middle- and 
old-aged cohorts is central to determining aggregate savings propensities.3

Figure 2.4 shows the past and prospective evolution of the population shares 
of the middle-aged (40-64 years of age) and old (65 years and older) for the world 
excluding China, and for China (the size and rapid demographic evolution 
OF�#HINA�MAKE� IT�WORTH� SEPARATING� OUT	�� 4HE� lGURE� ALSO� SHOWS� THE� DIFFERENCE�
between the two cohort shares, as this is what really matters. This difference 
has been rising for the past couple of decades, though it is presently around 
its peak and is projected to fall quite sharply over the next three decades. We 
CONSIDER�THE�IMPLICATIONS�OF�THIS� INmECTION�POINT�LATER��BUT�FOR�NOW�WE�MERELY�
note the strong coincidence of the upward leg of the cohort share difference 
with the trend downwards in real interest rates. In other words, a demographic 
explanation passes the timing test.

As an additional piece of evidence on the potential importance of demographic 
pressures on savings propensities, Figure 2.5 shows a cross-country scatter plot of 
national savings rates against the respective national difference in cohort shares 
FOR� SUCCESSIVE� lVEYEAR� PERIODS�� 4HERE� IS� A� CLEAR� �AND� STATISTICALLY� SIGNIlCANT	�
positive relationship between the two. That suggests demography is indeed a 
relevant factor in determining aggregate savings propensities.4

3  If the population shares of the young, middle-aged and old are (1 – Į – ȕ), Į and ȕ respectively, and the 
corresponding savings rates are 0, ı and –į (with Į,�ȕ,�ı,�į�> 0), then the aggregate savings rate will be 
Įı�– ȕį = (Į� – ȕ)ı + ȕ(ı – į).

�� .OTE�THAT�THE�lNDING�THAT�CROSSCOUNTRY�DIFFERENCES�IN�SAVINGS�RATES�CAN�BE�PARTLY�ACCOUNTED�FOR�BY�
cross-country demographic differences is entirely consistent with the broad stability of global savings 
rates, as the consequent downward pressure on savings rates associated with the decline in the world 
real interest rate will have reduced savings in all jurisdictions together.
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Figure 2.4 Past and projected population shares
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Figure 2.5 Demographic pressure and savings propensities
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Income distribution

Another possible driver of a higher propensity to save comes from shifts in the 
distribution of income. In many countries, the distribution of income has become 
more unequal over the past three decades or so. Figure 2.6 shows estimates of 
THE�'INI�COEFlCIENT� FOR� THE�DISTRIBUTION�OF�NET� INCOME��I�E��AFTER� REDISTRIBUTION�
THROUGH�THE�TAX�AND�BENElT�SYSTEM	�FOR�A�SELECTION�OF�ADVANCED�ECONOMIES��TAKEN�
from Frederick Solt’s database (Solt, 2014). In all four countries, this measure 
has risen since the 1980s (the cross-country differences are in large part the 
consequence of differences in the extent of redistribution through the tax and 
BENElT�SYSTEM	��3IMILAR�TRENDS�CAN�BE�OBSERVED�IN�MANY�OTHER�COUNTRIES�

The cause of this rise in inequality is still a matter of debate. In part, it may 
REmECT� INCREASED� COMPETITION� FROM� LABOURRICH� DEVELOPING� COUNTRIES�� SUCH� AS�
China, which weakened the bargaining power of relatively unskilled labour 
in the advanced economies. But the lion’s share is more likely to be down to 
technological developments, particularly in information and communications 
technology, that have allowed the jobs of unskilled and semi-skilled workers to 
be automated. Such technological advances have also allowed those with special 
abilities and skills (‘superstars’) to service a larger market, enabling them to 
capture a greater share of the returns accruing to such skills.

Figure 2.6 Inequality in selected economies
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Whatever the cause of this increase in inequality, if high-income individuals have 
a higher propensity to save than low-income individuals, then the consequence 
of increased inequality will be a higher aggregate propensity to save. The rise in 
income inequality is, however, something that started almost two decades before 
long-term real interest rates began to drift down, suggesting that this may be 
less of a driver of the decline in long-term interest rates over the past couple of 
decades.

High savings in China

Figure 2.2 already hinted at the potential importance of the increase in the 
savings propensities of the emerging economies, especially China, in driving 
down global interest rates – the rise in the former aligning almost perfectly with 
the start of the downward trend in the latter. But why did savings rates rise so 
sharply in China? Commentators often cite the lack of household safety nets 
TOGETHER�WITH�UNDERDEVELOPED�lNANCIAL�MARKETS� LEADING� TO�HIGH� LEVELS�OF� SELF
insurance by households and a heavy reliance on internally generated funds on 
the part of businesses. These did not, however, become even less effective in the 
1990s.

Instead, we believe it is more useful to look at the interaction of such factors 
with the demographic shifts we have already discussed. Indeed, as the right-hand 
panel of Figure 2.4 showed, the demographic shifts have been particularly large 
in China, in part perhaps because of the decline in fertility generated by the 
‘one child’ policy; World Bank data suggest that the fertility rate in China fell 
from 2.63 births per woman in 1980 to just 1.61 in 2009. In addition, longevity 
has also risen sharply. In practice, support through extended family networks 
often represents the primary household insurance mechanism when state safety 
nets are underdeveloped, and China is probably no exception. With people 
living longer and smaller families, these networks become less able to provide an 
effective safety net for the elderly and unlucky. As a consequence, the incentive 
for households to build larger savings buffers increases.

It seems plausible that this interaction between demography and support 
networks therefore lies behind the sharp rise in Chinese saving over the past 
15 years. In addition, households may also have been slow to increase their 
spending during a period of particularly rapid income growth, either because 
habits are slow to change or because they may hold off buying some goods in the 
expectation that if they wait then they will be able to buy better quality products 
in the future.

#HINESE�lNANCIAL�INTEGRATION

This is, though, not the only way that developments in China may have affected 
global capital markets. The past couple of decades were marked not only by an 
INCREASE� IN�#HINESE� SAVINGS�BUT� ALSO�BY�A� STRUCTURAL�MOVEMENT� FROM�lNANCIAL�
AUTARKY� TOWARDS� GREATER� lNANCIAL� INTEGRATION�� PARALLELING� n� THOUGH� LAGGING� n�
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the process of trade integration. That process has been subject to considerable 
management by the state and still has some way to run.

The simple loanable funds framework shown in Figure 2.1 implicitly assumed 
that national capital markets were fully integrated. In such a world of perfect 
and frictionless capital mobility, the pool of global savings is just the sum of all 
the national savings pools, so that the corresponding global savings rate is just a 
weighted average of national savings rates, where the weights are each countries’ 
shares in global output (this is what appears in Figure 2.2). Under integration, 
the global savings rate therefore rises either when a country’s savings rate rises or 
when a country with an above-average savings rate grows faster than average so 
that its output share rises.
)N�CONTRAST��UNDER�lNANCIAL�AUTARKY�IT�MAKES�NO�SENSE�TO�TALK�ABOUT�A�POOL�OF�

global savings. There are instead just a series of national (or regional) pools of 
savings and investment with corresponding national (or regional) real interest 
rates. When those capital markets integrate, we should expect real interest rates 
IN�THE�DIFFERENT�JURISDICTIONS�TO�BE�DRIVEN�TOGETHER��WITH�CAPITAL�mOWING�FROM�THE�
nations or regions where interest rates were initially low to jurisdictions where 
the returns are higher. This is just the analogue of what happens to the prices of 
tradable goods and services as countries open up their markets to international 
trade.

The process is illustrated in Figure 2.7, which generalises the simple loanable 
funds apparatus of Figure 2.1 to two separate regions: call them the ‘advanced 
ECONOMIES�� AND� THE� @EMERGING� ECONOMIES��� 7E� BEGIN� IN� lNANCIAL� AUTARKY��
with corresponding equilibrium real interest rates of rA and rE respectively. As 
drawn, the equilibrium real interest rate under autarky is lower in the emerging 
ECONOMIES� THAN� IN� THE�ADVANCED�ECONOMIES��7ITH�lNANCIAL� INTEGRATION�� THERE�
is a single world interest rate, r
��SUCH�THAT�CAPITAL�OUTmOWS�FROM�THE�EMERGING�
economies, x�� EXACTLY�MATCH� THE� INmOW� INTO� THE� ADVANCED� ECONOMIES�� ALSO�x. 
Clearly, if interest rates under autarky are such that rA is lower than rE, then 
CAPITAL�WOULD� mOW� IN� THE� OTHER� DIRECTION��7HEN�lNANCIAL� INTEGRATION� IS� ONLY�
partial, then the outcome will lie somewhere between the two extremes: the 
regional interest rates will be pushed towards each other but need not necessarily 
converge.
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Figure 2.7 Effect of financial integration
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What we called the ‘world real interest rate’ in Chapter 1 should more accurately 
have been labelled the ‘advanced economy real interest rate’. Unfortunately, 
THE�VARIOUS� CONTROLS�ON� THE�lNANCIAL� SECTOR� AND�DATA� LIMITATIONS�MEAN� THAT� IT�
IS�DIFlCULT��IF�NOT�IMPOSSIBLE��TO�OBTAIN�AN�ESTIMATE�OF�THE�#HINESE�REAL�INTEREST�
rate under autarky that would be comparable. We are therefore forced to rely on 
indirect inference. 

We start by documenting the growing importance of China in the world 
ECONOMY�AND�IN�INTERNATIONAL�CAPITAL�MARKETS��4HE�lRST�TWO�COLUMNS�OF�4ABLE�����
show the shares of the top ten countries in world GDP in 1990, when Chinese 
integration into the world economy was still quite limited, and then for last year; 
#HINA�RISES�FROM�TENTH�TO�SECOND��4HE�lNAL�TWO�COLUMNS�SHOW�THE�CORRESPONDING�
shares of foreign direct investment; China was not even in the top ten in 1990, 
BUT�HAD�RISEN�TO�lFTH�BY�������AND�SECOND�IF�(ONG�+ONG�IS�ALSO�INCLUDED	�

FDI is, of course, only one component of international capital movements – 
PORTFOLIO�MOVEMENTS�AND�RESERVE�ACCUMULATION�DO�NOT�lGURE��FOR�INSTANCE��!ND�
reserve accumulation has been a major feature of this period, not only by China 
but also, though to a lesser extent, by some other emerging economies. In part, 
that has been fuelled by an understandable desire to increase the ability to self-
insure after being compelled to turn to the IMF for support during the 1997-
�����!SIAN�lNANCIAL�CRISIS��"UT�THE�SCALE�OF�THE�#HINESE�ACCUMULATION�OF�RESERVES��
which currently stand at around $4 trillion (equivalent to twice annual imports) 
with much of it in US Treasuries, goes beyond what can be regarded as necessary 
just for self-insurance. Instead, some of the past accumulation is likely to be the 
by-product of a development strategy that was heavily export-driven.
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Table 2.2 GDP and FDI shares

Share of GDP Share of FDI
1990 2014 1990 2014

US 29.9 US 25.3 Japan 20.2 US 27.2
Japan 15.5 China 15.0 UK 18.9 Japan 8.2
Germany 7.7 Japan 6.9 US 18.2 Hong Kong 7.0
France 6.4 Germany 5.5 France 9.5 Germany 6.8
Italy 5.7 France 4.2 N’lands 6.0 China 6.4
UK 5.1 UK 4.1 Sweden 5.0 Russia 5.0
Canada 3.0 Brazil 3.3 Canada 3.7 France 4.5
Spain 2.6 Italy 3.1 Australia 2.9 UK 3.7
Brazil 2.3 Russia 3.0 Belgium 2.5 Canada 3.7
China 2.0 India 3.0 Italy 2.4 N’lands 2.9
Top 10 80.3 Top 10 73.4 Top 10 89.3 Top 10 75.4

Source: IMF.

!S�A�SIMPLE�HEURISTIC�THAT�CAPTURES�THIS�BROADER�CONCEPT�OF�lNANCIAL�INTEGRATION��
WE�lRST�NOTE�THAT�A�KEY�DRIVER�FOR�THE�RISE�IN�INTERNATIONAL�lNANCIAL�CROSSHOLDINGS�
has been the substantial increase in international trade. Now the usual global 
savings measure – of the sort shown in Figure 2.2 – weights together national 
savings rates by GDP shares; such a measure assumes national markets are 
completely integrated and there is a single pool of savings. If a country is not 
integrated at all, it should clearly get a zero weight in a measure of global savings. 
!ND�IF�A�COUNTRY�IS�BECOMING�MORE�INTEGRATED��THAT�SHOULD�BE�REmECTED�IN�A�WEIGHT�
THAT�RISES�FASTER�THAT�ITS�'$0�SHARE��3O��TO�CONSTRUCT�AN�INDICATOR�OF�@lNANCIALLY�
integrated’ global savings, we construct a weighted savings measure, where 
the weights are obtained by interacting trade (Ti/T) and GDP (Yi/Y) shares with  
T = Ȉi Ti and Y = Ȉi Yi:

wi Ł 
(Yi /Y) (Ti /T)

�i (Yi /Y) (Ti /T)

&IGURE�����SHOWS�THIS�INDICATOR�OF�@lNANCIALLY�INTEGRATED��SAVINGS��TOGETHER�WITH�
the conventionally measured global savings rate. The former rises much faster 
over the past decade or so. The rising shares of trade of China and India (countries 
with high savings rates) and the falling shares of advanced economies (with low 
SAVINGS�RATES	�MEAN�THAT�THE�lNANCIALLY�INTEGRATED�POOL�OF�SAVINGS�GROWS�MORE�
rapidly than the usual measure. This reinforces the idea that the pool of global 
savings has risen sharply over the past couple of decades.
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Figure 2.8 'Financially integrated' savings rate

Source: IMF and own calculations.
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"Y� ITSELF�� THIS�DOES�NOT� TELL�US�ANYTHING�ABOUT� THE� IMPACT�OF�#HINESE�lNANCIAL�
integration on global real interest rates; it depends on whether integration on the 
savings side has been rising faster or slower than integration on the investment 
side. In the former case, it exerts downward pressure; in the latter case, it produces 
UPWARD�PRESSURE��4HE�KEY�FACT��HOWEVER��IS�THAT�CAPITAL�HAS�BEEN�mOWING�OUT�OF�
#HINA�n�THE�COUNTERPART�OF�THE�#HINESE�CURRENT�ACCOUNT�DElCIT�n�SO�THAT�#HINA�
is, on net, adding to the pool of savings available for investment elsewhere. As 
Figure 2.7 suggests, that is consistent with the Chinese interest rate under autarky 
BEING�BELOW�THE�RATE�OBTAINING�IN�THE�REST�OF�THE�WORLD��AND�lNANCIAL�INTEGRATION�
in practice having added to the downward pressure on world real interest rates.

!FTEREFFECTS�OF�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS

As noted in Chapter 1, the decline in long-term real interest rates is not primarily a 
CONSEQUENCE�OF�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS�BUT�A�MORE�LONGSTANDING�PHENOMENON��4HERE�
are several factors, however, that have come into play since the crisis. Private 
savings in the advanced economies rose substantially, for several reasons. First, 
the adverse shock to income expectations and increased uncertainty led to higher 
household saving. And that rise in savings appears to have been particularly 
pronounced among highly indebted households. Figure 2.9, for instance, shows 
that in the UK, the rise in household savings was concentrated amongst those 
households with particularly large mortgages relative to their income.
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Figure 2.9 UK savings rates by household typea
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Turning to businesses, in the US and several other advanced economies, the 
NET� lNANCIAL� ASSET� POSITION�OF� THE� CORPORATE� SECTOR�HAD� BEEN� RISING� SINCE�WELL�
BEFORE�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS� �!RMENTER��������+ARABARBOUNIS�AND�.EIMAN������	��
The reasons for this are not yet fully understood, though they may relate to the 
increased value of having a pool of liquid assets available to buffer shocks to a 
lRM�S� CASH� mOW�� RATHER� THAN� ADJUSTING� ALONG� OTHER�MARGINS�� SUCH� AS� REDUCING�
DIVIDENDS��)N�ANY�CASE��THE�CRISIS�SEEMS�TO�HAVE�ACCENTUATED�THAT�TREND��WITH�lRMS�
CONTINUING�TO�ACCUMULATE�LIQUID�lNANCIAL�ASSETS��RATHER�THAN�INVESTING�THEM�IN�
physical capital or distributing them to shareholders. The driver here seems to 
have been companies’ (especially smaller businesses’) bad experience during 
THE�CREDIT�CRUNCH�THAT�ACCOMPANIED�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS�n�OWNERS�AND�MANAGERS�
LEARNT�THAT�BANK�CREDIT�LINES�AND�MARKET�SOURCES�OF�lNANCE�COULD�EVAPORATE�JUST�
when they were most needed. That made self-insurance, rather than reliance on 
EXTERNAL�lNANCE��APPEAR�EVEN�MORE�SENSIBLE�

Finally, although household savings rates have eased back down in some 
COUNTRIES�AS�OUTPUT�HAS�lRMED��THERE�HAS�ALSO�BEEN�A�COUNTERVAILING�SHIFT�TOWARDS�
lSCAL�CONSOLIDATION�THAT�HAS�HELPED�TO�KEEP�NATIONAL�SAVINGS�RATES�ELEVATED�
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2.2 A lower propensity to invest

Turning now to the investment side of the equation, there are also several reasons 
why the propensity to invest may have declined.

Demography

Just as demographic developments may have boosted savings rates in recent years, 
they may also have had an impact on the rate of investment. In particular, at the 
same time as people are living longer, they are generally having fewer children. 
The consequence has been a steady fall in the rate of the growth of the working-
age population since the mid-1980s (see Figure 2.10). Labour force growth has 
consequently fallen back, though in some countries that has been mitigated by 
an increase in labour force participation, particularly that of females.

Figure 2.10 Working age (20-64 years) population growth (five-year averages)
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Source: UN database.

The impact of this on investment is potentially complex. For a given capital-
labour ratio, a lower rate of growth of the workforce automatically translates 
into a lower required rate of growth of the capital stock, which would reduce 
investment demand. But, against that, a relative scarcity of labour will tend 
to push up pay and encourage businesses to substitute capital for labour, thus 
raising investment. The net impact on the demand for capital is thus unclear.

In any case, the fall in population growth rates seems to predate the fall in 
real interest rates by a decade or more. So this particular mechanism appears to 
fail the timing test. It therefore seems unlikely to be a major contributor to the 
decline in the world real interest rate.
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A decline in the rate of innovation

As mentioned in Box 2.1, Robert Gordon has argued that the rate of growth of 
potential output is likely to slow in the US and other advanced economies, in 
part because of the demographic effects just discussed but also because the rate 
of innovation is likely to be permanently lower. He points out the rapid growth 
of the past 250 years since the start of the Industrial Revolution has been on the 
back of three fundamental sets of innovations: the steam engine and the railroads; 
electricity and the internal combustion engine; and the digital revolution. But he 
is pessimistic that the future will bring more such fundamental advances. As 
a result, he argues, the rate of total factor productivity growth is slowing back 
towards the much slower rates that obtained before the Industrial Revolution. 
And in turn that has diminished the propensity to invest, and will continue to 
do so. Other authors have expounded related ideas, most notably Tyler Cowen 
(2011).

It is indeed the case that productivity growth (both output per person-hour 
and total factor productivity) has been weak over the past few years in countries 
SUCH�AS�THE�5+�AND�THE�53��"UT�MUCH�OF�THIS�APPEARS�TO�BE�A�LEGACY�OF�THE�lNANCIAL�
crisis and thus seems likely to prove temporary rather than secular.5 Moreover, 
authors such as Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee (2011) have pointed to 
the major changes being wrought by the digital revolution, whose effects are 
only just beginning to be felt. And, as documented by Joel Moykr (2013), several 
OTHER�RECENT�SCIENTIlC�ADVANCES�OFFER�TANTALISING�FUTURE�POSSIBILITIES�TOO��&INALLY�
it is worth recalling just how poor human beings have been in the past at seeing 
the scope for future advancement. Even experts can be way off the mark in their 
crystal-ball gazing – as the quotations in Box 2.2 attest!

5 Note that this does not imply the shortfall in the level of productivity relative to a continuation of the 
pre-crisis trend will be made up.

Box 2.2 It is not so easy to foresee the future…

“(EAVIERTHANAIR�mYING�MACHINES�ARE�IMPOSSIBLE�” 
(Lord Kelvin, President of the Royal Society, 1895)

“Everything that can be invented has been invented.” 
�#HARLES�$UELL��#OMMISSIONER��53�/FlCE�OF�0ATENTS������	

“4HE�WIRELESS�MUSIC�BOX�HAS�NO�IMAGINABLE�COMMERCIAL�VALUE��7HO�WOULD�PAY�FOR�
a message sent to nobody in particular?” 
(David Sarnoff Associates, 1920s)

“Who the hell wants to hear actors talk?” 
(Head of Warner Brothers, 1927)

“)�THINK�THERE�IS�A�WORLD�MARKET�FOR�MAYBE�lVE�COMPUTERS�” 
(Thomas Watson, Chairman of IBM, 1943)

“4HERE�IS�NO�REASON�ANYONE�WOULD�WANT�A�COMPUTER�IN�THEIR�HOME�” 
(Ken Olsen, Chairman of DEC, 1977)
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Consequently, we are inclined to place little weight on the argument that the rate 
of innovation has slowed permanently, especially when the digital revolution 
probably has some way to run and new technologies like genetic engineering 
are still very much in their infancy. That, however, does not rule out innovation 
and total factor productivity growth remaining temporarily depressed as an after-
EFFECT�OF�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS�

Changes in the nature of growth

In some industries, the nature of the production process is such that it relies much 
more on highly skilled individuals (i.e. human capital) rather than physical capital 
THAT�SUBSTITUTES�FOR�REPETITIVE�ACTIVITIES�BY�WORKERS��/BVIOUS�EXAMPLES�ARE�lNANCE�
and software development. The increased importance of software companies 
such as Google in the business activity of advanced economies, as well as to the 
development and use of products such as smart phones, will therefore tend to 
lower the incremental (physical) capital-output ratio. Moreover, a shortage of 
individuals with the technical skills necessary to use such innovative technologies 
may also discourage whatever investment in physical capital is needed to exploit 
new technologies (see Jorgenson et al., 2014). Whether this is a large enough 
phenomenon at the macroeconomic level to explain the fall in long-term real 
interest rates is, however, more debatable.

Falling relative price of capital goods

Another explanation for a decline in the demand for funds for capital investment 
stems from the falling relative price of capital goods. This is a long-established 
TREND�THAT� IS�PRESENT� IN�MOST�COUNTRIES�AND�� IN�THE�lRST� INSTANCE��DERIVES� FROM�
the fact that productivity growth is generally faster in manufacturing than in 
services, though more recently it may also be associated with the exploitation of 
advances in information technology. As a consequence, the user cost of capital 
has been trending downwards (see Karababounis and Nieman, 2012). This will 
encourage higher real investment, but also a decline in the nominal demand for 
funds to invest provided that the elasticity of the demand for capital with respect 
TO�THE�COST�OF�CAPITAL�IS�SUFlCIENTLY�LOW�

This particular hypothesis suffers from two weaknesses, however. First, it is 
not clear why the long-term real interest rate should have only started trending 
down in the late 1990s when the relative price of investment goods appears to 
have been falling since the early 1970s (see, for example, Thwaites, 2014). So the 
argument fails the timing test. Moreover, because the lower user cost of capital 
encourages more real investment, it should also have raised the growth of real 
output, which did not obviously happen.

!FTEREFFECTS�OF�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS

Just as there have been factors raising savings in advanced economies during 
THE� PERIOD� SINCE� THE� lNANCIAL� CRISIS�� SO� INVESTMENT� n� WHICH� FELL� SHARPLY� AFTER�
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������REmECTING�THE�DETERIORATION�IN�PROSPECTS�AND�HEIGHTENED�UNCERTAINTY�n�HAS�
remained subdued. Such behaviour is typical after large crises, as documented 
BY�#ARMEN�2EINHART�AND�+EN�2OGOFF� �����	��#ONlDENCE�CAN� TAKE�A� LONG� TIME�
to recover and the irreversibility of investment is likely to make businesses 
reluctant to undertake investment, particularly to expand capacity, until they 
CAN�BE�CONlDENT�THAT�THERE�WILL�BE�ENOUGH�DEMAND�FOR�THEIR�PRODUCTS��!ND�WHILE�
the 15 to 20 years before the crisis – the Great Moderation – was a generally 
benign environment from a macroeconomic perspective, the experience since 
then, with the Eurozone debt crisis following hard on the heels of the 2007-2008 
banking crisis, has surely encouraged businesses to be remain cautious, lest the 
future bring yet another crisis in some other part of the globe.  Uncertainty about 
lSCAL� AND� REGULATORY� POLICY� FOLLOWING� THE� CRISIS� ALSO�MAY�HAVE� CONTRIBUTED� TO�
lRMS��RELUCTANCE�TO�INVEST��E�G��"AKER�ET�AL�������	�
)T� SEEMS� ENTIRELY�PLAUSIBLE� THAT� THIS�WEAKNESS� IN� INVESTMENT� IS� A� SIGNIlCANT�

factor behind a further decline in the natural real interest rate since the start 
of the crisis (remember that the natural rate will have been even lower than 
the observed rate in the markets once the zero lower bound on policy rates was 
reached). Moreover, as noted earlier, there was a marked fall in the global savings/
investment rate during the Great Recession (see Figure 2.2). So we think it natural 
to ascribe at least some of the decline in yields since 2008 to this.

2.3 Risky versus safe assets and portfolio shifts 

There is, then, no shortage of hypotheses couched in terms of shifts in the 
propensities to save or invest capable of explaining the downward pressure 
on long-term risk-free real interest rates. There is, however, another class of 
hypotheses warranting consideration. These rest on shifts in preferences for, or 
supplies of, different types of asset. In particular, a shift in preferences towards 
safe assets or a reduction in their supply can be expected to lead to upward 
pressure on the price of safe assets and a fall in their yields, with the converse 
effect on the prices of risky assets and on the corresponding risk premia.

Demand for safe assets

We already noted above that the desire to hold larger foreign-exchange buffers 
FOLLOWING�THE�!SIAN�lNANCIAL�CRISIS�WAS�ONE�FACTOR�BEHIND�THE�INCREASE�IN�EMERGING�
economy saving, as well being a by-product of the Chinese trade surplus. But this 
increase in holdings of foreign-exchange reserves was heavily concentrated in 
holdings of US Treasuries.

There has surely been a further increase in the demand for safe assets as a 
CONSEQUENCE�OF�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS��THAT�INVESTORS�ARE�LIKELY�TO�TURN�TO�SAFE�ASSETS�
in times of heightened uncertainty is standard fare in macroeconomics. But 
WHILE�IT�IS�DIFlCULT�TO�GET�MUCH�ACTION�IN�STANDARD�MODELS�FROM�A�general increase 
in uncertainty – that is, a two-sided increase in the spread of possible outcomes 
n� IT� IS� POSSIBLE� TO� GET�QUANTITATIVELY�MORE� SIGNIlCANT� EFFECTS� IF� THERE� IS� JUST� AN�
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increase in the likelihood or size of bad outcomes. Robert Barro (2006, 2009), 
in particular, has shown how disaster risk – low-probability catastrophic events 
– can generate both low risk-free rates and a high equity premium. And surely 
the move from Great Moderation to Great Panic and then Great Recession must 
have made investors more aware of the possibility of such events. Ben Broadbent 
(2014) and David Miles (2014) have argued that this provides yet another factor 
behind the current low level of risk-free real interest rates.

In addition, during the years preceding the crisis, banks had run down their 
holdings of liquid assets to extraordinarily low levels. Figure 2.11 provides 
some relevant data for the UK banking sector. Regulators have responded to 
the weaknesses exposed by the crisis by requiring banks not only to carry more 
loss-absorbing capacity but also to ensure that they have an adequate stock 
of unencumbered high-quality liquid assets that can be converted easily and 
immediately in private markets into cash in the event of a month-long stress 
event (the liquidity coverage ratio). To all intents and purposes, ‘safe’ and ‘liquid’ 
are synonymous (though what is safe and liquid may vary over time). These 
new regulatory standards have further added to the demand for safe assets and, 
as the transition to the new requirement is still in train, will continue to do so 
for the next few years. Tightened prudential requirements on pension funds and 
insurance companies in some jurisdictions, forcing them to match their assets 
better to their liabilities, will also have further added to the demand for safe 
bonds.

Figure 2.11 Sterling liquid assets of UK banking sectora
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Source: Bank of England.

Finally, central bank asset purchases (‘quantitative easing’) have provided a 
further source of demand. The purpose of those asset-purchase programmes 
was precisely to depress the term premium on longer-term risk-free assets when 
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short-term rates had attained the zero lower bound. The consequent portfolio 
rebalancing as investors substituted towards higher-yielding assets was then 
expected to raise asset prices generally and lower the corresponding yields, so 
BOOSTING� DEMAND�� %VENT� STUDIES� SUGGEST� THAT� THE� EFFECT� OF� THE� lRST� ROUNDS� OF�
asset purchases by the Federal Reserve and the Bank of England during the Great 
Recession was to lower long-term risk-free yields by roughly 100 basis points (see 
Chapter 4 for further discussion), though the impact of later rounds of purchases 
is somewhat harder to pin down.

Supply of safe assets

The strong demand for safe assets before (and even more so after) the crisis meant 
THERE�WERE� INCENTIVES� FOR� THE�lNANCIAL� INDUSTRY� TO�lND�WAYS�OF� INCREASING� THE�
SUPPLY�OF�SUCH�ASSETS�BY�REPACKAGING�AND�INCOME�mOWS�AND�REDISTRIBUTING�RISKS�
to those better able to bear them. Ahead of the crisis, this was manifested in the 
repackaging of the returns on mortgage-backed securities and similar assets so 
that the safer tranches could then be held by investors with a low appetite for 
risk, such as pension funds. But the events of 2007-2008 revealed that such assets 
– despite their AAA ratings – were anything but safe in the face of falling house 
prices and correlated defaults. Moreover, the subsequent Eurozone debt crisis 
and the determination of some member countries to ensure that sovereign debt 
OBLIGATIONS�ARE�NOT�MUTUALISED�HAS�ALSO�LED�TO�THE�REEMERGENCE�OF�SIGNIlCANT�RISK�
premia on the sovereign debt of periphery countries and other member states 
WITH�ELEVATED�DEBT�OR�DElCITS��#ONSEQUENTLY��SOME�ASSETS�THAT�WERE�PERCEIVED�AS�
safe before the crisis no longer warrant that label, making them ineligible for 
some classes of investor.

Table 2.3, taken from Caballero and Farhi (2014), suggests that the fall in the 
SUPPLY�OF�SAFE�ASSETS�IS�SIGNIlCANT��FROM�����OF�WORLD�'$0�IN������TO�����IN�
������ACCORDING�TO�THEIR�PARTICULAR�DElNITION�OF�@SAFE���)T�IS�WORTH�POINTING�OUT��
HOWEVER��THAT�THIS�IS�A�RATHER�NARROW�DElNITION��EXCLUDING�AS�IT�DOES�THE�SOVEREIGN�
debt of countries such as the UK and Japan. It also excludes measures of short-
term deposits or cash, which are particularly safe assets. Moreover, the sharp rise 
IN�lSCAL�DElCITS�SINCE�THE�CRISIS�MEANS�THAT�THE�SUPPLY�OF�SOVEREIGN�ASSETS�HAS�BEEN�
rising rapidly in the past few years.
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Table 2.3 Decline in supply of 'safe' assets

US$ trn % of world GDP
2007 2011 2007 2011

US sovereign debt 5.1 10.7 9.2 15.8
    o/w held by Federal Reserve 0.7 1.7 1.3 2.5
German & French sovereign debt 2.4 3.3 4.5 4.8
Italian & Spanish sovereign debt 2.4 3.1 4.3 4.7
US MBS and ABS 11.3 9.6 20.2 14.2
'Safe' assets 20.5 12.3 36.9 18.1

Source: Caballero and Farhi (2014).

Incorporating risky assets into the loanable funds apparatus

To integrate this dimension into our analysis, we need to extend our elementary 
loanable funds apparatus to accommodate multiple assets and interest rates. 
Making the heroic simplifying assumption that sovereign bonds – and only 
sovereign bonds – are safe, we can write two loanable funds equilibrium 
conditions:

Risky assets:  f(ȡ)Sprivate(r, r + ȡ, ...) = I(r + ȡ, ...) 
 (+) (+) (+) (-)

Safe assets:  [1 – f(ȡ)]Sprivate(r, r + ȡ, ...) + Spublic = 0
  
where r is the yield on safe assets; ȡ is the spread of the expected return on risky 
capital assets over the return on the safe asset; and the share of funds allocated 
to risky assets, f(ȡ), is increasing in that spread (f' > 0). For simplicity, we take the 
PUBLIC�PRIMARY�DElCIT��nSpublic, as independent of the level of interest rates. Adding 
these two equations together gives the conventional loanable funds relationship:

Loanable funds:   Sprivate(r, r + ȡ, ...) + Spublic = I(r + ȡ, ...) (IS)

while taking their ratio gives a funds allocation relationship that is key to 
determining the spread:

Funds allocation:  ĳ(ȡ) } f(ȡ)/[1 – f(ȡ)] = –I(r + ȡ, ...)/Spublic (FF)

Figure 2.12 shows the equilibrium of this little system in {r, ȡ} space. IS plots the 
risk-free interest rate and spread pairs that are consistent with equilibrium in the 
overall market for loanable funds. It slopes downward, but the slope is greater 
than unity in absolute magnitude. Exogenous increases in saving or decreases in 
investment shift the IS schedule to the left.
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Figure 2.12 Equilibrium with safe and risky assets
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FF plots the risk-free interest rate and spread pairs consistent with the allocation 
of funds. It too slopes downward, but the absolute value of the slope is less than 
unity. It is unaffected by exogenous changes in private saving, but exogenous 
reductions in investment also shift it to the left. And a shift in the allocation of 
funds towards safe assets would shift FF up.

An exogenous increase in private savings thus takes the economy from O to 
O'; it is therefore consistent with a fall in the risk-free rate and an increase in the 
spread. By contrast, an exogenous reduction in investment takes the economy 
from O to O'' and a little bit of algebra establishes that the spread in this case 
necessarily falls – as one would intuitively expect. Finally, a shift in the allocation 
of funds in favour of safe assets would in effect move the economy from O'' to O', 
depressing the safe rate and raising the spread.

Evidence

!� RISE� IN� INVESTOR� PREFERENCE� FOR� SAFE� ASSETS� SHOULD� BE� REmECTED� IN� INVESTORS�
demanding a higher spread between risky and safe assets. But the empirical 
analogue of the spread between risky and safe assets can take several forms. We 
start by looking at a measure of the equity risk premium, that is, the return on 
risky equities relative to that on safe sovereign bonds. We focus on the US and 
the UK as we have a decent run of returns on indexed sovereign debt in each case 
(see Figure 2.13). As the measure of the stock returns, we take the (inverted) stock 
PRICETOEARNINGS�RATIO��SCALED�BY�THE�RATIO�OF�THE�VALUE�OF�lRM�EQUITY�TO�THE�SUM�
of that valuation and net debt. It therefore measures corporate earnings relative 
to the total�lNANCE�PROVIDED��EQUITY�PLUS�DEBT	��AND�SO�GIVES�AN�ESTIMATE�OF�THE�
yield on capital unaffected by variations in leverage.
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Figure 2.13 Safe sovereign and equity yields
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The results are quite striking. While the real return on indexed sovereign debt 
trends steadily downwards, our measure of the return on capital has been 
BROADLY�mAT� TO� RISING� IN�BOTH�COUNTRIES� SINCE� THE� LATE�����S�� CONSISTENT�WITH�A�
rising preference for safe assets. Different factors are likely to have been work 
at different times, however. Risk premia rise noticeably after the collapse of the 
53�TECH�BUBBLE�IN������AND�ESPECIALLY�AFTER�THE����������lNANCIAL�CRISIS��BOTH�
periods of heightened stress when we might expect a shift in preferences towards 
safe assets. In the intervening period, the key factor is instead more likely to be the 
large Chinese trade surplus and the associated accumulation of reserve holdings, 
LARGELY�IN�THE�FORM�OF�53�4REASURIES��"UT�SINCE�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS��#HINESE�RESERVE�
accumulation has fallen back, so this is unlikely to have been much of a driving 
factor in the past few years.
7E�MIGHT� ALSO� EXPECT� SIMILAR� TRENDS� TO�BE� SEEN�WITHIN�lXED� INCOME�ASSETS��

with the spread of the return on risky bonds rising relative to that on safe bonds. 
Figure 1.5 provided an estimate of the real return on the sovereign debt of a 
sample of emerging economies, and suggested that the spread relative to the 
ADVANCED� ECONOMY� SAFE� REAL� RATE� HAD� FALLEN� SHARPLY� AFTER� THE� !SIAN� lNANCIAL�
CRISIS�AND�THEREAFTER�HAD�mATTENED�OFF��OR�EVEN�RISEN�A�TOUCH��&IGURE������PROVIDES�
more reliable information on this spread, namely, the J.P. Morgan EMBI+ credit 
OPTIONADJUSTED� SPREAD� RELATIVE� TO�53� 4REASURIES�� 4HIS� CONlRMS� THE� SIGNIlCANT�
NARROWING� IN� THE� DECADE� OR� SO� AFTER� THE�!SIAN� lNANCIAL� CRISIS��5NSURPRISINGLY��
THE�SPREAD�SPIKES�UP�IN������DURING�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS��"UT�A�COMPARISON�OF�THE�
spread immediately before and then after the crisis is instructive. Unlike equity 
risk premia, which rise markedly, the spread on emerging economy sovereign 
debt rises only a touch.
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Figure 2.14 Emerging economies’ sovereign credit spread
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Source: J.P. Morgan EMBI+ credit option-adjusted spread.

This suggests more might have happened than just a shift in preferences towards 
safe assets. It is possible that the sovereign debts of at least some emerging 
economies are no longer seen as being quite as risky as they once were. In 
PARTICULAR�� THE� IMPROVEMENT� IN� lSCAL� POSITIONS�� AS�WELL� AS� GREATER� HOLDINGS� OF�
foreign exchange reserves, renders them less vulnerable to adverse shocks. That 
would also help to counteract – at least to some degree – the reduction in the 
supply of safe assets as a consequence of the rise in the perceived riskiness of 
advanced economy asset-backed securities and peripheral sovereign debt that 
Caballero and Farhi (2014) focus on. How durable this is remains to be seen, 
HOWEVER��#ERTAINLY��THE�SUBSTANTIAL�OUTmOWS�FROM�EMERGING�ECONOMIES�OVER�THE�
past year in the face of concerns about slowing growth in China and heightened 
expectations that policy rates will soon begin to rise in the US suggest they 
remain a somewhat risky asset class.
4URNING�TO�CORPORATE�lXED�INCOME�RETURNS��&IGURE������SHOWS�THE�SPREAD�OF�THE�

return on risky high-yield corporate bonds over that on much safer investment-
grade bonds. This shows a similar pattern to that for sovereign debt – leaving aside 
the 2008-2009 spike, there appears to be only a relatively modest increase in the 
spread compared to where it was before the crisis. Consequently, any increased 
preference for safety is much less obvious here than for equities. Overall it seems 
that the switch in preferences is more noticeable across asset classes than within 
asset classes.
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Figure 2.15 US high-yield over investment-grade credit spread
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Source: : Bloomberg. US High yield proxy using Barclays US High Yield index option-adjusted spread; US 
Investment-grade credit proxy using Barclays US Investment-grade option-adjusted spread. 

2.4 Summing up

Bringing together these various strands, we are led to conclude that there is no 
single driver of the decline in long-term risk-free real interest rates over the past 
two decades. Instead, different factors seem to have been more important at 
different times. In particular:

• Demographic pressure associated with increased longevity and lower 
FERTILITY�IS�LIKELY�TO�HAVE�BEEN�IMPORTANT��ESPECIALLY�DURING�THE�lRST�HALF�
of the period. The surge in Chinese savings is likely to be a particular 
REmECTION�OF� THESE�DEMOGRAPHIC� FORCES��"UT� THESE�PRESSURES� ARE� LIKELY�
to wane in coming years, as the population share of the high-saving 
middle-aged relative to that of dissaving retirees is presently around 
its peak.

• 4HE� GRADUAL� INTEGRATION� OF�#HINA� INTO� GLOBAL� lNANCIAL�MARKETS�MAY�
have also placed downward pressure on the global real interest rate. 
4HE� PATTERN� OF� CAPITAL� mOWING� @UPHILL�� FROM� EMERGING� TO� ADVANCED�
economies is consistent with this explanation.

• While a decline in the propensity to invest seems less convincing as 
an explanation of the pre-crisis downward trend in real interest rates, 
it does seem likely to have played a role in explaining developments 
since 2008.

• Shifts in the supply of, and demand for, safe assets may also have 
placed downward pressure on the risk-free real rate, particularly since 
THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS��4HIS�IS�CONSISTENT�WITH�THE�RISE�IN�EQUITY�RISK�PREMIA�
in recent years, though some of the other evidence is less supportive.
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In light of these conclusions, will the downward pressure on the equilibrium 
real interest rate be maintained, or should we expect the real rate to revert to the 
historical norm of roughly two per cent?  We return to this question in Chapter 
4, together with a consideration of some of the possible consequences should the 
present low interest rate environment persist. But before that, we undertake a 
case study of Japan, where the ageing of the population is more advanced than in 
most developed economies; experience there may therefore help us to see more 
clearly the implications of the demographic factors analysed above. In addition, 
Japan has already lived with low interest rates for more than a couple of decades. 
What lessons are contained in its experience?
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3 Lessons from Japan

The experience of Japan since the bursting of the bubble in equity and property 
prices at the end of the 1980s provides a potentially illuminating case study. By 
THE�TIME�THE����������lNANCIAL�CRISIS�HIT�THE�REST�OF�THE�ADVANCED�ECONOMIES��
Japanese policymakers had been grappling with the challenge of handling an 
environment of persistently low nominal and real interest rates for more than a 
decade. As discussed further in Chapter 4, a world of persistently low rates makes 
it more likely that monetary policy will be constrained by the (near) zero lower 
bound on policy rates, forcing central banks instead to turn to unconventional 
monetary policies, such as quantitative easing. Such an environment also puts 
MORE�OF�THE�BURDEN�OF�SUSTAINING�AGGREGATE�DEMAND�ON�lSCAL�POLICY��0OLICYMAKERS��
ATTEMPTS�TO�ESCAPE�THE�DEmATIONARY�TRAP�THAT�*APAN�FELL�INTO�AFTER������POTENTIALLY�
provide an insight into the effectiveness of policy in such circumstances.

3.1 A brief chronology

Following the bursting of the twin equity and real estate price bubbles and 
the unwinding of the accompanying credit boom, Japan gradually fell into a 
PROLONGED�PERIOD�OF�DISINmATION��LEADING�EVENTUALLY�TO�OUTRIGHT�DEmATION��%QUITY�
PRICES�PEAKED�ON�THE�lNAL�BUSINESS�DAY�OF������AND�REAL�ESTATE�PRICES�BEGAN�TO�
FALL� SHORTLY� THEREAFTER��/VER� THE�NEXT� TWO�YEARS�� OUTPUT� GROWTH� REMAINED�lRM�
but then began to slow as the impact of lower asset prices and tighter monetary 
AND�lSCAL�POLICIES��DISCUSSED�BELOW	�WERE�FELT��"Y�������THE�ECONOMY�HAD�BEGUN�
to stagnate, a condition that was to persist for the next 20 years – the ‘two lost 
decades’ – as real GDP grew at an average rate of just 1%, while nominal GDP 
REMAINED�BROADLY�mAT��SEE�&IGURE����	��)N�ADDITION��THOUGH�IT�WAS�NOT�IMMEDIATELY�
recognised, the rate of growth of potential output also appears to have shifted 
down, from the heady rates of around 4% experienced in the 1970s and 1980s to 
something nearer 1% in the 1990s and 2000s.

After a short period of monetary tightening in 1990, both nominal and real 
interest rates fell steadily as the Bank of Japan sought to sustain demand (see 
Figures 3.2 and 3.3). By 1999, the Bank of Japan’s policy rate had reached its 
EFFECTIVE�mOOR��%XCEPT�FOR�A�SHORT�PERIOD�DURING�����������THE�POLICY�RATE�HAS�
remained there ever since. Importantly, however, the behaviour of the real 
interest rate – which previously had moved in line with the nominal interest 
RATE�n�NOW�BEGAN�TO�MIRROR�THE�BEHAVIOUR�OF�INmATION��RISING�WHEN�THE�LATTER�FELL�
and vice versa.
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Figure 3.1 Japanese nominal and real GDP
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Figure 3.2 Japanese nominal interest rates
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Figure 3.3 Japanese real interest rates
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(EADLINE� INmATION� REACHED� ����� �AND� CORE� INmATION� ����	� IN� *ANUARY� �����
�&IGURE����	��4HAT�WAS�SIGNIlCANTLY�ABOVE�THE����OR�SO�OF�TWO�YEARS�EARLIER��"UT�
THE� TIGHTENING� IN�MONETARY� POLICY� AND� THE� SLOWDOWN� IN� GROWTH� LED� INmATION�
gradually to fall back, dipping to below 1% in April 1994. But instead of stabilising 
IN�THE�����RANGE��INmATION�CONTINUED�TO�DRIFT�DOWN��"Y�������HEADLINE�AND�CORE�
INmATION�HAD�REACHED�ZERO��USHERING�IN�A�PERIOD�OF�DEmATION�THAT�WOULD�LAST�UNTIL�
2012, save for a few months in 2007-2008.

Figure 3.4 Japanese inflation rates
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Our discussion of the natural interest rate at the beginning of Chapter 2 
HIGHLIGHTED�THAT�ECONOMIES�ARE�LIKELY�TO�BEHAVE�DIFFERENTLY�WHEN�OFlCIAL�INTEREST�
rates are at their effective lower bound than they do in normal times when the 
POLICY�RATE�IS�ABOVE�THAT�mOOR��4HE�*APANESE�EXPERIENCE�DURING�ITS�TWO�LOST�DECADES�
provides a good illustration of this, with two distinct regimes: a DISINmATION�REGIME, 
WITH�A�DECLINING�BUT�POSITIVE�INmATION�RATE����������	��AND�A�DEmATIONARY�REGIME 
�����������EXCEPT�BRIEmY�IN���������	��4HE�CORRELATION�OF�INmATION��NOMINAL�
and real interest rates was fundamentally different across these two regimes, as 
shown in the stylised representation of Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5 Disinflation and deflation
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7ITHIN� THE� DISINmATION� REGIME�� SEVERAL� FACTORS� APPEAR� TO� HAVE� RESTRAINED� THE�
GROWTH�OF�AGGREGATE�DEMAND��INCLUDING��lNANCIAL�DISTRESS�AFTER�THE�BURSTING�OF�THE�
asset-price bubble; a tardy, and sometimes misguided, response by policymakers 
TO�THE�PROBLEMS�IN�THE�BANKING�SECTOR��MONETARY�POLICY�THAT�WAS�INSUFlCIENTLY�
RESOLUTE�IN�MAINTAINING�A�POSITIVE�INmATION�RATE��AND�PREMATURE�MONETARY�AND�
lSCAL�TIGHTENING�WHEN�IT�APPEARED�THAT�CONDITIONS�WERE�BEGINNING�TO�IMPROVE��
The persistent weakness in aggregate demand accounts for both the decline in 
INmATION�AND�THE�FALL�n�AT�A�FASTER�PACE�n�IN�THE�INTEREST�RATE��$URING�THIS�PERIOD��THE�
INmATION�RATE��THE�NOMINAL�INTEREST�RATE�AND�THE�REAL�INTEREST�RATE�WERE�POSITIVELY�
correlated and all falling together.
4HE� TRANSITION� TO� THE� DEmATIONARY� REGIME� TOOK� PLACE� IN� ����� AFTER� A� SEVERE�

RECESSION�TOOK�INmATION�INTO�NEGATIVE�TERRITORY�AND�LED�THE�"ANK�OF�*APAN�TO�CUT�
ITS�POLICY�RATE�TO�NEARLY�ZERO��!T�THIS�POINT��THE�RELATIONSHIP�BETWEEN�THE�INmATION�
rate and the real interest rate changed. With further counter-cyclical cuts in 
INTEREST�RATES�NO�LONGER�POSSIBLE��THE�CORRELATION�BETWEEN�INmATION�AND�THE�REAL�
INTEREST�RATE�mIPPED�SIGN��WITH�FURTHER�FALLS�IN�INmATION�LEADING�TO�A�HIGHER��RATHER�
than lower, real interest rate. That higher real interest rate in turn reinforced the 
weakness in aggregate demand and the downward pressure on prices, generating 
an adverse feedback loop. A DEmATIONARY� TRAP thus developed, characterised by 
LOW�GROWTH��DEmATION�AND�A�ZERO�NOMINAL�INTEREST�RATE��WITH�THE�REAL�INTEREST�RATE�
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MOVING�INVERSELY�TO�THE�INmATION�RATE��%SCAPING�SUCH�A�TRAP�REQUIRES�EITHER�GOOD�
luck (in the shape of an unexpected boost to aggregate demand) or bold policy 
measures. As it was, Japan remained mired in such a trap for the best part of 15 
years.

3.2 From disinflation to deflation

Armed with this overview of the Japanese experience, we now provide a little 
more colour to developments as a prelude to our discussion of the authorities’ 
responses and the associated lessons to be drawn.

The seeds of stagnation: The response to a bursting asset-price bubble

Japanese equity and real estate prices more than tripled during the latter half of 
the 1980s (Figure 3.6). On the back of higher collateral values, banks had lent 
to developers, construction companies and other businesses on the (mistaken) 
assumption that asset prices would continue to appreciate. The real estate boom, 
in particular, supported – and was in turn supported by – an expansion in credit 
to both companies and individuals.

Figure 3.6 Japanese equity and real-estate prices
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As the levels reached had become increasingly hard to rationalise in terms of 
EXPECTED�FUTURE�CASH�mOWS��THE�TRANSITION�FROM�RISING�TO�FALLING�ASSET�PRICES�WAS�
initially welcomed by both policymakers and the public as necessary to bring 
asset – and especially real estate – prices back to affordable levels. Indeed, actions 
were taken to speed that adjustment: the policy rate was raised; a ceiling on 
lending to the real estate sector was implemented; a national land-holding tax 
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was introduced; and capital gains tax was increased. Even though asset prices 
were already falling, it was thought important to kill off the bubble and clean up 
the excesses for good – the so-called ‘cleansing view’. This was meant to provide 
THE�lNAL�NAIL�IN�THE�COFlN�OF�THE�BUBBLE�ECONOMY�
7ITH�THE�BENElT�OF�HINDSIGHT��THERE�WERE�TWO�PROBLEMS�WITH�THIS�APPROACH��

First, policymakers grossly underestimated the rising burden of non-performing 
loans on the banking system. As early as 1992, many developers found it 
impossible to maintain the payments on their bank loans. The banks, however, 
were willing to evergreen these non-performing loans, even though there was 
LITTLE�PROSPECT�THAT�THEY�WOULD�EVENTUALLY�BE�REPAID��.OW�A�FEW�REAL�ESTATE�lRMS�
defaulting on their loans should not present the banks with any serious problem. 
"UT�WHEN�MANY�lRMS�CANNOT� REPAY��A� SYSTEMIC�BANKING�CRISIS� IS�ON� THE�CARDS��
Second, market participants had already switched from buying assets on the 
expectation of capital appreciation to selling them because prices were now 
expected to fall. No further nails were needed to make sure prices were moving 
back into line with fundamentals! Rather, there was a material risk that asset 
prices would undershoot.
4HE�PRIMARY�JUSTIlCATION�FOR�THE�CLEANSING�APPROACH�WAS�THAT�IT�WOULD�HASTEN�

a recovery by getting asset prices back into line with fundamentals sooner. But 
when the decline was reinforced by policy, the rapid fall in asset prices depressed 
both the economy and fundamentals, thus generating a pernicious feedback 
LOOP��4HAT�lNAL�NAIL�IN�THE�COFlN�WAS�A�CASE�OF�OVERKILL�

The moral is that low, not high, interest rates are needed after an asset-price 
bubble bursts, especially when that bubble has been accompanied by a build-
up in leverage. Asset-price falls need to be cushioned, while the health of bank 
balance sheets needs to be monitored closely with the aid of asset quality reviews 
and rigorous stress tests. That is a lesson that the Federal Reserve seems to have 
ABSORBED�THOROUGHLY�IN�RESPONDING�TO�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS�OF����������

The banking crisis

&ROM������ONWARDS��A�GROWING�NUMBER�OF�SMALLER�lNANCIAL�INSTITUTIONS�FAILED��
including credit cooperatives and mortgage companies (jusen	�� "UT� SIGNIlCANT�
disruption was not to come for several years, as Japanese banks had a huge 
cushion in the form of unrealised capital gains on equities held off balance sheet. 
This allowed them to delay dealing with their non-performing loans for too long, 
while banking supervisors also failed to exert enough pressure on the banks to 
clean up their balance sheets. Banks continued to lend to essentially insolvent 
@ZOMBIE��lRMS��AT�THE�SAME�TIME�AS�THEY�WERE�RESTRICTING�THE�SUPPLY�OF�CREDIT�TO�
NEW�lRMS�WITH�BETTER�GROWTH�PROSPECTS�

In November 1997, Hokkaido Takushoku Bank (a large commercial bank), 
9AMAICHI�3ECURITIES��A�LARGE�SECURITIES�lRM	�AND�3ANYO�3ECURITIES��A�MEDIUMSIZED�
SECURITIES�lRM	�ALL�FAILED��4HE�FAILURE�OF�THESE�lRMS�WAS�IN�MANY�WAYS�COMPARABLE�
in its impact to that of Lehman Brothers in 2008. When a large institution fails 
unexpectedly, it is apt to trigger distrust of other institutions as investors wonder 
who might be next in line. That was the case both in Japan in November 1997 
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AND�DURING�THE�GLOBAL�lNANCIAL�PANIC� IN� THE�AUTUMN�OF������ �AND�� INDEED�� IN�
numerous other systemic banking crises).

The failure of Hokkaido Takushoku Bank was particularly damaging to the 
STABILITY�OF�THE�lNANCIAL�SYSTEM��-OST�PEOPLE�HAD�ASSUMED�THAT�SUCH�LARGE�BANKS�
WERE� IMMUNE� TO� FAILURE� n� INDEED�� THE� lNANCE� MINISTER� HAD� PUBLICLY� SAID� AS�
much a few years earlier. Retail deposits were fully guaranteed, discouraging a 
conventional run by depositors. But the information on the state of bank balance 
sheets was increasingly regarded with suspicion by potential investors (including 
other banks). As a result, bank funding conditions began to deteriorate, with 
overseas banks demanding a substantial premium to lend to Japanese banks. 
This higher cost of funding forced the banks to shrink their balance sheets 
BY� OFmOADING� ASSETS� AND� RESTRICTING� THE� SUPPLY� OF� CREDIT�� !S� A� CONSEQUENCE��
investment fell sharply, pushing the economy into a period of very weak growth.
4HIS�CRISIS�BELATEDLY�RESULTED�IN�TWO�ROUNDS�OF�BANK�RECAPITALISATION��4HE�lRST��

in March 1998, must be deemed to have been something of a failure. The prior 
assessment of non-performing loans was not very rigorous, leading to only 
MODEST�CAPITAL�INJECTIONS�AND�INSUFlCIENT�DIFFERENTIATION�ACROSS�BANKS��4WO�MORE�
large banks failed later that year, a testimony to the inadequacy of the exercise. 
The scale of the subsequent capital injections in March 1999, though, was much 
larger, leading to a substantial increase in bank capital ratios.6

One key lesson from this episode is that the switch of policy regime from one 
of protecting all institutions to one of forcing failing banks into resolution or 
recapitalisation is only likely to succeed with the right legal and institutional 
framework. The supervisory agency needs a clear mandate to handle the 
PROBLEM�OF�NONPERFORMING� LOANS�AND� INSOLVENT�lNANCIAL� INSTITUTIONS�WITHOUT�
political interference. The lack of an independent, transparent and credible bank 
RECAPITALISATION� ONLY� EXACERBATED� THE� PERSISTENT� DISINmATIONARY� EFFECTS� OF� THE�
banking crisis. 

4HE�SLIDE�INTO�DEmATION

Banking crises often have a large and prolonged adverse impact on economic 
activity, with output growth remaining depressed for a long time as households, 
COMPANIES� AND� lNANCIAL� INSTITUTIONS� SEEK� TO� REPAIR� BALANCE� SHEETS� �SEE�� FOR�
example, Reinhart and Rogoff, 2009). Japan’s experience after the 1997-1998 crisis 
was no exception, providing the impulse for a further weakening in aggregate 
DEMAND�AND�A�SLIDE�INTO�DEmATION�

The recession following the banking crisis also prompted important structural 
CHANGES�IN�THE�OPERATION�OF�THE�LABOUR�MARKET��,ARGE�lRMS�WERE�FORCED�TO�SACK�
employees – something that was previously almost unheard of – leading labour 
unions to put a higher priority on job security than on securing higher wages. As 
A�RESULT��PAY�BECAME�MORE�mEXIBLE�DOWNWARDS��"EFORE�������*APANESE�COMPANIES�

6 The story did not quite end here, as there was a further mini-crisis in 2002-2003. But on that occasion, 
the recapitalisation was prompt and based on a realistic assessment of balance-sheet health. By the end 
of 2003, the Japanese banking crisis could truly be declared over, a full decade after it began.
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usually responded to a fall-off in demand by reducing bonuses. After 1998, it 
became more common to reduce base pay.
/N�THE�FACE�OF�IT��INCREASED�PAY�mEXIBILITY�MAY�SEEM�LIKE�A�GOOD�THING��"UT�IN�

A� DEmATIONARY� ENVIRONMENT�� IT� CAN� HAVE� PERVERSE� CONSEQUENCES�� )N� PARTICULAR��
IT� FACILITATED� THE� ESTABLISHMENT� OF� A� DEmATIONARY� WAGEPRICE� LOOP� n� WAGES� FELL�
BECAUSE�OF�EXPECTATIONS�OF�DEmATION��LOWER�WAGES�RESULTED�IN�LOWER�CONSUMPTION��
and lower consumption increased the margin of economic slack. But once 
EXPECTATIONS�OF�DEmATION�HAD�BECOME�ENTRENCHED�� IT�BECAME�MORE�DIFlCULT� TO�
stimulate activity.

3.3 Escaping the deflationary trap

/NCE�*APAN�HAD�SLIPPED�INTO�DEmATION�IN������AND�THE�"ANK�OF�*APAN�S�POLICY�RATE�
HAD�REACHED�ITS�EFFECTIVE�mOOR��OTHER�POLICIES�WERE�NEEDED�TO�PROVIDE�ADDITIONAL�
stimulus. Policymakers do not have the luxury of making policy with hindsight, 
SO��WITH�LITTLE�EXPERIENCE�OF�DEALING�WITH�DEmATION�IN�A�MODERN�ECONOMY��IT� IS�
hardly surprising that Japanese policymakers sometimes erred as they struggled 
TO�ESCAPE�THE�DEmATIONARY�TRAP��4HE�DISCUSSION�THAT�FOLLOWS�IS�THEREFORE�OFFERED�IN�
the spirit of learning from history, rather than meant as criticism.

3.3.1 Monetary policy

Japanese monetary policymakers seem to have taken several missteps during 
the two lost decades. These include: turning the bursting of the bubble into a 
HARD�LANDING�IN�����������FAILING�TO�EASE�SUFlCIENTLY�EARLY�DURING�THE�BANKING�
CRISIS�OF�����������A�PREMATURE�RAISING�OF�THE�POLICY�RATE�IN�������INSUFlCIENTLY�
aggressive quantitative easing from 2001-2006, together with a reluctance to 
ADOPT�A�CLEAR�POSITIVE� TARGET� FOR� INmATION��AND�TOO�WEAK�A�RESPONSE�DURING�THE�
Great Recession, which resulted in a sharp appreciation of the yen.

Tightening into an asset-price bust, 1990-1992

As already discussed, the monetary tightening in 1990-1991 accentuated the 
sharp decline in real estate prices and stock prices that was already in train, so 
aggravating the downturn. It is worth remembering, though, that there was 
CONSIDERABLE�PUBLIC�SUPPORT�FOR�THE�POLICY�BECAUSE�OF�ITS�BENElCIAL�IMPACT�ON�THE�
affordability of housing.

Tentative response to the 1997-1998 banking crisis

)N�������THE�SEVERE�RECESSION�LED�INmATION�TO�SLIP�INTO�NEGATIVE�TERRITORY��"UT�THE�
monetary response was somewhat tentative, with the policy rate not reaching 
its lower bound – the zero interest rate policy (ZIRP) – until February of the 
following year. The Bank of Japan could perhaps also have been more vocal about 
THE�DANGERS�OF�PERSISTENTLY�FALLING�PRICES�AND�ITS� INTENTION�TO�PREVENT�DEmATION�
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BECOMING�ENTRENCHED��4HAT�MIGHT�HAVE�HELPED�TO�PREVENT�INmATION�EXPECTATIONS�
FOLLOWING�INmATION�DOWN�

Premature policy tightening in 2000

When a ZIRP was introduced, the Bank of Japan declared that it would be 
MAINTAINED� UNTIL� hDEmATIONARY� CONCERNS� ARE� DISPELLEDv�� 4HE� POLICY� RATE� WAS��
however, raised in August 2000, when prices were still falling. Moreover, the 
dot-com bubble was in the throes of bursting, also suggesting that more patience 
might have been prudent. The consequence of this premature increase in 
rates was that the Bank of Japan was seen as being more concerned about the 
CONSEQUENCES�OF�KEEPING�THE�POLICY�RATE�AT�ZERO�THAN�PREVENTING�DEmATION�

)NSUFlCIENTLY�AGGRESSIVE�APPLICATION�OF�QUANTITATIVE�EASING�IN���������

Monetary policy was eased again in March 2001, when the Bank of Japan 
introduced an operating target for the quantity of bank reserves held on deposit 
at the central bank, implemented through an appropriate programme of open 
market asset purchases. Since banks’ excess reserves were unremunerated, this 
also had the effect of pinning the interest rate in the interbank market to zero. In 
SO�DOING��THE�"ANK�OF�*APAN�BECAME�THE�lRST�CENTRAL�BANK�TO�EMBRACE�WHAT�IS�NOW�
known as quantitative easing (QE).

Unfortunately, the Bank did not communicate as clearly as it might have 
DONE� THE�EXPECTED� TRANSMISSION�CHANNELS�� ITS�ULTIMATE� INmATION�OBJECTIVE��AND�
the conditions for exiting the policy. Several speeches by Policy Board members 
SUGGESTED�THAT�THEY�LACKED�CONlDENCE�IN�THE�EFlCACY�OF�THE�POLICY�IN�THE�PREVAILING�
environment. Moreover, market participants believed the Bank was not that 
TROUBLED�BY�DEmATION�AND�WAS�MERELY�SEEKING�TO�STOP�PRICES�FALLING�RATHER�THAN�
RETURN� INmATION�TO�POSITIVE� TERRITORY��4HE�"ANK�COULD�HAVE�TRIED� TO�DISPEL� SUCH�
BELIEFS� BY� FOLLOWING�MANY�OTHER� CENTRAL� BANKS� IN� ADOPTING� AN� INmATION� TARGET�
OF��SAY������4HE�"ANK��HOWEVER��ARGUED�THAT�IT�WOULD�BE�VERY�DIFlCULT�TO�ACHIEVE�
SUCH�A�TARGET�BECAUSE�DEmATIONARY�EXPECTATIONS�WERE�ALREADY�SO�ENTRENCHED��AND�
that introducing such a target could damage the Bank’s credibility if it failed to 
deliver. Consequently, the impact on agents’ expectations fell short of what it 
might have been had the policy been pursued more wholeheartedly.
.EVERTHELESS�� BOTH� GROWTH� AND� INmATION� DID� PICK� UP� A� LITTLE� IN� ����������

with a weaker yen adding to the stimulus. And, in July 2006, a few months 
AFTER� INmATION�HAD�MOVED�BACK�INTO�POSITIVE�TERRITORY��THE�"ANK�DECIDED�IT�WAS�
APPROPRIATE�TO�TIGHTEN�POLICY�A�LITTLE�� INCREASING�THE�POLICY�RATE�lRST�TO�������7 
with a further increase to 0.5% the following year.

7 Had there still been substantial unremunerated excess reserves in the system, the rise in the policy 
rate would have had a negligible impact on the marginal cost of bank funding and on market rate. 
However, the short maturity of the Bank’s bond purchases meant that the quantity of excess reserves 
had already declined naturally to virtually zero by the time the policy rate was raised.
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Response in the Great Recession

Like most other advanced economies, Japan suffered a large fall in output after 
THE�lNANCIAL�PANIC�IN�THE�AUTUMN�OF�������!S�A�RESULT��PRICES�STARTED�TO�FALL�AGAIN��
WITH�DEmATION�WORSENING�IN�������4HE�ECONOMY�WAS�IN�DANGER�OF�RETURNING�TO�
THE�DEmATIONARY�TRAP�FROM�WHICH�IT�HAD�ONLY�RECENTLY�ESCAPED�

Figure 3.7 Balance sheets of major central banks (% of nominal GDP)
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Source: Central bank websites.

While the Bank of Japan swiftly reverted to a ZIRP, it did not immediately follow 
the lead of the US Federal Reserve and the Bank of England in starting large-
scale asset purchases (Figure 3.7 provides comparative data on the size of central 
bank balance sheets, relative to nominal GDP, since the crisis), nor was there the 
SAME�NEED�FOR� THE�PROVISION�OF�EXTRA� LIQUIDITY�ASSISTANCE��AS� *APANESE�lNANCIAL�
INSTITUTIONS�WERE�NOT�DIRECTLY� AFFECTED�BY� THE� TURMOIL� IN� THE�WESTERN�lNANCIAL�
markets. Indeed, they took advantage of the crisis to acquire some of the troubled 
western institutions and assets cheaply. So it was reasonable to expect the impact 
of the western banking crisis on Japanese activity to be relatively modest. But this 
TURNED�OUT�TO�BE�MISTAKEN��!LTHOUGH�THE�LINKAGE�THROUGH�INTERNATIONAL�lNANCIAL�
markets was not especially strong, there was powerful transmission through net 
EXPORTS�AS�INTERNATIONAL�TRADE�COLLAPSED��-OREOVER��IN�PART�PERHAPS�REmECTING�THE�
difference in monetary policy responses, the yen appreciated sharply, moving 
from 120 yen to the dollar to 80 yen to the dollar (Figure 3.8). That generated 
FURTHER�DOWNWARD�PRESSURE�ON�BOTH�NET�EXPORTS�AND�INmATION��!N�EARLIER�RETURN�TO�
quantitative easing might have helped to dampen the downturn.
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Figure 3.8 Dollar-yen exchange rate
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3.3.2 Fiscal policy

When there is underutilisation of resources and the scope for monetary policy 
to stimulate demand is curtailed by the zero lower bound on interest rates, it is 
NATURAL�TO�LOOK�TO�lSCAL�POLICY�TO�lLL�THE�GAP��)NDEED��THE�EFFECTIVENESS�OF�lSCAL�
policy is potentially greater than in normal times, as any crowding out through 
UPWARD�PRESSURE�ON�THE�COST�OF�DEBT�lNANCE�IS�LIKELY�TO�BE�ATTENUATED��3O�lSCAL�
action is likely to be an effective response to a temporary, cyclical weakness in 
private sector demand.

When the private sector’s contribution to aggregate demand is persistently weak, 
however, the output gap can only be closed if the government runs a continuing 
lSCAL� DElCIT�� 4HAT� IN� TURN� WILL� LEAD� THE� PUBLIC� DEBT� TO� EXPLODE�� ULTIMATELY�
RESULTING�IN�EITHER�A�DEBT�CRISIS�OR�HIGH�INmATION�IF�THE�DEBT�IS�MONETISED��$URING�
THE� TWO� LOST� DECADES�� THE� *APANESE� GOVERNMENT� CONSISTENTLY� RAN� A� SIGNIlCANT�
PUBLIC�DElCIT� IN�ORDER� TO� TRY� TO�OFFSET� THE�WEAKNESS� IN�PRIVATE�DEMAND��7HILE�
OUR�EARLIER�DISCUSSION�CONCLUDED�THAT�MONETARY�POLICY�WAS�INSUFlCIENTLY�RESOLUTE�
IN�ITS�DETERMINATION�TO�END�DEmATION��A�SIMILAR�CHARGE�CANNOT�BE�LEVIED�AT�lSCAL�
POLICY��DESPITE�SEVERAL�ATTEMPTS�AT�lSCAL�CONSOLIDATION��4HE�RESULT�WAS�A�SUBSTANTIAL�
increase in government debt, with the ratio of gross public debt to GDP rising 
from around 65% in 1990 to 240% in 2012, though self-evidently that has not 
yet triggered a debt crisis.
'IVEN� THESE� PERSISTENTLY� HIGH� PUBLIC� DElCITS� AND� RISING� PUBLIC� DEBTS�� IT� IS�

NO� SURPRISE� THAT� ATTENTION� TURNED� TO� lSCAL� CONSOLIDATION� WHENEVER� ECONOMIC�
conditions appeared to be improving. In April 1997, the Hashimoto government 
raised VAT from 3% to 5%, ended a special income tax credit, and raised social 
security contributions. And, from 2001 to 2006, the Koizumi administration 
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GRADUALLY�SHRANK�THE�DElCIT�BY�CAPPING�EXPENDITURE�AND�LETTING�TAX�REVENUES�RISE�
with output.
4HE�lRST�OF�THESE�EPISODES�IS�OF�PARTICULAR�INTEREST��!LL�TOLD��THE�lSCAL�CONTRACTION�

was equivalent to about 2% of GDP and led to an immediate downturn, though 
the economy returned to expansion in the next quarter. The longer-term effects 
are harder to isolate because of the banking crisis that broke towards the end of 
THE�YEAR��4HERE�WAS�A�SIGNIlCANT�DOWNTURN�IN�������BUT�HOW�MUCH�OF�THAT�WAS�
DOWN�TO�THE�lSCAL�CONSOLIDATION�AND�HOW�MUCH�TO�THE�BANKING�CRISIS�IS�HARD�TO�
disentangle. There are good reasons to think the latter was particularly important, 
BUT�THE�IMPRESSION�LINGERED�THAT�lSCAL�CONSOLIDATION�WAS�TO�BLAME�FOR�THE������
recession. As a consequence, it subsequently became harder to justify embarking 
ON�lSCAL�CONSOLIDATION�

With gross public debt now almost two and half times GDP, could a debt crisis 
happen in the near future, even though government bond yields remain at very 
low levels? After all, we saw during the Eurozone debt crisis that the dynamics of 
public debt can worsen dramatically once doubts arise over a sovereign’s ability 
or willingness to honour its debts. There are a couple of counter-arguments worth 
rehearsing. First, Christian Broda and David Weinstein (2005) note that net 
government debt is substantially lower in Japan when calculated using standard 
international methods. Second, Takeo Hoshi and Takatoshi Ito (2013, 2014) argue 
that there is little immediate cause for concern, as 95% of Japanese government 
bonds are held by domestic entities, while there is also considerable room to 
RAISE�6!4�FROM�ITS�CURRENT�RELATIVELY�LOW�RATE�OF����SHOULD�lSCAL�CONSOLIDATION�
be required. Matters look less comforting a decade or so ahead, however, when 
THE�SHARE�OF�RETIREES�IN�THE�POPULATION�WILL�BE�SIGNIlCANTLY�HIGHER��4HAT�HAS�TWO�
IMPLICATIONS� FOR� THE�PUBLIC� lNANCES�� HIGHER� SOCIAL� SECURITY� �ESPECIALLY�MEDICAL�
and pension) expenditures; and a reduced capacity for domestic saving to absorb 
GOVERNMENT�DEBT��3O�lSCAL�CONSOLIDATION�CANNOT�BE�POSTPONED�TOO�LONG�

3.3.3 Lessons

4HE�*APANESE�EXPERIENCE�SHOWS�HOW�DIFlCULT� IT�CAN�BE� TO�ESCAPE�DURABLY� FROM�
A� DEmATIONARY� TRAP� WHEN� THE� POLICY� RATE� IS� CONSTRAINED� BY� ITS� LOWER� BOUND��
#OUNTERCYCLICAL�lSCAL�POLICIES�CAN�PROVIDE�A�TEMPORARY�RESPITE��BUT�ON�THEIR�OWN�
WILL�NOT�LEAD�TO�A�PERMANENT�SOLUTION��(OW�MUCH�SPACE�THERE�IS�FOR�lSCAL�ACTION�
will depend on: a realistic assessment of the future path of potential output; 
PROSPECTIVE� lSCAL� BURDENS�� SUCH� AS� THOSE� IMPOSED� BY� POPULATION� AGEING�� AND�
outstanding public debt. The margin for manoeuvre can be much smaller than 
it appears and narrows as the public debt rises. Moreover, running persistently 
LARGE� PUBLIC� DElCITS� IN� ORDER� TO� SUSTAIN� DEMAND� WILL� LEAD� THE� PUBLIC� DEBT� TO�
explode, with all the burdens and risks that entails; it is also prone to result in 
the misdirection of public spending. 
%SCAPING�A�DEmATIONARY�TRAP�REQUIRES�SOMEHOW�SHOCKING�THE�ECONOMY�OUT�OF�

ITS�DEmATIONARY�TRAP�INTO�A�@GOOD��EQUILIBRIUM��CHARACTERISED�BY�HIGHER�GROWTH��
MODEST�POSITIVE�INmATION�AND�INTEREST�RATES�THAT�ARE�CLEAR�OF�THEIR�LOWER�BOUND��
That is likely to require a combination of a credible and transparent treatment of 
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non-performing loans, expansionary monetary policies to boost current activity 
AND�� DEPENDING� ON� THE� OUTLOOK� FOR� FUTURE� lSCAL� LIABILITIES�� POSSIBLY� ADDITIONAL�
lSCAL�STIMULUS�OR�TEMPORARY�DELAYS�IN�lSCAL�CONSOLIDATION��$ESPITE�THE�LIMITS�OF�
zero rates, the central bank also needs to credibly communicate its intent not 
ONLY�TO�RETURN�THE�ECONOMY�TO�A�MODESTLY�POSITIVE�RATE�OF�INmATION�BUT�ALSO�TO�
MAINTAIN� IT� THEREAFTER�� !NY�lSCAL� STIMULUS� CAN� THEN�BE�WITHDRAWN� AND�PUBLIC�
DEBT�STABILISED�AS�INmATION�AND�INmATION�EXPECTATIONS�RETURN�TO�SATISFACTORY�LEVELS�
AND� GROWTH� IS� RESTORED�� 3PECIlCALLY�� INCREMENTAL� AND� HALFHEARTED� POLICIES� ARE�
NOT�LIKELY�TO�BE�SUCCESSFUL�IN�GENERATING�SUCH�A�JUMP�FROM�THE�DEmATIONARY�TRAP�
BACK�TO�A�NORMAL�GROWTH�PATH�WITH�POSITIVE�INmATION��4HE�STRATEGY�PROPOSED�AND�
implemented by Shinzo Abe’s government since its election in December 2012 
embraces these ideas.

3.3.4 Abenomics

As noted above, the Great Recession left Japan suffering from an overly strong 
exchange rate, falling prices and stagnating output. And even though the policy 
RATE�WAS�BACK�AT�ITS�mOOR��DEmATION�MEANT�THE�REAL�INTEREST�RATE�WAS�NEVERTHELESS�
IN�POSITIVE�TERRITORY��"Y�������*APAN�HAD�SLIPPED�BACK�INTO�A�DEmATIONARY�TRAP�

The economic programme of the new Abe government comprised three 
‘arrows’: aggressive monetary expansion, together with an explicit target of 2% 
FOR�CORE�INmATION��A�TEMPORARY�lSCAL�STIMULUS��TO�BE�FOLLOWED�BY�CONSOLIDATION�
once growth picked up; and structural reforms to boost potential output. The 
INTENTION�WAS� TO�BUMP�THE�ECONOMY�OUT�OF� ITS�DEmATIONARY� TRAP� INTO�A� @GOOD��
EQUILIBRIUM�� CHARACTERISED� BY� HIGHER� GROWTH�� MODEST� POSITIVE� INmATION� AND�
interest rates clear of their lower bound.
4HE� MONETARY� @ARROW��� lRED� IN� !PRIL� ����� BY� (ARUHIKO� +URODA�� THE� NEW�

Governor of the Bank of Japan, involved a commitment to double the monetary 
base over the following two years through purchases of Japanese government 
bonds and exchange-traded funds (see Figure 3.7). The programme also sought 
to lengthen the average maturity of the Bank of Japan’s government bond 
purchases from three years to seven years. This dual aspect – increasing both size 
and duration – accounts for the programme being described as ‘quantitative and 
qualitative easing’ (QQE). The aim was to depress longer-term yields and drive 
up asset prices in general through portfolio rebalancing, thus boosting aggregate 
demand.

As it was, the mere expectation of more aggressive monetary expansion led 
TO�SIGNIlCANT�ASSETPRICE�MOVEMENTS�AHEAD�OF�THE�FORMAL�ANNOUNCEMENT�OF�THE�
QQE programme. So, between the dissolution of the House of Representatives in 
November 2012 and the commencement of the programme, the yen depreciated 
by 15% and the Nikkei 225 stock price index rose by 40%. This is a striking 
example of the impact that the mere expectation of a change in policy can have. 
Moreover, the scale of the QQE programme when it was announced exceeded 
market expectation, leading to further yen depreciation and equity price 
increases. This correction of the previously overvalued yen represented a notable 
achievement of the policy.
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4URNING�TO�THE�lSCAL�@ARROW���SHORTLY�AFTER�TAKING�OFlCE�THE�NEW�GOVERNMENT�
INTRODUCED�A�SUPPLEMENTARY�lSCAL�PACKAGE�WORTH����TRILLION�YEN��4HIS�WAS�FOCUSED�
on public investment for disaster prevention and reconstruction, together with 
measures to boost private investment. The package was projected to boost GDP 
by a hefty 2%.
4HE� IMMEDIATE� RESULTS� FROM� THE� NEW� MONETARY� AND� lSCAL� POLICIES� WERE�

ENCOURAGING��GROWTH�PICKED�UP�AND�INmATION�ROSE��4HOUGHTS�THEN�TURNED�TO�THE�
NECESSARY� MEDIUMTERM� lSCAL� CONSOLIDATION�� WITH� THE� GOVERNMENT� LEGISLATING�
for an increase in VAT in April 2014. Though the timing of this switch from 
lSCAL�EXPANSION�TO�CONSOLIDATION�WAS�CONTROVERSIAL��BY�!PRIL������THE�ECONOMIC�
indicators were looking favourable and the hope was that any adverse impact 
of the tax hike on growth would prove short-lived. In the event, the impact 
turned out to be greater and more persistent than expected, producing a renewed 
DOWNTURN�AND�LEADING�INmATION�TO�FALL�BACK�AGAIN��

In response, the Bank of Japan resolved to increase the pace of asset purchases, 
while the government announced that a second scheduled hike in consumption 
taxes would be postponed by 18 months. With an additional stimulus coming 
FROM� LOWER� OIL� PRICES�� THE� ECONOMY� lNALLY� STARTED� TO� GROW� AGAIN� IN� THE� lRST�
QUARTER�OF�THIS�YEAR��WHILE�UNDERLYING�INmATION�ALSO�BEGAN�TO�RISE�n�EXCLUDING�OIL��
THE�INmATION�RATE�IS�PRESENTLY�AROUND������
4HUS�FAR��THE�NEW�STRATEGY�TO�ESCAPE�DEmATION�SEEMS�TO�HAVE�BEEN�REASONABLY�

successful. Prices are rising rather than falling, the yen is well off of its extreme 
HIGHS� AND� THERE� IS� MODERATE� GROWTH�� &OR� NOW�� AT� LEAST�� THE� DEmATIONARY� TRAP�
seems to have been consigned to history. But the job is only half done, as the 
economy is not yet set on a durably higher growth path. And achieving that 
requires resolute implementation of the third ‘arrow’ of structural reform and 
liberalisation. Without that third arrow, not only will growth suffer, but the 
NECESSARY�LONGERTERM�lSCAL�CONSOLIDATION�WILL�ALSO�PROVE�MORE�CHALLENGING�

3.3.5 Avoiding deflation: A summing-up

Here are some of the lessons from Japan’s ‘two lost decades’:
• Prevention is better than cure – it is best not to let an asset-price bubble 

FORM� IN� THE� lRST� PLACE�� -OREOVER�� BUBBLES� SUPPORTED� BY� INCREASED�
leverage – as is the case with most real estate bubbles – are particularly 
dangerous. But once a bubble starts to unwind, it is better to moderate, 
rather than accelerate, the correction.

• The problem of non-performing loans needs to be tackled promptly, 
even though banks may prefer to evergreen such loans in order to make 
their balance sheets look healthier. Getting the banking system back on 
its feet quickly requires the rigorous evaluation of bank balance sheets 
together with any necessary bank recapitalisation. Not doing so is only 
likely to lead to a worse banking crisis in the future.

• Monetary policy needs to be especially stimulatory if there is a material 
RISK�OF�GETTING�TRAPPED�IN�DEmATION��7HEN�POLICY�RATES�REACH�THEIR�LOWER�
bound, the real interest rate starts to behave pro-cyclically, amplifying 
the weakness in demand.
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• Fiscal policy should be strongly counter-cyclical when policy rates are 
CONSTRAINED� BY� THEIR� LOWER� BOUND�� PROVIDED� THAT� THERE� IS� SUFlCIENT�
room for manoeuvre, bearing in mind the prospective path for output, 
THE�OUTLOOK�FOR�FUTURE�lSCAL�LIABILITIES�AND�THE�EXISTING�LEVEL�OF�PUBLIC�
DEBT�� 4HAT� ALSO�MEANS� GOVERNMENTS� SHOULD� TRY� TO� CREATE�MORE� lSCAL�
space when they have the opportunity to do so.

• )T�IS�BETTER�TO�PREVENT�DEmATION�IN�THE�lRST�PLACE��"UT�IF�IT�DOES�OCCUR��
THE�CENTRAL�BANK�MUST�NOT�ALLOW�IT�TO�BECOME�INGRAINED�INTO�INmATION�
expectations. An early and resolute monetary policy response can help 
to prevent that.

3.4 Effects of low interest rates on the private sector

An environment of persistently low interest rates poses special challenges not 
only for policymakers but also for private sector investors, both institutional 
and retail. As far as the former goes, many life insurance companies had sold 
products that guaranteed a minimum return in the event of paying out. But if 
the returns on the investments that back those products declines, the margin 
the company earns on them will obviously decline. Either institutions accept 
THIS�n�WHICH�MAY�IMPLY�THE�BUSINESS�BECOMES�UNPROlTABLE�n�OR�ELSE�THEY�TRY�TO�
raise returns by shifting into higher-yielding but riskier assets in the hope of 
GENERATING�THE�PROlTS�NECESSARY�TO�MEET�THE�EXPECTED�PAY�OUTS��WE�RETURN�TO�THIS�
issue in Chapter 4). Either way, the likelihood of failure rises. Between 1997 and 
2000, seven life insurance companies failed, though the wider consequences of 
these failures turned out to be relatively limited.

The very low interest rates available on Japanese assets also encouraged 
investors to take advantage of the higher returns available overseas. But holding 
assets denominated in another currency also exposes the investor to foreign 
currency risk: if the home currency appreciates (depreciates), then the investor 
suffers a loss (gain). The difference in (expected) rates of return should therefore 
REmECT� ANY� EXPECTATION� OF� EXCHANGE� RATE� CHANGES�� -ANY� INVESTORS� BEHAVED��
however, as though yen exchange rate appreciation was unlikely (or they could 
liquidate their foreign currency positions before such appreciation occurred). 
Moreover, not only did investors purchase foreign assets, many of them also 
borrowed in yen in order to do so, with the result that investor net worth became 
more sensitive to exchange rate movements. Some estimates suggest that, on the 
EVE�OF�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS��AS�MUCH�AS�ONE�TRILLION�DOLLARS�HAD�BEEN�STAKED�ON�THIS�
so-called yen carry trade.

Moreover, it was not just professional investors that engaged in purchases of 
foreign bonds. Some retail investors – particularly pensioner households (the 
proverbial ‘Mrs Watanabe’) – look to their savings to provide a steady income 
mOW��MAKING�BONDS�AN�ATTRACTIVE�VEHICLE��4HE�LOW�RETURNS�AVAILABLE�ON�DOMESTIC�
bonds led some of those households to seek higher returns by investing in foreign 
bonds, particularly those of the emerging economies and trust funds invested in 
SUCH�BONDS��3OME�OF�THESE�RETAIL�INVESTORS�WERE�ALSO�lNANCING�THEIR�INVESTMENTS�
by borrowing in domestic currency, just like their professional counterparts, 
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though almost certainly with less understanding of the currency and credit risks 
they were thereby exposed to.

3.5 Demography

The Japanese experience is also potentially instructive along another dimension. 
In Chapter 2, we argued that population ageing was an important contributory 
factor to the decline in the neutral real interest rate since the late 1990s. That 
force should, however, start working in the other direction as the present bulge of 
high-saving older workers moves through into retirement and begins to dissave. 
But demographic trends in Japan have been running ahead of those elsewhere:  
the population has been shrinking since 2007, while the population share of the 
middle-aged (40-65 years) has been falling since the mid-1990s. Is there any sign 
that this has been associated with a declining aggregate saving rate?

Our discussion in Chapter 2 suggested that the relevant indicator to capture 
demographic pressures on the aggregate household savings rate is the difference 
in the respective population shares of the high-saving middle-aged and of the 
dissaving retirees. Figure 3.9 shows the same indicator that we employed earlier 
(see Figure 2.4) for Japan; it peaked in the early 1990s and has been falling 
BACK� STEADILY� SINCE��4HE�lGURE�APPEARS� TO� SUGGEST� THAT� THE� SAVINGS� RATE��WHICH�
peaked in the mid-1970s, turned down before the demographic indicator. This is 
MISLEADING��HOWEVER��AS�THE�RISE�IN�THE�SAVINGS�RATE�IN�THE�����S�PROBABLY�REmECTS�
the need to increase saving to preserve the real value of nominally denominated 
ASSETS�IN�THE�FACE�OF�THE�SPIKE�IN�INmATION��AND�NOMINAL�INTEREST�RATES	�AFTER�THE�
lRST�OIL�PRICE�SHOCK��7HAT�IS�MORE�NOTABLE�IS�THE�DECLINE�IN�THE�SAVINGS�RATE�FROM�
double-digit levels in the late 1980s to around 1% now. This certainly appears 
consistent with a strong impact from ageing.

Of course, as noted above, savings is not the only thing affected by an ageing 
POPULATION��&ISCAL�DElCITS�TEND�TO�WORSEN�AS�PENSION�AND�HEALTH�CARE�SPENDING�
rise and income tax revenues suffer as the share of the population working 
shrinks. Slower labour-force growth also implies that potential output slows and 
that less investment is required to maintain the capital-labour ratio (though 
businesses may respond to the shortage of workers by raising the capital intensity 
of production). So the net impact on the balance between aggregate savings and 
investment is quite complex.8

8 It follows that the impact of demography on the balance between aggregate demand and supply 
IS�EQUALLY�COMPLEX�� )T�WOULD�BE�A�MISTAKE��HOWEVER�� TO� SHIFT� THE�BLAME� FOR� *APAN�S�DISINmATION�AND�
DEmATION�ONTO�DEMOGRAPHIC�DEVELOPMENTS��AS�SOME�HAVE�SOUGHT�TO�DO��2ATHER��IT�REPRESENTS�A�FAILURE�BY�
the central bank to ensure that monetary conditions were appropriately adjusted in the face of those 
developments so as to maintain the right balance between demand and supply, and thus stabilising 
INmATION��$EMOGRAPHY�IS�A�REAL�ECONOMIC�PHENOMENON��BUT�INmATION�IS�ULTIMATELY�A�MONETARY�ONE�
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Figure 3.9 Demographic pressures and household saving in Japan
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&IGURE� ���� SHOWS� THAT� REAL� INTEREST� RATES� HAVE� BEEN� BROADLY� mAT� �THOUGH�WITH�
SIGNIlCANT�CYCLICAL�mUCTUATIONS	�OVER� THE�PAST� TWO�DECADES��4HAT�MIGHT�APPEAR�
to imply that the various demographic effects have roughly netted out in terms 
of their impact on interest rates. Such a conclusion is unwarranted. First, for 
MOST�OF�THIS�PERIOD�POLICY�RATES�HAVE�BEEN�AT�THE�EFFECTIVE�mOOR��!S�WE�NOTED�AT�
the beginning of Chapter 2, in such circumstances the natural rate of interest 
is not observed and must lie beneath the observed rate. Second, given the high 
DEGREE�OF�lNANCIAL�INTEGRATION��THE�NATURAL�REAL�RATE�OF�INTEREST�WILL�BE�DETERMINED�
primarily by global rather than local forces. Third, at least at the end of the period, 
longer-term yields are likely to have been depressed by the Bank of Japan’s asset 
purchases. Consequently, not much can be concluded about the link between 
demographics and the natural real interest rate from the behaviour of Japanese 
interest rates alone over this period.
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4 Policies and prospects

4HE�lNAL�CHAPTER�OF�THIS�REPORT�EXPLORES�SOME�OF�THE�CONSEQUENCES�SHOULD�THE�
natural, or equilibrium, real rate of interest remain at unusually low levels. We 
start by looking at the implications for monetary policy. As our discussion of 
Japan’s ‘two lost decades’ brought out, the (near) zero lower bound on interest 
rates greatly complicates the conduct of policy and heightens the risk that an 
ECONOMY�MAY�GET�CAUGHT�IN�A�DEmATIONARY�TRAP��)N�SUCH�CIRCUMSTANCES��THE�CENTRAL�
bank needs to turn to unconventional monetary instruments. How effective are 
these and can anything be done to alleviate the lower bound constraint?

We then turn to a consideration of the impact of low interest rates on the 
BEHAVIOUR�OF�PARTICIPANTS�IN�THE�lNANCIAL�MARKETS��!GAIN��THE�*APANESE�EXPERIENCE�
suggests that an environment of persistently low interest rates can have some 
SIGNIlCANT��AND�POTENTIALLY�UNWANTED��EFFECTS�THAT�HEIGHTEN�THE�RISK�OF�lNANCIAL�
INSTABILITY��3INCE�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS��THERE�HAS�BEEN�INCREASED�INTEREST�IN�THE�USE�
OF�PRUDENTIAL�AND�REGULATORY�POLICIES�TO�CONTAIN�AND�MITIGATE�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�
risks. Are these up to the challenge?

To conclude, we turn to the outlook for longer-term interest rates. Chapter 
2 examined the possible drivers of the decline in the underlying risk-free real 
rate of interest since the late 1990s. We concluded there that demographics and 
#HINESE�lNANCIAL�INTEGRATION�HAD�PROBABLY�PLAYED�A�PART��PARTICULARLY�IN�THE�YEARS�
BEFORE�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS��!ND�SINCE�THEN��HEIGHTENED�RISK�AVERSION�IS�LIKELY�BOTH�
to have inhibited investment and led to a higher relative demand for safe assets, 
thus depressing the yield on them relative to that available on riskier assets. But 
how will these and other drivers of the natural safe real rate of interest evolve in 
the future, and how might they be affected by policy choices?

4.1 Monetary policy

As noted in Chapter 1, absent cost shocks, the optimal monetary policy will 
normally require setting the policy rate equal to the natural or Wicksellian 
nominal rate of interest. In turn, that rate is just the sum of the natural real 
rate, determined by the balance between savings and investment, and the central 
BANK�S�TARGET�RATE�OF�INmATION��7E�ADDRESS�THE�QUESTION�OF�THE�APPROPRIATE�INmATION�
target later, but for now treat that as given. Then the most obvious consequence 
of a persistently low natural real rate is that the zero lower bound on interest 
rates is more likely to constrain the central bank’s choices.

The experience of Japan illustrates the importance of preventing the economy 
BEING� SUCKED� INTO� A� DEmATIONARY� TRAP��/NCE� IN� SUCH� A� TRAP�� IT� CAN� BE�HARD� TO�
ESCAPE��7EN�THE� INTEREST�RATE� IS�PINNED�TO� ITS�mOOR��DEmATION�INCREASES�THE�REAL�
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INTEREST� RATE� AND� RAISES� THE� BURDEN� OF� DEBT�� 4HAT� CAN� LEAD� TO� A� DEBTDEmATION�
spiral, where higher debt burdens and higher real interest rates lead to more 
bankruptcies and less investment, putting further downward pressure on activity. 
And, as mentioned in Chapter 3, it can also generate a downward spiral in pay 
and consumer demand. So aggressive action by the central bank to prevent such 
an outcome is most certainly warranted. But how effective can monetary policy 
be in this environment?

To begin, it is clear that the zero lower bound does not apply strictly; for 
instance, the European, Danish and Swiss central banks are already charging banks 
to hold reserves on deposit. The source of the zero lower bound constraint lies in 
the unrestricted convertibility into cash of reserve accounts at the central bank. 
In practice, however, banks do not immediately cash in their reserve balances as 
soon as they are charged for holding them, because carrying large volumes of cash 
REPRESENTS�A�SIGNIlCANT�SECURITY�RISK��3O�A�BANK�WOULD�NEED�TO�BE�ABLE�TO�PROVIDE�
SUFlCIENTLY�SECURE�STORAGE�SPACE�IN�WHICH�TO�HOLD�THE�CASH��4HIS�IS�NOT�A�TRIVIAL�
issue, but banks are more likely to decide that it will be worth investing in setting 
up such secure facilities if central bank deposit rates are likely to be negative 
frequently and for substantial periods. Some illustrative calculations carried out 
by the Bank of England (2013) suggested that such substitution from reserves to 
cash might begin to occur if central bank deposit rates were persistently -0.5% or 
LOWER��3O�THE�TRUE�mOOR�IS�PROBABLY�SOMEWHERE�IN�THAT�REGION�

It is worth noting, however, that other nominal rigidities may lead a central 
bank to conclude that the effective�mOOR�FOR�POLICY�RATES�IS�ABOVE�ITS�FORMAL�LOWER�
bound. For example, in 2009 during the Great Recession, the Bank of England’s 
-ONETARY�0OLICY�#OMMITTEE�DECIDED�NOT�TO� LOWER� ITS�OFlCIAL�POLICY�RATE�BELOW�
������� 4HAT� DECISION� REmECTED� SPECIlC� RIGIDITIES� OPERATING� IN� 5+� lNANCIAL�
markets. In particular, many mortgages were (and still are) contractually linked 
to the policy rate, while UK banks and building societies conventionally do not 
charge for current account services. Further reductions in the policy rate would 
HAVE�SQUEEZED�MORTGAGEBANK�PROlT�MARGINS�ENOUGH�TO�HAVE� THREATENED�THEIR�
stability as well as their ability to extend new credit, thus raising the possibility 
of a perverse effect on aggregate demand from further rate cuts. Of course, these 
should just be transitory impediments that disappear once conventions about 
the pricing of deposit accounts change and the mortgage book is re-priced. But 
such frictional considerations can nevertheless be of practical relevance.

Leaving the niceties of whether the lower bound on policy rates is zero, a small 
negative number or a small positive number to one side, how much difference 
does it make? Around the turn of the millennium, following Japan’s lost decade, 
but before the trend decline in global real interest rates was properly appreciated, 
several authors undertook assessments of the impact of the zero lower bound 
on the conduct of monetary policy. For instance, simulating the Federal Reserve 
Board’s macroeconomic model, David Reifschneider and John Williams (2000) 
found that, under a standard Taylor rule, with a natural real rate of interest 
AVERAGING��Ù��AND�A����INmATION�TARGET��THE�ZERO�LOWER�BOUND�WOULD�BIND�ABOUT�
5% of the time and that such episodes would on average last just a year. But with 
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AN�INmATION�TARGET�OF�ZERO��THE�ZERO�LOWER�BOUND�WOULD�BIND�ALMOST�����OF�THE�
time and the mean duration of zero lower bound episodes rose to six quarters.
&ROM�AN�ANALYTIC�PERSPECTIVE��A�TWO�PERCENTAGEPOINT�REDUCTION�IN�THE�INmATION�

target is the equivalent of a two percentage-point reduction in the natural real 
rate of interest. And that is the order of the likely fall in the future long-term real 
rate relative to the historical experience. So this experiment also provides us with 
an assessment of how much more frequent and longer-lasting zero lower bound 
episodes are likely to be.

This calculation if anything understates the likely increase in frequency, 
severity and duration of zero lower bound episodes under the ‘new normal’. 
Exercises like that of Reifschneider and Williams have usually been calibrated 
on the basis of pre-crisis economic volatility.9 The collapse in aggregate demand 
during the Great Recession meant that policy rates of the order of -5% would have 
been warranted on the basis of the Taylor rule (see Rudebusch, 2009). Moreover, 
policy rates have been at, or close to, their effective lower bound for six years, 
far longer than the mean duration in the Reifschneider and Williams exercise. 
7HILE�THE����������lNANCIAL�CRISIS�IS�HOPEFULLY�A�ONCEINACENTURY�EVENT��WITH�
hindsight the years of the Great Moderation seem equally abnormal. The zero 
lower bound can no longer be treated as a curiosum.

Central banks are, however, not completely out of monetary ammunition 
ONCE� THE� ZERO� LOWER� BOUND� IS� REACHED�� )N� PARTICULAR�� THEY� CAN� STILL� INmUENCE�
THE� LEVEL�OF�DEMAND�BY� INmUENCING�AGENTS�� EXPECTATIONS�OF� THE� FUTURE�PATH�OF�
policy rates through forward guidance. And they can alter term premia and asset 
prices through large-scale asset purchases – so-called quantitative easing. Finally, 
suitably targeted lending policies can also raise the supply of credit.

In academic analyses, such as that of Mike Woodford (2012), forward guidance 
WORKS� THROUGH� INmUENCING� PRIVATESECTOR� EXPECTATIONS� OF� FUTURE� POLICY� RATES�
AND�INmATION��WHICH�IN�MANY�SETTINGS�WILL�FEED�BACK�TO�AFFECT�ACTIVITY�TODAY��)N�
particular, a commitment to hold policy rates at the zero lower bound past the 
point at which rates would normally have begun to rise will generate a future 
BOOM�WITH�EXCESS�INmATION��WHICH�n�AT�LEAST�IN�THE�STANDARD�MODEL�n�RAISES�OUTPUT�
today (e.g. by lowering the long-term real interest rate). Such a policy is, however, 
time-inconsistent: once the emergency is over, the central bank has no incentive 
TO�DELIVER�ON�ITS�PAST�PROMISE�TO�GENERATE�AN�INmATIONARY�BOOM��-OREOVER��IT�IS�
DIFlCULT�TO�SEE�HOW�SUCH�A�COMMITMENT�CAN�BE�IMPLEMENTED�IN�PRACTICE��#ENTRAL�
bankers cannot tie the hands of their successors, so such promises are only 
credible for a short period ahead. In any case, in practice central banks’ forward 
guidance largely seems to have been directed more towards the provision of 
better communication of their reaction function than the implementation of 
a time-inconsistent policy path (for some evidence on this, see Moessner et al. 
2015).

Turning to quantitative easing, all four of the major central banks have, or 
are, engaged in large-scale asset purchases. The transmission mechanism of such 
purchases potentially operates through three channels: a bank liquidity channel, 

9 Analyses of the zero lower bound problem since the crisis recognise this; see, for example, Williams 
(2014).
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whereby an increase in bank reserves results in an expansion in credit supply; 
a portfolio rebalancing channel, whereby the re-investment of the proceeds 
from the asset sales into substitute assets results in a generalised rise in asset 
prices; and a signalling channel, whereby asset purchases reinforce expectations 
that policy will remain accommodative. The Japanese experience suggests that 
THE�lRST�CHANNEL�IS�LIKELY�TO�BE�WEAK�AFTER�A�lNANCIAL�CRISIS��SOMETHING�THAT�HAS�
been largely borne out in the other jurisdictions since. That leaves the portfolio 
rebalancing and signalling channels as the main routes whereby asset purchases 
by the central bank can boost activity.

There are theoretical reasons why the asset purchases could have proved 
ineffective. In particular, Gauti Eggerston and Mike Woodford (2003) show that 
once the zero lower bound has been reached and the value of extra liquidity has 
fallen to zero, central bank asset purchases should be neutral in their effect on 
the real economy. That is because, at least in the environment they study, private 
agents can always exactly undo the consequences for the subsequent path of the 
PUBLIC�lNANCES�OF�THE�BALANCE�SHEET�CHANGE�

Be that as it may, event studies on both sides of the Atlantic suggest that 
central bank asset purchases have been effective at lowering longer-term interest 
rates and raising asset prices. For instance, the studies by Joe Gagnon, Matthew 
Raskin, Julie Remache, and Brian Sack (2010) and Arvind Krishnamurthy and 
Annette Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) found that the US Federal Reserve’s $1.75 
trillion programme of asset purchases during 2008-2009 (‘QE1’) lowered long-
term Treasury yields by around a percentage point. And research by Mike Joyce, 
Ana Lasaosa, Ibrahim Stevens and Matt Tong (2011) for the Bank of England’s 
programme of £200 billion asset purchases during 2009-2010 (also commonly 
referred to as ‘QE1’) found an effect of broadly the same magnitude on UK gilt 
yields from what – relative to size of the economy – was a similar quantum of 
purchases to that of the Federal Reserve.
%VENT� STUDIES� OF� THE� SUBSEQUENT� ASSET� PURCHASE� PROGRAMMES� GENERALLY� lND�

somewhat smaller effects (see, for example, Krishnamurthy and Vissing-
Jorgenson, 2013). In part, that may be because, unlike the QE1 programmes, 
their introduction was in part anticipated and so already discounted into asset 
prices. And that has certainly been the case with the ECB’s recently instituted €60 
billion/month bond purchase programme. That said, there are several reasons to 
THINK�THAT�THE�EFlCACY�OF�ASSET�PURCHASES�IS�LIKELY�TO�BE�LOWER�WHEN�MARKETS�ARE�
functioning normally than when they are dysfunctional, as was the case in the 
months after the collapse of Lehman Brothers.

In addition, there are several reasons why the continued application of 
monetary stimulus through asset purchases might display diminishing returns.10 
&IRST��A�mATTER�YIELD�CURVE�REDUCES�THE�INCENTIVE�FOR�BANKS�TO�UNDERTAKE�MATURITY�
transformation. Moreover, although the expansion in bank reserves associated 
with asset purchases may not have greatly stimulated the supply of credit, it 
nevertheless helped banks to recapitalise by generating increases in asset values. 

10 Though as Bernanke (2015) notes, “with short-term interest rates pinned near zero, monetary policy 
is not as powerful or as predictable as at other times…. the right inference is not that we should stop 
using monetary policy, but rather that we should bring to bear other policy tools as well.”
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4HAT�EFFECT�IS� LIKELY�TO�BECOME�QUANTITATIVELY�LESS�SIGNIlCANT�AS�THE�YIELD�CURVE�
mATTENS�

Second, large-scale asset purchases take a central bank increasingly into 
political territory. The more – and the more regularly – the central bank buys 
public debt, the more private agents may suspect that they are taking place at the 
behest of government rather than for monetary policy purposes. The economy 
MAY�THUS�SLIDE�INTO�AN�EQUILIBRIUM�CHARACTERISED�BY�lSCAL��RATHER�THAN�MONETARY��
DOMINANCE��/NE�MIGHT�THEN�SEE�THE� INmATION�PREMIUM�ON�NOMINAL�SOVEREIGN�
debt rising.

The central bank can avoid that by buying private securities instead of public 
securities. But that brings other problems. If the central bank buys private credit 
INSTRUMENTS��IT�IS�EXPOSING�THE�PUBLIC�SECTOR�lNANCES�TO�THE�RISK�OF�CREDIT�LOSSES��
which is unlikely to go down well with the politicians. Moreover, those same 
politicians will, quite reasonably, want to have a say in which assets are bought 
(e.g. small business credits or favoured sectors of industry). And if the central 
bank buys equities, it amounts to a form of quasi-nationalisation. There may 
be ways to deal with this, for instance holding them in a separately managed 
sovereign wealth fund. But the basic point that consistent use of large-scale asset 
PURCHASES�CAN�BLUR�THE�LINE�BETWEEN�MONETARY�AND�lSCAL�ACTIVITIES�STILL�STANDS�

Finally, we have seen on several occasions in the past few years that 
quantitative easing can generate international tensions through its impact on 
exchange rates – the ‘currency wars’ charge of former Brazilian Finance Minister 
'UIDO�-ANTEGA�n�AND�ON�INTERNATIONAL�mOWS�OF�CAPITAL��/NE�OF�THE�TRANSMISSION�
channels of conventional expansionary monetary policy is through depreciating 
the exchange rate. But the impact of that on trading partners is offset by the 
countervailing increase in imports generated by higher domestic demand.  When 
that expansion takes place through asset purchases, the latter effect can seem 
less apparent to other countries, especially when normal transmission channels 
through the banking system are impaired, as has been the case in the past few 
years. Moreover, even when these countervailing demand effects are recognised, 
OTHER� COUNTRIES� ARE� STILL� FACED� WITH� MANAGING� THE� CONSEQUENTIAL� INmOWS� AND�
OUTmOWS� OF� CAPITAL�� &OR� EMERGING� ECONOMIES�� THESE� mOWS� CAN� CREATE� lNANCIAL�
stability risks if they generate currency and maturity mismatches on the balance 
SHEETS�OF�lNANCIAL�INSTITUTIONS��BUSINESSES�AND�HOUSEHOLDS�

Given these limitations, it is natural, therefore, to ask whether there are ways 
OF�RESTORING�THE�EFlCACY�OF�CONVENTIONAL�MONETARY�POLICY��OR�AT�LEAST�REDUCING�THE�
zone within which the zero lower bound binds. One seemingly obvious response 
is to follow the suggestion of Olivier Blanchard, Giovanni Dell’Ariccia and Paolo 
-AURO������	�AND�RAISE�CENTRAL�BANK� INmATION�TARGETS� FROM�THEIR�CURRENT� LEVELS�
of around 2% to, say, 4%, providing an extra two percentage points of room for 
manoeuvre. Indeed, doing so may seem pretty much a no-brainer.

There are, though, three counter-arguments that should be considered. First, 
���INmATION�IS�CLOSE�ENOUGH�TO�PRICE�STABILITY�n�ESPECIALLY�WHEN�THE�DIFlCULTIES�
of measuring quality improvements are taken into account – that households 
and businesses can for many purposes effectively ignore it. That is not really the 
CASE�AT���� INmATION��EVEN� THOUGH�THE� TWO�PERCENTAGEPOINT� RISE�MIGHT�APPEAR�
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RATHER�MODEST��7HILE�IT�MAY�NOT�lGURE�IN�ECONOMISTS��MODELS��THERE�IS�PROBABLY�
considerable social value in people being able to follow the simple heuristic 
that the average price level is broadly constant. Moreover, given the positive 
ASSOCIATION�BETWEEN�LEVELS�AND�VARIABILITY�OF�INmATION��THE�REGIME�WOULD�PROBABLY�
not anchor expectations so well.
3ECOND��EVEN�THOUGH�IT�MIGHT�HAVE�PROVED�HELPFUL�IF�INmATION�TARGETS�HAD�BEEN�

a little higher at the outset of the crisis, raising them now when central banks 
have been struggling even to meet their current targets is hardly conducive to 
maintaining credibility.
&INALLY��AN� INCREASE� IN� THE� INmATION�TARGET�COULD�ALSO�ENGENDER�EXPECTATIONS�

THAT�lSCALLY�CHALLENGED�GOVERNMENTS�MIGHT�BE�TEMPTED�TO�PRESS�FOR�EVEN�HIGHER�
INmATION�IN�ORDER�TO�INmATE�AWAY�THE�REAL�VALUE�OF�NOMINALLY�DENOMINATED�DEBT��
4HAT��IN�TURN��WOULD�BE�LIKELY�TO�GENERATE�AN�UNHELPFUL�RISE�IN�THE�INmATION�RISK�
premium.

In principle, one can also attack things from the other side by seeking to 
relax the zero lower bound constraint itself. One approach is to get rid of cash 
altogether, so making it impossible for banks to avoid charges on their reserve 
holdings by substitution. The increased use of cashless payment technologies has 
made this a more practical option than it was, but one needs to recognise that 
cash is still an extremely convenient medium for undertaking transactions that 
are modest in size.

An alternative is to charge interest on cash holdings as well as reserves, an 
idea advanced a century ago by Silvio Gesell (1916). This could be achieved by 
requiring that bank notes be periodically stamped (at a charge) in order to remain 
valid, or else by declaring that notes with a serial number ending in a randomly 
chosen digit have ceased to be legal tender.

Finally, Willem Buiter (2009) has revived an idea originally due to Robert Eisler 
(1932). This involves decoupling the numéraire from the medium of exchange 
and implementing a variable rate of exchange between them.11 As the choice of 
numéraire is ultimately a matter of choice for society rather than government, 
this cannot be done by diktat. Breaking the one-for-one exchange rate between 
cash and reserves, so that the price of cash relative to reserves falls over time,12 
could, however, achieve the same outcome.

Most of these solutions seem somewhat exotic at the current juncture, though 
WERE�PRESENT�CONDITIONS�TO�PERSIST�INDElNITELY��THEN�THEY�MIGHT�START�TO�LOOK�MORE�
ATTRACTIVE��"UT� IN�OUR�VIEW��lNDING�A�WAY�TO�LOOSEN�THE�CONSTRAINT� IMPOSED�BY�
the zero lower bound is not the most important of the policy challenges facing 
central banks in a world of persistently low real interest rates. Rather it is the 
INCREASED�RISK�OF�lNANCIAL� INSTABILITY��!ND�MAKING�POSSIBLE�EVEN� LOWER� INTEREST�
rates by lessening or removing the zero lower bound constraint potentially 
simply serves to increase this risk.

11 Tyler Cowen and Randall Kroszner (1994) provide a general discussion of these and related issues.
12 A strategy of switching reserves into cash for a period to avoid the interest charge on the former and 

then switching back thus incurs an offsetting capital loss.
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4.2 Financial markets and financial stability

A persistently low natural real rate of interest is thus likely to raise the frequency 
and duration of episodes when policy rates are at their lower bound and lead to 
INCREASED�RELIANCE�ON�UNCONVENTIONAL�MONETARY�POLICIES�TO�STABILISE�INmATION�AND�
activity instead. But, as we have seen, the more those policies are deployed, the 
less effective and the more problematic they may turn out to be. But this is not 
the only – or perhaps even the most important – consequence of a persistently 
LOW�NATURAL� REAL� RATE��4HERE�ARE� LIKELY� TO�BE�OTHER�EFFECTS�ON�lNANCIAL�MARKETS��
WITH�POSSIBLE�IMPLICATIONS�FOR�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�

In particular, some commentators have suggested that long periods of low 
interest rates are apt to result in a leveraged ‘reach for yield’, excessive risk-taking 
and asset-price bubbles (e.g. Bank for International Settlements, 2015; Stein, 
2013). There are a variety of mechanisms that might result in such behaviour.
&IRST��AN�ENVIRONMENT�OF�PERSISTENTLY�LOW�INTEREST�RATES�FAVOURS�DEBTlNANCED�

investment in long-lived assets, such as housing, that are highly leveraged. While 
that is entirely rational, an economy in which households and businesses are 
indebted does tend to be more vulnerable to shocks than one which is less highly 
levered (see, for instance, Figure 2.9). It is worth remembering, however, that a 
low interest rate environment should also help households and businesses that 
are already encumbered by high debt to reduce their indebtedness. So whether 
persistently low interest rates lead to higher or lower indebtedness depends on 
the balance of these two forces.

Second, a low real rate of return on safe assets makes it more expensive to 
accumulate the savings necessary to provide for retirement. As a result, households 
will be tempted to look for ways to build savings other than investing in bond-
HEAVY�PENSION�FUNDS��)F�THE�FUNDS�mOW�INTO�THE�STOCK�MARKET��LOWERING�THE�COST�
of capital and boosting productive investment, then that would not matter. But 
PAST�EXPERIENCE�SUGGESTS�THAT�SUCH�FUNDS�OFTEN�mOW�INTO�REAL�ESTATE�INSTEAD��!ND��
if mortgage rates remain low, it will be tempting for households to try to lever 
up the returns from investment in property by increasing their borrowing. An 
expansion in buy-to-let property investment and further upward pressure on 
HOUSE�PRICES� REmECTING�THE�RELATIVE�ATTRACTIVENESS�OF�PROPERTY�AS�AN� INVESTMENT�
asset therefore seems an entirely plausible outcome.

Third, during the earlier period of higher interest rates, many pension funds 
and insurance companies will have sold products that offer guaranteed returns 
over long horizons. This will not matter if the institutions have matched the 
MATURITY�AND�RISK�PROlLE�OF�THEIR�INVESTMENTS�AGAINST�THEIR�OBLIGATIONS��"UT�TO�THE�
extent that these long-term obligations have been incompletely matched, they 
may face the prospect of making losses on these products.  For instance, suppose 
the assets are safe but of shorter maturity than the corresponding obligations. In 
that case, they can reinvest the maturing assets in new safe securities, thereby 
crystallising the losses. Alternatively, they may be tempted to ‘reach for yield’ by 
purchasing risky securities offering higher expected yields; this gamble pays off if 
returns are high, but of course also opens the institution to the risk of incurring 
even higher future losses.
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Fourth, there may be nominal rigidities arising from accounting practices and 
remuneration practices that can also induce a ‘reach for yield’. For instance, asset 
managers and hedge funds are often judged on their performance relative to 
benchmarks that may only adjust slowly to the new low-rate environment. Again 
THAT�MAY�LEAD�TO�A�@REACH�FOR�YIELD���POSSIBLY�MAGNIlED�BY�THE�USE�OF�LEVERAGE��IN�
order to try to maintain returns. Moreover, investors are likely to be loath to pay 
SIGNIlCANT�FEES�FOR�NUGATORY�RETURNS��MANY�HEDGE�FUNDS�HAVE�BEEN�ACCUSTOMED�
to charging 2% of the sum invested and 20% of the returns). Consequently some 
business models will no longer be viable unless returns can somehow be levered 
up.

So a persistently low interest rate may lead to higher indebtedness and a 
leveraged ‘reach for yield’. In turn, that increases the vulnerability of the economy 
TO� FUTURE� SHOCKS� AND�MAY� ALSO� INCREASE� THE� RISK� OF� FUTURE� lNANCIAL� INSTABILITY��
)NDEED�� THERE� IS�A�VIEW�THAT� SUCH�BEHAVIOUR�CAN� LEAD� TO�SERIAL�lNANCIAL�BOOM
busts (see Box 4.1).

In case it seems premature to be worrying about such risks when there is still 
SIGNIlCANT�UNDERUTILISATION�OF�RESOURCES�AND�NEGLIGIBLE�INmATION��IT�IS�WORTH�NOTING�
THE�RECENT�STRONG�GROWTH�IN�THE� LEVERAGED�lNANCE�OF�53�CORPORATES��&IGURE�����
provides information on the issuance of leveraged loans and high-yield bonds; 
in each of the past three years this has exceeded the levels seen immediately 
before the crisis. Figure 4.2 gives data on the amount outstanding of cov-lite and 
second-lien loans – the riskiest segments – which have quadrupled over the past 
COUPLE�OF�YEARS��4HIS�SUGGESTS�THAT�lNANCIAL�RISKS�CAN�BUILD�EVEN�THOUGH�ACTIVITY�
may not be robust.

Furthermore, as mentioned in Chapter 2 – and extensively documented by 
authors such as Carmen Reinhart and Kenneth Rogoff (2010); Moritz Schularick 
AND�!LAN�4AYLOR������	��!TIF�-IAN�AND�!MIR�3Ul������	��AND�,UIGI�"UTTIGLIONE��
Philip Lane, Lucrezia Reichlin and Vincent Reinhart (2014) – excessive leverage 
is also a prime cause of slow growth in the wake of such crises. If debt is already 
high and higher demand today can only be achieved by stimulating the further 
accumulation of debt, then it may also increase the likelihood of low growth 
AND�DEmATIONARY�OUTCOMES� TOMORROW�� )N� SUCH�CIRCUMSTANCES�� THE�POLICYMAKER�
therefore faces an intertemporal trade-off: generating higher activity today may 
lead to lower activity tomorrow. To a degree, that is always true for monetary 
policy, as changes in interest rates are meant to elicit the intertemporal 
substitution of spending. But the trade-off is harder to handle when recessions 
are persistent rather than short-lived and the future adverse consequences from 
expansionary policy today may be large.
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Figure 4.1 Issuance of leveraged loans and high-yield bonds
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Figure 4.2 Cov-lite and second-lien leveraged loans outstanding
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Box 4.1 Serial financial crises

One interpretation of 2007-2008 is that it was a once-in-a-century event, 
in which several factors came together to create the pre-conditions for a 
PARTICULARLY� SEVERE�lNANCIAL� CRISIS� AND�A� SUBSEQUENT�DEEP�AND�PERSISTENT�
downturn. A by no means exhaustive list would include: low short- 
and long-term interest rates; an insouciance to risk borne of the Great 
-ODERATION�� lNANCIAL� ENGINEERING� THAT� WAS� SUPPOSED� TO� HAVE� SPREAD�
risk but ended up concentrating it; remuneration schemes that distorted 
behaviour; opacity of exposures to risk; fragile bank funding models; 
excessively thin bank capital buffers; and inadequate mechanisms for 
HANDLING� FAILING� SYSTEMICALLY� IMPORTANT� lNANCIAL� INSTITUTIONS�� 4OGETHER��
THESE� ENCOURAGED� A� RISE� IN� THE� LEVERAGE� OF� lNANCIAL� INSTITUTIONS� AND� OF�
households and a mistaken belief on the part of both participants and 
regulators that the system was safer than it in fact was. Seen from this 
perspective, addressing those failings and ensuring that the lessons are not 
forgotten should help to ensure the experience is not repeated.

A more pessimistic view is, however, possible: we may be locked into 
A�RECURRING�CYCLE�OF�lNANCIAL�CRISES��4HIS�VIEW��DERIVING�FROM�THE�WRITINGS�
of Hyman Minsky, runs as follows. During the boom phase of the cycle, 
excessive optimism leads to an (over-)accumulation of assets (either 
PHYSICAL� CAPITAL�OR� REAL� ESTATE	�lNANCED�BY�CREDIT� EXPANSION��3OMETHING�
then happens to puncture that over-optimism, revealing the underlying 
fragilities and a collapse in demand as highly indebted agents seek to de-
lever. As a result, the natural or Wicksellian real interest rate falls, in turn 
prompting a relaxation in the monetary stance. But if the previous boom 
had been associated with over-investment, then even very loose monetary 
policy may be ineffective in stimulating investment. So the sensitivity of 
aggregate demand to interest rates falls and policy will need to remain 
stimulatory until the excess investment is worked off.

In this interpretation, the persistently low interest rate is prone to 
ENCOURAGE� A� LEVERAGED� SEARCH� FOR� YIELD��MANIFESTED� IN� THE� lRST� INSTANCE�
by increases in the price of existing assets rather than investment in new 
ASSETS��3O�ASSET�PRICES�RISE��EVEN�THOUGH�CONSUMER�PRICE�INmATION�REMAINS�
subdued. The risk is that the former evolves into an asset-price bubble, 
where demand is driven by expectations of capital gains, before the central 
BANK� IS� PROMPTED� TO� TIGHTEN�POLICY� BY� RISING� INmATION�PRESSURES��7HEN�
THE�CENTRAL�BANK�lNALLY�STARTS�TIGHTENING��IT�RISKS�PROMPTING�THE�BUBBLE�TO�
collapse, so starting the next cycle. Put simply, another bubble is needed 
to alleviate the aftermath of the previous bubble. Moreover, this cycle will 
BE�AMPLIlED�WHEN�BANK�CAPITAL�BUFFERS�ARE�THIN��)F�SUCH�A�CHARACTERISATION�
is appropriate, central banks and prudential regulators therefore need to 
BE�PARTICULARLY�AWAKE�TO�INCIPIENT�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�RISKS�EVEN�QUITE�EARLY�
in the recovery phase.
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The bottom line from all this is that the risk-return trade-off confronting central 
banks deteriorates when the natural real rate of interest falls to low levels. In 
normal circumstances and absent cost shocks, optimal policy, as embodied in 
mEXIBLE�INmATION�TARGETING�REGIMES��REQUIRES�KEEPING�THE�POLICY�RATE�IN�LINE�WITH�
ITS�NATURAL�LEVEL��THE�NATURAL�REAL�RATE�OF�INTEREST�PLUS�THE�INmATION�TARGET	���"UT�THE�
INCREASED�LIKELIHOOD�OF�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�RISKS�AT�LOW�NATURAL�REAL�RATES�MEANS�THAT�
it is no longer appropriate to keep the policy rate in line with its natural level, 
unless those risks can somehow be dealt with through other policies.
4HE� POSTCRISIS� CONVENTIONAL� WISDOM� IS� THAT� lNANCIAL� STABILITY� RISKS� SHOULD�

IN�THE�lRST� INSTANCE�BE�MANAGED�THROUGH�THE�USE�OF�PRUDENTIAL�POLICIES��4HESE�
INCLUDE� BOTH� SYSTEMIC� CHANGES� THAT� BOOST� lNANCIAL� SECTOR� RESILIENCE�� SUCH� AS�
enhanced bank-capital standards that deliver greater capacity to absorb losses, 
and selective macroprudential interventions that discourage risky or excessive 
credit expansion. Such prioritisation involves the allocation of instruments to 
the task to which they are best suited: monetary policy to maintaining aggregate 
demand at a level consistent with price stability, and prudential policies to 
MITIGATING�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�RISKS�

What sorts of policies might be appropriate for dealing with the potential 
consequences of a low-rate environment that we discussed earlier? First, in some 
countries the tax system accords a privileged status to debt, for example, through 
the tax deductibility of interest payments or assistance for those taking out a 
home mortgage. So if the primary concern is that persistently low interest rates 
encourage excessive debt accumulation, eliminating this privileged treatment 
would seem sensible.
3ECOND��IF�LOW�RATES�ARE�PROMOTING�A�GENERAL�FROTHINESS�IN�PARTS�OF�THE�lNANCIAL�

sector, then various macroprudential tools may help to inhibit the build-up 
of leverage and prevent dangerous asset-price dislocations. For instance, if the 
problems are concentrated in the real estate sector, several options are available. 
Forcing banks to hold more capital against residential mortgages by increasing 
the associated risk-weight would both increase resilience and inhibit the supply 
OF� MORTGAGE� lNANCE�� )NCREASING� DOWNPAYMENT� REQUIREMENTS� OR� RESTRICTING�
the share of high loan-to-income mortgages are alternative ways of restricting 
mortgage availability.

Third, if factors such as balance-sheet mismatches are driving a ‘reach for 
yield’, then regulation and supervision of the institutions concerned needs to 
play a central role. More generally, regulators and supervisors of pension and 
insurance funds need to encourage the matching of assets to liabilities whenever 
possible.

Finally, if the source of the problem lies in nominal rigidities, whether in 
accounting practices or ‘rule of thumb’ investment strategies by institutional 
investors, regulators and supervisors can highlight their unwonted consequences 
and potentially act as a catalyst for change.

There has been particular interest since the crisis in the scope for macroprudential 
POLICIES�TO�HEADOFF�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�RISKS��-ANY�COUNTRIES�NOW�HAVE�SOME�SORT�OF�
FORMAL�BODY�OR�COMMITTEE�CHARGED�WITH�THE�TASK�OF�MITIGATING�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�
risks (such as the Financial Stability Oversight Council in the US, the European 
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Systemic Risk Board in the Eurozone, the Financial Policy Committee in the UK, 
and the Financial Stability Board at the supra-national level). But what are the 
challenges that need to be faced in deploying such policies? And how much faith 
SHOULD�WE�PLACE�IN�THEIR�EFlCACY�
4HE�lRST�CHALLENGE�CONCERNS�THE�DATA��!RE�THERE�INDICATORS�AVAILABLE�THAT�CAN�BE�

USED�RELIABLY�TO�DIAGNOSE�DANGEROUS�lNANCIAL�IMBALANCES�AT�AN�EARLY�STAGE��!FTER�
THE�CURRENCY�AND�lNANCIAL�CRISES� IN�THE�EMERGING�ECONOMIES� IN�THE�����S�AND�
����S��CONSIDERABLE�EFFORT�WAS�EXPENDED�IN�TRYING�TO�lND�SUCH�A�SET�OF�INDICATORS��
but without much success. The 2007-2008 crisis has prompted a renewed effort 
to this end. And research such as that by Moritz Schularick and Alan Taylor 
(2012), together with much work at the Bank for International Settlements, has 
IDENTIlED�THE�KEY�ROLE�PLAYED�BY�EXCESSIVE�CREDIT�GROWTH��USUALLY�ACCOMPANIED�BY�
ASSET�PRICE�BOOMS��IN�SUBSEQUENT�lNANCIAL�CRISES�AND�MACROECONOMIC�DOWNTURNS��
But the challenge lies in distinguishing between credit growth that is excessive 
AND�CARRIES�WITH�IT�RISKS�TO�FUTURE�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�FROM�CREDIT�GROWTH�THAT�MAY�
be rapid, but is warranted by underlying economic fundamentals.
)N�ONE�OF�THE�MORE�COMPREHENSIVE�RECENT�STUDIES��'IOVANNI�$ELLg!RICCIA��$ENIZ�

Igan, Luc Laeven, and Hui Tong (2012) used data over the past half-century for 
over 100 countries to examine whether the presence of a credit boom represented 
a reliable predictor of a future crisis.  Using a particular (though intuitively 
SENSIBLE	�DElNITION�OF�A�CREDIT�BOOM�AS�A�PERIOD�OF�EITHER� RAPID�GROWTH� IN�THE�
ratio of credit to GDP or an unusual pickup in its rate of growth, they identify 
no fewer than 175 such episodes. In only one-third of these cases, however, was 
THE�CREDIT�BOOM�SUBSEQUENTLY�FOLLOWED�BY�A�lNANCIAL�CRISIS��WHAT�APPEARED�TO�BE�
a sensible trigger for action actually gave a false positive two-thirds of the time. 
Of course, further analysis may well generate more reliable diagnostics but this 
is still very much work in progress. That is in contrast to conventional monetary 
policymaking, where there is a better understanding – borne of long experience 
ACROSS�MANY�COUNTRIES�n�OF�WHAT�POLICY�NEEDS�TO�DO�IN�ORDER�TO�CONTROL�INmATION�

Second, we are still some way from having a full understanding of the 
mechanisms that generate a risky ‘reach for yield’ and thus knowing when such 
behaviour is unwarranted. Moreover, traditional asset-pricing models provide 
little guidance as to when such risks are under-priced.13 Without a convincing 
THEORETICAL� FRAMEWORK�� IT� IS�DIFlCULT� TO�KNOW�WHICH�MACROPRUDENTIAL� TOOLS�ARE�
LIKELY�TO�BE�MOST�EFFECTIVE��-OREOVER��MARKET�PARTICIPANTS�WILL�HAVE�A�lNANCIAL�
incentive to look for ways around such interventions, so there will be a tendency 
for the targeted activities to migrate outside the regulatory perimeter.

Finally, macroprudential tools often involve some form of credit control 
OR� CREDIT� ALLOCATION�� � (AVING� UNELECTED� CENTRAL� BANK� OFlCIALS� TAKE� DECISIONS�
that clearly impinge on particular parts of the electorate puts the central bank 
squarely in the political cross hairs. In many countries, elected governments have 
enacted policies to encourage home ownership through tax breaks, subsidies or 
the creation of specialised mortgage institutions. If a central bank decides for 

13� !S�,ARRY�3UMMERS�ONCE�NOTED��lNANCIAL�ECONOMICS�MAY�TELL�US�THAT�THE�PRICE�OF�A�����ML�BOTTLE�OF�
ketchup should be half the price of a 500 ml bottle of ketchup, but it is not very good at telling us what 
��ML�OF�KETCHUP�IS�WORTH�IN�THE�lRST�PLACE�
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macroprudential reasons to adopt policies that run counter to those, the central 
bank’s independence risks being called into question, so undermining the 
credibility and effectiveness of the central bank in its traditional monetary policy 
role. In turn that may affect a central bank’s willingness to deploy such tools.

In summary, macroprudential policies represent a useful addition to central 
banks’ toolkit. But we should be realistic about what they can hope to achieve 
with them, particularly in a low interest rate environment. We lack good metrics 
for future risks and have an incomplete understanding of the mechanisms that 
generate those risks. And the effectiveness of the instruments is still largely 
UNPROVEN��7HILE�TIME�AND�EXPERIENCE�MAY�HELP�TO�lLL�SOME�OF�THE�GAPS�IN�OUR�
KNOWLEDGE�� FOR� NOW� IT� IS� IMPORTANT� TO� AVOID� A� FALSE� SENSE� OF� CONlDENCE� THAT�
MACROPRUDENTIAL�POLICIES�WILL� ALWAYS�BE�UP� TO� THE� TASK�OF�PREVENTING�lNANCIAL�
instability (for more on these and related issues, see Kroszner, 2011, 2012 and 
2014).
7HEN�lNANCIAL� STABILITY� RISKS�CANNOT�BE�CONTAINED�BY�THE�USE�OF�PRUDENTIAL�

policies, then in principle there may be a case for the focus of monetary policy to 
SHIFT�TOWARDS�MODERATING�THE�BUILDUP�IN�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�RISKS��EVEN�IF�IT�MEANS�
UNDERSHOOTING�THE�CENTRAL�BANK�S�INmATION�TARGET�FOR�A�WHILE��OR�@LEANING�AGAINST�
the wind’ (see, for example, Cecchetti et al., 2002; White, 2009). While monetary 
POLICY�MAY�BE�A�BLUNT�INSTRUMENT�FOR�DEALING�WITH�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�CONCERNS��AS�
Jeremy Stein (2013) notes, by setting the price of leverage it “gets in all cracks”.

Of course, it is easy to state this as a principle, but harder to know how to 
implement it in practice. At what point should central banks start prioritising 
lNANCIAL�STABILITY�CONCERNS�AHEAD�OF�MAINTAINING�CURRENT�DEMAND�AND�STABILISING�
INmATION�� 2UNNING� A� TIGHTER�MONETARY� POLICY� INVOLVES� INCURRING� CERTAIN�NEAR
term costs in order to reduce the likelihood or extent of the disruption to activity 
THAT�MAY�FOLLOW�FUTURE�lNANCIAL�INSTABILITY��!�CAREFUL�COSTBENElT�ANALYSIS�IS�REALLY�
required so as to assess the net impact on social welfare. One such attempt has 
RECENTLY�BEEN�PROVIDED�BY�,ARS�3VENSSON������	��WHO�lNDS�THAT�IN�MOST�CASES�THE�
COSTS�ARE�LIKELY�TO�OUTWEIGH�THE�EXPECTED�BENElTS��ONE�HAS�TO�ASSUME�EITHER�THAT�
A�TIGHTER�MONETARY�POLICY�IS�VERY�EFlCACIOUS�AT�DISCOURAGING�THE�BUILDUP�OF�RISKY�
LEVERAGE�OR�THAT�THE�OUTPUT�LOSSES�THAT�ARISE�FROM�lNANCIAL�INSTABILITY�ARE�REALLY�
very large indeed to make ‘leaning against the wind’ the right policy.

While there is clearly still much in this area that we do not know, central 
BANKS�CANNOT�PLEAD�IGNORANCE�AS�JUSTIlCATION�FOR�DOING�NOTHING��3O�WHEN�SHOULD�
central banks start at least to contemplate a tighter monetary policy in order to 
MITIGATE�LONGERTERM�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�RISKS��%XPANSIONARY�MONETARY�POLICIES�OF�
both the conventional and unconventional variety can be expected to raise asset 
prices and boost credit growth; that is part of the transmission mechanism. And 
asset prices and credit growth are both likely to be unusually low at the depths of 
a recession, so it clearly would not be right to prevent any rebound whatsoever. 
But the alarm bells should ring if asset prices rise above a level that would be 
JUSTIlABLE�IN�TERMS�OF�FUNDAMENTALS�IF�ACTIVITY��INTEREST�RATES��AND�SO�ON��WERE�BACK�
to ‘normal’ levels or debt is so high that a return to normal conditions would 
force debtholders to de-lever rapidly.
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&INALLY�� IF� lNANCIAL� INSTABILITY� IS�MORE� LIKELY� IN� A� LOW� INTEREST� RATE�WORLD�� IT�
PUTS� AN�EVEN�GREATER�PREMIUM�ON�ENSURING� THAT�lNANCIAL� INSTITUTIONS�AND� THE�
lNANCIAL�SYSTEM�ARE�ROBUST��#APITAL�AND�LIQUIDITY�REGULATION��EFFECTIVE�RESOLUTION�
regimes and systemic interventions such as ring-fencing all have a role to play. 
Macroprudential policies should be seen as a complement, not a substitute, for 
MAKING�THE�lNANCIAL�SYSTEM�MORE�ROBUST��+ROSZNER�AND�3HILLER��������+ROSZNER��
2012).

The bottom line from all this is that monetary policy is less well suited to the 
task of keeping aggregate demand in line with potential in an environment where 
long-term real interest rates hover near zero than was the case during the 1990s 
when they were around 4%. In the old world, relatively short-lived movements 
in policy rates were effective at redistributing spending over time and stabilising 
BOTH� ACTIVITY� AND� INmATION�� )N� THE� NEW�WORLD�� PROLONGED� LOOSE� POLICY� n� EVEN�
though it may seem warranted by the prevailing natural rate of interest – is more 
LIKELY� TO� LEAD�lNANCIAL� STABILITY� RISKS� TO�BUILD�� )T� IS� THESE� RISKS�� RATHER� THAN� THE�
zero lower bound, that may represent the more serious constraint on monetary 
policy. In essence, the risk-return trade-off for monetary policy looks rather less 
FAVOURABLE�THAN�IT�USED�TO��4HAT�POINTS�TO�THE�DESIRABILITY�OF�OTHER�POLICIES�n�lSCAL�
and structural – shouldering more of the burden.

4.3 Prospects

We now turn to the question posed at the end of Chapter 2: How are risk-free real 
interest rates likely to evolve in the future? And how might that path be affected 
by policy choices?

Market participants presently appear to expect very little in the way of a 
rebound. Figure 4.3 shows ten-year real rates ten years forward for the US and the 
UK, derived using longer-term TIPS and indexed gilt yields, together with current 
ten-year spot real rates. For much of the past few years, the real term structure has 
sloped up. But in recent quarters the forward rates have fallen back noticeably 
and are only a little higher than the spot rates.

This suggests market participants expect only a very modest rise in real rates 
from their present historically low levels over at least the next couple of decades. 
Indeed, it is especially surprising given the lower bound on policy rates, which 
effectively truncates the lower tail of the distribution of future rates. Given that 
OBSERVED�MARKET�PRICES�REmECT�THE�WHOLE�DISTRIBUTION�OF�FUTURE�RATES��IT�THEREFORE�
implies that market participants must place relatively little weight on the 
possibility of higher rates.
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Figure 4.3 Spot and forward real yields
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Were this to be the outcome, it would represent an extraordinary change in the 
economic environment, implying a natural real interest rate that is zero or below 
for many years to come. Moreover, as we found in Chapter 1, the only analogous 
HISTORICAL�PERIOD� IS�DURING� THE�EPISODE�OF�lNANCIAL� REPRESSION� FOLLOWING�7ORLD�
7AR�))��WHEN�RATES�WERE�ARTIlCIALLY�DEPRESSED��7HILE�THERE�MAY�SOME�SIMILARITIES�
TODAY�n�IN�PARTICULAR��THE�REGULATORY�PRESSURE�ON�lNANCIAL�INSTITUTIONS�TO�HOLD�A�
LARGER�SHARE�OF�THEIR�ASSETS�IN�A�SAFE�AND�LIQUID�FORM�n�IT�IS�DIFlCULT�TO�BELIEVE�THAT�
WE�WILL�SEE�THE�SAME�SORT�OF�lNANCIAL�CONTROLS�THAT�APPLIED�THEN�

Such an outcome would be consistent with the secular stagnation hypothesis. 
But our analysis of the factors that pressed down on the neutral safe real of rate 
interest rate in the past also leads us to conclude that there may be rather more of 
a future rebound than market participants presently appear to expect, although 
the magnitude and pace at which that will happen remains highly uncertain. As 
in Chapter 2, we couch our discussion in terms of the main drivers of the supply 
of savings, the propensity to invest, and the demand and supply of different asset 
TYPES��7E�ALSO�CONSIDER�THE�POTENTIAL�IMPACT�THAT�LONGTERM�lSCAL�AND�STRUCTURAL�
policies14 may have on these paths.

14� -ONETARY�POLICY�DECISIONS�WILL�CERTAINLY�AFFECT�THE�PROlLE�OF�INTEREST�RATES�IN�THE�SHORT�RUN��BUT�SHOULD�
not have a lasting effect on the neutral safe real interest rate in the long run. By the same token, 
ALTHOUGH�TEMPORARY�lSCAL�POLICIES�OF�STIMULUS�OR�AUSTERITY�WILL�CERTAINLY�AFFECT�THE�CURRENT�NEUTRAL�REAL�
interest rate, they should not have a durable impact, aside from the effect that the associated change in 
the path of government debt may have through risk premia. So, for our purposes, it makes more sense 
TO�FOCUS�ATTENTION�ON�THE�ROLE�OF�LONGRUN�lSCAL�AND�STRUCTURAL�POLICIES��
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4.3.1 Shifts in the supply of savings
)N�#HAPTER� ���WE� IDENTIlED� THE� IMPACT� OF� DEMOGRAPHIC� DEVELOPMENTS� ON� THE�
SUPPLY�OF�SAVINGS�AND�THE�lNANCIAL�INTEGRATION�OF�#HINA�AS�ESPECIALLY�RELEVANT�TO�
understanding the downward trend in longer-term real interest rates since the 
late 1990s.

Beginning with demography, our analysis drew attention to the interaction 
between saving at different stages of the life-cycle and changes in the size of 
different age cohorts. On the premise that younger adults spend most of their 
income and save relatively little, the size of the high-saving middle-aged cohort 
relative to the size of the dissaving retired is central to the determination of the 
aggregate propensity to save. And that is consistent with the facts. The period of 
falling interest rates coincided with a rise in the relative size of the high-saving 
middle-aged cohort. That has recently peaked, however, as the post-war baby 
boomers began to pass into retirement and started to run down their accumulated 
assets. Moreover, the relative size of the middle-aged relative to the retired is 
set to shrink considerably in the coming decades (see Figure 2.4). Furthermore, 
both our cross-section analysis (Figure 2.5) and our case study of Japan, where 
ageing is more advanced (Figure 3.9), supported the thesis that this measure of 
demographic pressure is related to aggregate savings.

So, other things equal, these demographic shifts point to future upward 
pressure on the neutral real interest rate from a reduction in the aggregate global 
propensity to save (in terms of Figure 2.1, the SS curve shifts back).  But while the 
direction of the effect is clear, the timing and magnitude of this shift will depend 
upon policy choices, as well as economic, social and medical developments.

As already noted in Chapter 2, policies that affect the timing of retirement can 
HAVE�A�SIGNIlCANT�IMPACT�ON�INDIVIDUAL�HOUSEHOLD�SAVINGS�BEHAVIOUR��)NCREASING�
THE�AGE�OF�ELIGIBILITY�FOR�PENSION�AND�MEDICAL�BENElTS�WILL�ENCOURAGE�PEOPLE�TO�
stay in the workforce for longer, reducing the need to save for the future. Also, 
medical advances allow people to stay healthy and continue working longer. The 
types of job available may also affect older workers’ participation in the labour 
force, as service-sector jobs tend to require less physical effort than traditional 
manufacturing jobs. Many older people may also want to stay on in work for 
the social networking it provides, but working only part-time rather than full-
time. Employment legislation that affects the supply of such part-time jobs will 
therefore matter too. Finally, given the notable contribution of Chinese savings 
to global savings in recent years, it is worth noting that the development of social 
insurance there would reduce the incentives for households to self-insure. So 
even if the basic demographic forces may be relatively impervious to economic 
policies, the way they are translated into a higher aggregate propensity to save 
MOST�CERTAINLY�MAY�BE�INmUENCED�BY�POLICY�
4URNING�TO�THE�IMPACT�OF�#HINESE�lNANCIAL�INTEGRATION�ON�THE�WORLD�INTEREST�

rate, this is presumably unlikely to reverse; indeed, it may still have some way 
to run. It would be a mistake, however, to assume that it will continue to exert 
downward pressure on global real interest rates. Whether or not that is the case 
will depend on how the Chinese savings-investment balance evolves, including 
RESERVE� ACCUMULATION� BY� THE� OFlCIAL� SECTOR�� AS� WELL� AS� WHETHER� INTEGRATION�
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proceeds faster on the savings or investment side of the market. The decline in 
the Chinese current account surplus already suggests that this factor is likely to 
BE�LESS�SIGNIlCANT�IN�THE�FUTURE�THAN�IT�HAS�BEEN�IN�THE�PAST�

Finally, a brief word on corporate savings is called for.  As noted in Chapter 2, 
EVEN�PRIOR�TO�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS��THE�NET�lNANCIAL�ASSET�POSITION�OF�THE�CORPORATE�
sector had been rising, both in the US and elsewhere. But that trend accelerated 
after the 2007-2008 crisis, as businesses reacted to heightened uncertainty and 
THE�PERCEPTION� THAT� BANKS�NO� LONGER� PROVIDED� A� RELIABLE� SOURCE� OF� lNANCE�� BY�
STRENGTHENING�THAT�lNANCIAL�POSITION�FURTHER��3OME�REVERSAL�OF�THIS�RECENT�TREND�
MAY�BE�EXPECTED�AS�THE�MEMORY�OF�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS�FADES��THOUGH�THERE�SEEMS�
no particular reason to expect the pre-crisis shift towards higher corporate savings 
balances to reverse. So this seems likely to provide only modest upward pressure 
on the natural real interest rate.

To summarise, while some of the factors that contributed to the rise in the 
supply of savings in the past may persist, the passing through into retirement of 
the bulge of previously high-saving middle-aged workers in much of the world 
REPRESENTS�A�FACTOR�THAT�IS�LIKELY�TO�REDUCE�SIGNIlCANTLY�THE�AGGREGATE�PROPENSITY�
to save, so exerting upward pressure on the real interest rate. But the precise 
magnitude and speed at which that takes place is somewhat uncertain, depending 
in part on policy choices that affect retirement decisions.

4.3.2 Shifts in the propensity to invest

We turn next to factors affecting the propensity to invest. In Chapter 2, we 
discussed several arguments as to why the propensity to invest might have fallen 
in recent years, so exerting downward pressure on the natural real interest rate. 
These included: slower growth in the population of working age; a decline in the 
rate of innovation; a reduction in the (physical) capital intensity of growth; a fall 
IN�THE�RELATIVE�PRICE�OF�CAPITAL�GOODS��AND�THE�AFTEREFFECTS�OF�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS��
We concluded that only the last of these provided a convincing explanation. And 
it seems plausible that the understandable hesitation on the part of businesses 
ABOUT�UNDERTAKING�NEW�INVESTMENT�FOLLOWING�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS�WILL�RECEDE�AS�
the recovery proceeds, so adding the upward pressure on the neutral real interest 
rate coming from the savings side.

But even if investment weakness has not been the main driver of the downward 
trend in real interest rates since the late 1990s, save perhaps in the period since 
THE�lNANCIAL� CRISIS�� IT� IS� CLEAR� THAT�GOVERNMENT�POLICIES�MAY�NEVERTHELESS�HAVE�
A�MAJOR� IMPACT�ON� THE�PROPENSITY� TO� INVEST�GOING� FORWARD��-OST� SIGNIlCANTLY��
factors such as the rule of law and an ability to enforce contracts are a pre-
requisite for companies to be willing to invest. While these may be taken for 
granted in the advanced economies, they are by no means universal, being weak 
IN�SOME�LESS�DEVELOPED�PARTS�OF�THE�WORLD��%VEN�IF�THE�OPPORTUNITIES�FOR�PROlTABLE�
investment are becoming scarcer in the advanced economies, in principle there 
OUGHT�TO�BE�PLENTY�OF�SCOPE�FOR�PROlTABLE�INVESTMENT�IN�THE�LESS�DEVELOPED�WORLD��
provided those basic factors are present.
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Somewhat more mundanely, even in the advanced economies, policy can have 
an important impact on innovation and businesses’ willingness to invest. Low 
capital taxes increase the return on investment. Governments can fund basic 
research and use the tax system to encourage private research and development. 
The design and enforcement of patent law and rules protecting intellectual 
property is also key. And education and training policies can help to ensure an 
adequate supply of labour with the skills necessary to exploit new investments is 
readily available.

Finally, giving businesses a predictable policy environment is important: a 
CONSTANTLY�CHANGING�POLICY�ENVIRONMENT�MAKES�LONGERTERM�PLANNING�DIFlCULT�FOR�
BUSINESSES�AND�CAN�ADD�SIGNIlCANTLY�TO�RISK�PREMIA��3COTT�"AKER��.ICHOLAS�"LOOM�
and Steve Davis (2013), for instance, show that measures of policy uncertainty 
�PARTICULARLY�lSCAL�AND�REGULATORY	�HAVE�RISEN�SINCE�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS�AND�HAVE�
discouraged investment. Reducing this uncertainty about policy could also help 
boost the propensity to invest.
)N�SUMMARY��WHILE�WE�DO�NOT�lND�CONVINCING�THE�ARGUMENT� THAT� THERE�HAS�

BEEN�A�LONGTERM�DECLINE�IN�NEW�PROlTABLE�INVESTMENT�OPPORTUNITIES��THERE�ARE�
grounds for thinking that heightened uncertainty and the weak recovery after 
the crisis have discouraged capital formation in recent years. To some extent, the 
passage of time should cure the problem, but there is also scope for investment- 
and innovation-friendly policies to hasten a resurgence in the propensity to 
invest.

4.3.3 Supply of, and demand for, safe versus risky assets

A third set of factors affecting the neutral safe real interest rate concerns the 
supply of, and demand for, safe15�VERSUS�RISKY�ASSETS��)N�#HAPTER����WE�IDENTIlED�
several factors that, at different times, have led to an increase in the demand 
for relatively safe assets. These included, before the crisis, aggressive reserve 
accumulation by central banks in several emerging economies, especially China. 
After the crisis, these included: heightened concern on the part of investors about 
major downside risks; large-scale asset purchases by central banks; and regulatory 
PRESSURES�ON�lNANCIAL�INSTITUTIONS�TO�HOLD�A�LARGER�FRACTION�OF�THEIR�ASSETS�IN�A�SAFE�
and liquid form.

As far as prospects go, the rate of reserve accumulation by countries such 
AS�#HINA�HAS�ALREADY�DROPPED�BACK��A�SIGNIlCANT�REDUCTION�IN�HOLDINGS�SEEMS��
though, unlikely. Investor concern about extreme downside risks should hopefully 
fade. The prospect for central bank asset holdings is less clear: the US Federal 
Reserve and the Bank of England may begin to run down their holdings before 
too long, but the ECB and the Bank of Japan are still engaged in quantitative 
EASING��&INALLY�� THE� REGULATORY�PRESSURES�ON�lNANCIAL� INSTITUTIONS� TO�HOLD�MORE�
safe assets than before the crisis is sure to be maintained. So there are likely to be 
SOMEWHAT�CONmICTING�FORCES�AFFECTING�THE�DEMAND�FOR�SAFE�ASSETS�

15 Of course, the 2007-2008 crisis and the subsequent Eurozone debt crisis have underscored that what is 
considered safe constitutes a somewhat movable feast! 
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!S� FAR� AS� THE� SUPPLY� OF� SAFE� ASSETS� GOES�� THE� lNANCIAL� CRISIS� AND� SUBSEQUENT�
%UROZONE�DEBT�CRISIS�RESULTED�IN�CERTAIN�HIGHLY�RATED�STRUCTURED�lNANCIAL�PRODUCTS�
and peripheral sovereign debt losing their safe status, leading to a marked 
reduction in the supply of assets that had been perceived to be safe (Table 2.3). 
That may well have contributed to the rise in risk premia and downward pressure 
on the safe real rate of interest in the years immediately following the crisis. The 
OPENING�UP�OF�lSCAL�DElCITS�SINCE�THE�CRISIS�HAS��HOWEVER��MEANT�THAT�THERE�HAS�
been a sharp increase in issuance of relatively safe sovereign debt. For instance, the 
gross stock of US government debt outstanding has risen by a quarter since 2008, 
while it has almost doubled in the UK. Even though central banks have absorbed 
some of this increase in supply through their quantitative easing programmes, 
there has nevertheless been an overall increase in the supply of what is presently 
considered safe sovereign debt. High – though dwindling – levels of issuance will 
probably be with us for some time, so the supply of safe assets is likely to grow.

Together, the forces on asset demands and supplies perhaps suggest some 
modest narrowing in risk premia, and thus some correspondingly modest upward 
pressure on safe rates. But the scale of this effect must be quite uncertain.  

4.3.4 Summing up

There are several reasons why it is reasonable to expect the natural real rate of 
interest to rebound in the future. 

• The demographic pressures that have raised the propensity to save 
since the late 1990s have already begun to move into reverse as the 
population share of retirees has grown. This looks set to be a strong 
force depressing aggregate savings propensities over the next few 
decades.

• The headwinds following the crisis should ease if the recovery 
strengthens. Firms are likely to become less cautious about investing as 
uncertainty recedes. And even if the growth in investment opportunities 
is curtailed in the advanced economies for the reasons cited by the 
advocates of secular stagnation, there should surely still be plenty of 
investment opportunities overseas in the emerging and developing 
world. Balance-sheet repair should also become less pressing for highly 
indebted households as income growth picks up.

• The portfolio shift towards safe assets could also start to unwind. China 
is no longer accumulating US Treasuries in the way it did before the 
crisis. And the preference for safe assets may also begin to lessen as 
uncertainty recedes and the appetite for risk returns.

"UT�THE�MAGNITUDE�AND�PACE�OF�SUCH�A�REVERSAL�IN�PAST�TRENDS�IS�DIFlCULT�TO�PREDICT�
WITH�ANY�DEGREE�OF�CERTAINTY�AND��MOREOVER��WILL�BE�INmUENCED�BY�THE�LONGTERM�
lSCAL�AND�STRUCTURAL�POLICY�CHOICES�THAT�COULD�EITHER�REINFORCE�OR�OFFSET�THE�FORCES�
discussed above.
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4.4 Concluding remarks

The present low interest rate environment in the advanced economies is 
HISTORICALLY�MOST�UNUSUAL���7HILE�THE�lNANCIAL�CRISIS�HAS�PLAYED�A�PART��THERE�ALSO�
appear to have been more long-standing forces at work, particularly the effect 
of demographic developments and the integration of China into the global 
economy. An increase in the demand for safe assets relative to their supply also 
appears to have played some role.

Were these conditions to persist, they would pose special challenges for 
INDIVIDUALS�AND�POLICYMAKERS�ALIKE��#ENTRAL�BANKS�WOULD�lND�THEIR�ABILITY�TO�VARY�
policy rates would be constrained more often by the lower bound, forcing them 
to rely instead on less reliable instruments such as quantitative easing. While 
there are ways to loosen the downside constraint on policy rates, these too have 
drawbacks. Moreover, an environment of persistently low interest rates is apt to 
INCREASE�THE�RISKS�TO�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�BY�ENCOURAGING�HIGHER�LEVERAGE�AND�THE�
adoption of excessively risky investment strategies. Prudential policies may be 
able to mitigate these risks, but we should be wary of expecting too much from 
relatively untested and potentially controversial policies.

All this makes a return to a world with a higher neutral real interest rate rather 
desirable. We have argued that this may come about naturally as the demographic 
FORCES� CONTINUE� TO� WORK� THROUGH� AND� THE� AFTEREFFECTS� OF� THE� lNANCIAL� CRISIS�
unwind. But we cannot be certain about either the magnitude or the pace of 
such a recovery in the neutral real rate. That path is, however, susceptible to the 
INmUENCE�OF�LONGERTERM�lSCAL�AND�STRUCTURAL�POLICIES��-ANY�OF�THOSE�POLICIES�n�AND�
especially those that raise the prospective return on investment, such as ensuring 
secure property rights and delivering a stable environment – would be desirable 
even in the absence of the particular problems associated with persistently low 
interest rates. But the return from implementing them is all the greater in the 
present circumstances. And not only would an increased propensity to invest 
tend to raise the neutral real interest rate, it would also boost growth and thereby 
ease the burden of debt that still weighs on many households, businesses and 
governments.
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Discussions

Presentation of Chapters 2 and 3

Comments by the discussants

Benoît Coeuré, European Central Bank
According to Benoît Coeuré, the report pays justice to the complexity and richness 
of the different determinants of low interest rates. In particular, the safe assets 
story is new and important. His discussion focused on three issues. First, there are 
two possible, contradicting narratives for the low present and future real interest 
RATES�AND�WHAT�MONETARY�POLICY�CAN�DO�ABOUT�THEM��4HE�lRST�NARRATIVE�IS�RELATED�
to monetary policy; it is not the main explanation in the report, but it should be 
part of the discussion. The forward rate is a combination of the expected future 
rate and the term premium. Monetary policy has contributed to compressing 
both the expected future rate (through forward guidance) and the term premium 
(most importantly through QE). The second narrative is a Wicksellian story, 
implying that the market correctly anticipates that the natural rate will be low 
for reasons such as low productivity. This is the main theme of the report. From 
a policy standpoint, these two narratives have different implications. Under the 
lRST�NARRATIVE��MONETARY�POLICY�PLAYS�A�ROLE� IN�STEERING�REAL�RATES� INTO�NEGATIVE�
territory, which will trigger investment and, in turn, drive real interest rates up. 
Under the second narrative, the adequate response is structural reforms that 
increase total factor productivity. Given that the real world is a mixture of both 
narratives, both accommodative monetary policies that match the decrease of 
the natural rate and structural reforms that push up the real rate are needed. 

Second, indeed there are several lessons that Europe can learn from Japan. 
One is that effective monetary policy requires forward guidance and clear 
COMMUNICATION�ON�THE�INmATION�TARGET��-OREOVER��THE�COMPOSITION�OF�1%�MATTERS�
as much as the quantity. In addition, sequencing of different policies is vital, 
as QE can only work with a functional bank lending channel and functional 
BANKING�SUPERVISION��&INALLY��THERE�CANNOT�BE�A�GENERAL�RELAXATION�OF�lSCAL�TARGETS��
4HE�THIRD�ISSUE�IS�RELATED�TO�lNANCIAL�STABILITY��"ENOÂT�#OEUR½�WAS�CONCERNED�BY�

the conclusion of the report, which might suggest that central banks should give 
UP�STEERING�THE�OUTPUT�GAP�AND�INmATION�AND�FOCUS�ON�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�INSTEAD��
He disagreed with the recommendation that monetary policy should be geared 
TOWARDS� lNANCIAL� STABILITY� FOR� TWO� REASONS�� &IRST�� lNANCIAL� STABILITY� ISSUES� IN�
%UROPE�CONCERN�SPECIlC�SECTORS�AND�COUNTRIES��AND�THEREFORE�SHOULD�BE�ADDRESSED�
LOCALLY��3ECOND��A�SITUATION�IN�WHICH�MONETARY�POLICY�TAKES�INTO�ACCOUNT�lNANCIAL�
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STABILITY�CONCERNS�COULD�LEAD�TO�@lNANCIAL�DOMINANCE���)N�CONCLUSION��MONETARY�
policy should continue to be geared towards price stability. 

Finally, the report should assess the temporary and permanent effects of low 
INTEREST�RATES��7ITH�RESPECT�TO�THE�DISCUSSION�ON�lNANCIAL�STABILITY��IT�IS�IMPORTANT�
to know at which point low interest rates lead to an irreversible situation in 
WHICH�A�mAT�YIELD�CURVE�PUSHES�PART�OF�THE�lNANCIAL�INTERMEDIATION�INTO�THE�NON
REGULATED�SECTOR�AND�THEREBY�CREATES�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�RISK�

 
Lucrezia Reichlin, London Business School
Lucrezia Reichlin pointed out that the topic discussed in the report was already 
important before the Great Recession; it is not related to the crisis, but rather is 
it linked to long-term trends. The report highlights two potential explanations 
for the low interest rate environment, namely an increased propensity to save 
and an increased demand for safe assets. In her discussion, she focused on a 
third potential explanation – secular stagnation related to a reduction in the 
propensity to invest – and thereby challenged the main interpretation of the 
report.

The report stresses that we need to understand the underlying forces driving 
the natural rate of interest to understand the evolution of the interest rates over 
the medium term and beyond. Indeed, the natural rate of interest has been 
declining. We can interpret this as a decline in the world equilibrium interest 
rate. The authors show that we see a historical decline in nominal yields and that 
real yields move together across developed markets, implying that we can think 
of this decline as a single ‘world’ risk-free rate decline. Post 2008, we have seen a 
COMBINATION�OF�LOW�REAL�RATES�AND�LOW�INmATION��WHICH�IS�HISTORICALLY�UNUSUAL��)N�
addition, long-term rates have become less sensitive to changes in policy rates. 

The data show that investment-to-GDP ratios in developed markets have been 
declining. Trends in savings are less clear; saving rates had been fairly stable since 
the 1980s, declined just prior to the crisis, and have now again stabilised. When 
quantifying the secular stagnation hypothesis, two issues have to be taken into 
ACCOUNT��&IRST��THE�DEGREE�OF�lNANCIAL�INTEGRATION�HAS�CHANGED�OVER�TIME��3ECOND��
the intertemporal theory of the current account fails the empirical test if applied 
to each country separately. To overcome these issues, Reichlin suggested focusing 
on the G7 economies during the period from 1970 to 2005. China should be 
EXCLUDED� FROM� THE� ANALYSIS� SINCE� IT� ONLY� BECAME� lNANCIALLY� INTEGRATED� IN� THE�
early 2000s, implying that Chinese savings cannot be the driver of the common 
long-term trend in real rates. Based on this sample, the intertemporal theory of 
the current account for the joint multi-country behaviour of consumption and 
the interest rate can be used to determine the equilibrium interest rate in the 
ADVANCED�ECONOMIES��4HIS�MULTICOUNTRY�MODEL�lTS�THE�DATA�WELL��4HE�ESTIMATES�
since 1970 show both the declining world interest rate and the declining trend 
in consumption that we observe. 

She concluded that the report is too fast to dismiss the secular stagnation 
hypothesis on the basis of declining investment. A comprehensive empirical 
analysis should combine the story of declining investment rates with recent 
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developments, such as an increased demand for safe assets and an increased 
propensity to save in China.

 
Leslie Teo Eng Sipp, Government of Singapore Investment Corporation (GIC)
Leslie Teo Eng Sipp noted that US rates have been at a historic low for many 
years. Every year both US and global rates have come down, leading to new 
historic lows. The emphasis of the report on long-term and structural drivers of 
INTEREST�RATES�IS�VERY�IMPORTANT��(IS�DISCUSSION�WAS�CENTRED�ON�lVE�POINTS�

First, a complete understanding of the decline of interest rates and the 
persistence of low rates would need to blend the supply/demand analysis with 
cyclical elements. For example, the report should not discount the rise of central 
BANK�CREDIBILITY�THAT�CAME�ALONG�WITH�THE�DISINmATIONARY�REGIME�THAT�BEGAN�IN�
the 1980s. Moreover, we are living through a period of great deregulation and 
technological changes. This enables innovation and leads to market globalisation. 
Also, we have seen the rise of China and other emerging markets, which has 
affected savings. All of these developments may have worked with the other 
factors and led to the decline in real interest rates. 
3ECOND�� WE� CANNOT� IGNORE� THE� LINKS� BETWEEN� INTEREST� RATES� AND� lNANCIAL�

stability. The credit boom was eventually underpinned by rises in real estate 
PRICES�IN�MANY�COUNTRIES��7HAT�MAY�HAVE�BEEN�A�SECULAR�DECLINE�LED�TO�lNANCIAL�
and credit excesses, and ultimately resulted in the crisis. This has an effect on 
where interest rates are today. 

Third, rates are low right now, but we should be careful not to extrapolate what 
markets say about rates. Markets may be under-pricing future developments for 
two reasons. One is that this has been a prolonged cycle, but otherwise it does 
NOT�SEEM�TO�BE�TOO�DIFFERENT�FROM�OTHER�lNANCIAL�CRISES��!NOTHER�REASON�IS�THAT�
markets have historically tended to under-price the Fed hike cycle. 

Fourth, interest rates are low, but relative pricing of risky assets is not too far 
from the historical average. Low rates presage low expected returns. The fact 
that the slope of the capital market line has come down implies lower expected 
returns. Hence, many investors do not necessarily need to change their asset 
allocation, as the relative return in terms of asset classes is close to the historic 
average. 

The last point relates to the actions of institutional investors. They have three 
CHOICES��4HE�lRST�IS�TO�STICK�WITH�EXISTING�ALLOCATIONS�AND�TO�ACCEPT�LOWER�RETURNS��
The second is to move up the risk curve. The third choice is to take on more 
leverage, for example through strategies like risk parity.

 
Edwin Truman, Peterson Institute for International Economics
Edwin Truman stressed the strengths of this very stimulating report. His remarks 
WERE�DIVIDED�INTO�TWO�PARTS��4HE�lRST�WAS�CONCERNED�WITH�THE�SECOND�CHAPTER�n�
the decline of safe real interest rates – while the second part dealt with the third 
chapter on lessons from Japan’s two lost decades. 

The challenge in the second chapter is to come up with a consistent story 
TO� EXPLAIN� MULTIPLE� PHENOMENA�� 4RUMAN� WAS� NOT� ENTIRELY� SATISlED� WITH� THE�
conclusions of this chapter, for four reasons. First, neither the savings glut 
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hypothesis nor the investment dearth hypothesis explains the stylised facts 
THAT�INVESTMENT�HAS�mUCTUATED�NARROWLY�AND�LONGTERM�REAL�RATES�HAVE�DECLINED��
3ECOND��NET�PRIVATE�CAPITAL�mOWS�HAVE�BEEN�mOWING�DOWNHILL� IN�MOST�REGIONS��
except the more advanced emerging markets and the oil-producing countries in 
THE�-IDDLE�%AST��(OWEVER��NET�OFlCIAL�mOWS�DOMINATE�THE�OVERALL�RESULTS��%XCESS�
saving in China is not produced by households, but by the Chinese government 
as it builds up its reserves. Moreover, it does not seem reasonable that the natural 
rate of interest in emerging market economies under autarky is lower than in the 
advanced countries, as suggested in the report. Third, the report exaggerates the 
role of reserve accumulation by China and other emerging market economies 
in depressing interest rates on US treasury securities. There is no evidence that 
China’s reserves are primarily invested in US treasuries. Fourth, the analysis on 
the supply of safe assets that is cited in the report should exclude US mortgage-
backed securities and asset-backed securities. Moreover, it is surprising that 
Japanese and UK sovereign debt is not included in the analysis. Nevertheless, 
even without the inclusion of these two sovereigns, ‘safe assets’ rose between 
2007 and 2011. In addition, as pointed out by Ben Bernanke, the only true safe 
assets are claims on central banks. As is well known, the supply of this type of 
ultimate safe asset is a multiple of what it was in 2007. 

In the third chapter on the Japanisation, the authors make a nice distinction 
BETWEEN� THE� DISINmATION� PERIOD� AND� THE� DEmATION� PERIOD�� WHILE� EMPHASISING�
how the former can lead to the latter inter alia when downward nominal wage 
rigidity comes into play. Broad agreement with all six concluding points in the 
third chapter leaves room for a discussion on emphasis and omissions. First, the 
experience of Japan shows that a prolonged period of stagnation and low long-
term interest rates can occur for reasons that are not captured by the second 
chapter. Was there a savings and investment story in Japan as well? Second, with 
respect to monetary policy, it should be stressed that the Bank of Japan did not 
pursue QE as we now use the term. The focus was on the liability side of the 
Bank’s balance sheet. The expansion was almost exclusively via the purchase 
of assets very close to maturity rather than focusing on the asset side of the 
BALANCE�SHEET�AND�INTEREST�RATES�ON�LONGERTERM�ASSETS��4HIRD��CONCERNING�lSCAL�
policy, the report should have put more emphasis on the lack of coordination 
OF�MONETARY�AND�lSCAL�POLICY�UNTIL� THE�ADVENT�OF�!BENOMICS��-OREOVER�� THERE�
WAS� TOO�MUCH� EMPHASIS� ON� lSCAL� RETRENCHMENT� IN� THE� CONTEXT� OF� CONTINUED�
monetary easing. This resulted in the delay of monetary policy normalisation 
and consequently little scope to use it during the global crisis. In addition, the 
report does not clarify whether the build-up of sovereign debt was a risk for Japan 
and at what point, if at all, the debt-to-GDP ratio became excessive. Fourth, on 
banking policy, the authors emphasise the importance of the actions and events 
OF����������RATHER�THAN�THE�lNAL�CLEANUP�IN�����������WHICH�MIGHT�DESERVE�
MENTION��,IKEWISE��THE�CONNECTION�WITH�THE�!SIAN�lNANCIAL�CRISIS�AS�INDIRECT�AND�
partial global consequences of Japanese policy hesitation, as well as coordinated 
intervention to support the extremely weak yen, deserves to be brought up. Fifth, 
turning to the yen’s external value, the story during the global crisis and more 
recently should be more nuanced. It would be useful to look not only at the yen-
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dollar rate, but also at the yen real effective exchange rate. The latter moved in 
the same direction, however, only by half as much. The changes in the exchange 
rate were driven, at least in part, by safe haven attractiveness of the yen. 

 

General discussion

Responding to these comments, Randall Kroszner� lRST� TOUCHED� UPON� THE�
issues that Benoît Coeuré had raised on whether low interest rates are driven 
by monetary policy or by a Wicksellian view of the natural rate. It is always 
hard to tell what the natural rate is, yet it is true that resolving this issue is 
important for policy. In particular, it is necessary to explore whether there are 
some irreversible aspects of having low interest rates for a prolonged period 
of time, since we have not experienced such a situation before. As Coeuré 
MENTIONED��ONE�POSSIBLE�CHANGE� IS� THE�WAY� IN�WHICH�lNANCIAL� INTERMEDIATION�
operates. Indeed, there could be a variety of fundamental changes, such as how 
lNANCIAL�MARKETS� AND� RISK�MANAGEMENT� OPERATE��#ONCERNING�MACROPRUDENTIAL�
versus monetary policy, Randall Kroszner argued that it is hard to make a tight 
distinction. Using macroprudential policy to address particular markets might 
not be effective. Ultimately, macroprudential policy and monetary policy have 
to be seen as complements rather than substitutes. 

Christian Broda responded to Lucrezia Reichlin that the emphasis on the 
G7 economies is precisely what the chapter tries to move away from. Certainly, 
investment rates in the G7 have been falling, but what is particularly important to 
UNDERSTAND�AND�TO�INCORPORATE�IN�THE�ANALYSIS�IS�THE�lNANCIAL�INTEGRATION�BETWEEN�
the G7 and the emerging market economies. Given that there are global factors 
that affect real interest rates in different economies, this is a challenging task. 
With respect to Edward Truman’s comment, he noted that the report highlighted 
WHAT�WAS�HAPPENING�IN�������WHICH�WAS�A�YEAR�OF�lSCAL�CONSOLIDATION�WITH�LITTLE�
GROWTH��#ONCERNING� THE�DEBATE� ON�lSCAL� AUSTERITY�� ONE� SHOULD�NOT� IGNORE� THE�
EXPERIENCE�OF�*APAN�FROM�WHICH�WE�LEARN�THAT�IT�IS�HARD�TO�DO�lSCAL�CONSOLIDATION�
later on in time. 

Takatoshi Ito� AGREED� WITH� %DWARD� 4RUMAN� THAT� DEmATION� HAS� LED� TO� LOW�
investment and thus prevented the creation of high quality jobs. With respect 
TO�lSCAL�POLICY��HE�ARGUED�THAT�*APAN�MUST�NOW�ENSURE�THAT�THE�AUTOMATIC�lSCAL�
stabilisers allow for consolidation in good times and for expansionary policies in 
bad times. Importantly, the budget should balance out over the cycle, which has 
not been the case so far in Japan. 

Part of the subsequent discussion concerned the question of whether low 
interest rates are driven by monetary policy or whether it is rather a Wicksellian 
story. Stefan Gerlach argued that if the central bank pushes down the actual 
real interest rate below the Wicksellian real interest rate over a prolonged period 
OF�TIME��THE�ECONOMY�SHOULD�EXPERIENCE�TREMENDOUS�INCREASES�IN�INmATION�AND�
growth, which does not match recent experience. If, instead, the Wicksellian real 
interest rate has fallen and the central bank does not react by cutting the policy 
RATE��GROWTH�AND�INmATION�WILL�SLOW�DOWN��WHICH�IS�WHAT�WE�HAVE�SEEN��!LONG�
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with formal evidence provided in his own research, Gerlach concluded that the 
monetary policy hypothesis does not match the empirical regularities, while 
the Wicksellian story seems to be correct. Following up on this comment, Luigi 
Buttiglione asked whether some asset booms that we have seen during the last 
two decades, such as the Chinese investment boom, are related to the possibility 
that interest rates might have been below the Wicksellian rate for some time. 

A number of remarks addressed the question of the determinants and evolution 
of real interest rates. Richard Baldwin argued that, in fact, current real rates are 
not historically low. Rates had been very low in the second half of the 1960s and 
during substantial parts of the 1970s. Hence, the report should aim at explaining 
this trend in real rates that starts from the Volcker high rates era and goes on 
from there. 

Jean-Pierre Landau mentioned the numbers that are frequently quoted by 
,ARRY� 3UMMERS� ON� THE� lVEYEAR� lVEYEAR� REAL� EXPECTED� RISKFREE� INTEREST� RATE��
These numbers suggest that market participants price real returns on treasuries at 
below 1% and expect this low interest rate environment to continue well into the 
future. He also wondered about the low sensitivity of investment rates pointed 
out by Edward Truman. If we believe in the Wicksellian story, what are the factors 
that inhibit investment and explain the very low interest rates? Similarly, Luigi 
Buttiglione asked whether the report aims to convey the message that interest 
rates are bottoming out and are expected to go up in the future. Charles Wyplosz 
added that he is troubled that everybody is buying Larry Summers’ argument 
THAT�IT�ALL�STARTED�TO�DECLINE�IN�THE�����S��4HE�lGURE�BY�(AMILTON�ET�AL�������	�THAT�
is presented in the report does not make a very strong case that real interest rates 
are declining. There might just as well have been a peak in the 1980s, implying 
that the real interest rate may simply be reverting to the unchanged Wicksellian 
real interest rate. 

Agreeing with Jean-Pierre Landau, Carlo Monticelli pointed out that more 
attention should be devoted to the investment side when thinking about the 
Wicksellian approach. It is striking that infrastructure investment is extremely 
low both in advanced and emerging market economies, although liquidity is 
abundant and interest rates are low. Anthony Smouha asked whether the effect 
OF�LOW�INTEREST�RATES�ON�lNANCIAL�INTERMEDIATION�IS�REVERSIBLE�AND�WHERE�THE�POLICY�
rate should be over the next decade. Luca Ricci drew attention to two factors 
that can impact the evolution of real rates based on a comparison between the 
PRECRISIS�PERIOD�AND�THE�POSTCRISIS�PERIOD��&IRST��DEPENDING�ON�HOW�lSCAL�POLICY�
goes forward, there will be upward or downward pressure on interest rates. There 
are two possible scenarios. One is that there will be a legacy of much higher 
debt, which should result in higher interest rates when compared to equilibrium. 
!LTERNATIVELY��GOVERNMENTS�WILL� TRY� TO�BUILD�lSCAL� SPACE��WHICH� SHOULD� LEAD� TO�
downward pressure on interest rates. Second, structural reforms may have an 
impact on interest rates. The crisis may encourage a lot of structural reforms in 
Europe, which potentially might lead to a situation in which productivity and 
investment are higher. Edmond Alphandery remarked that the speed at which 
the savings curve and the investment curve shift right is key to explaining the 
trend in real interest rates over time. Introducing income into the model could be 
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a way to capture these dynamics. Claudio Borio observed that the report puts a 
LOT�OF�EMPHASIS�ON�THE�COST�OF�DEmATION��!S�NOTED�BY�2AGHURAM�2AJAN�AT�A�RECENT�
CONFERENCE��CURRENT�INTEREST�RATES�MAY�BE�LOW�DUE�TO�DEmATION�SCARES��(OWEVER��
WORK�THAT�HAS�BEEN�DONE�BY�THE�")3�SHOWS�THAT�THE�LINK�BETWEEN�DEmATION�AND�
growth is not that close. Yi Huang observed that the Chinese savings rate is 
mainly driven by corporate savings rather than household savings. The corporate 
savings rate can be decomposed into the public and the private sector, and it is 
THE�LATTER�THAT�DETERMINES�LONGTERM�TRENDS��)N�#HINA��WHAT�MATTERS�IS�lNANCIAL�
REPRESSION�AND�lNANCIAL�MARKET�DEVELOPMENT��Tommaso Mancini-Griffoli noted 
that income inequality has been commonly mentioned as a driver of a high 
savings rate and thus of potentially low interest rates. In addition, he argued that 
there is a disturbing spiral whereby high savings lead to low interest rates, which, 
in turn, lead to higher precautionary savings. Gene Frieda asked the authors 
about the role that might be given to relative prices in terms of exchange rates 
as explanatory variables. Amlan Roy mentioned the potential role of structural 
REGIME�SHIFTS�AND�ASSOCIATED�ASSET�PRICE� INSTABILITY��(E�NOTED� THAT� THE�lVEYEAR�
lVEYEAR�AND�THE�TENYEAR�TENYEAR�FORWARD�SUGGEST�VERY�DIFFERENT�ANSWERS��

Several participants commented on the debate concerning safe assets. Agnès 
Benassy-Quere noted that there seems to be an asymmetry between savings 
and investment in the discussion on safe assets, which neglects the possibility 
of a shift towards riskier investment. Gaston Gelos addressed the view that the 
demand for a safe assets story is not well supported by credit spreads data when 
compared to the equity premium. This point is not fully understood yet. There 
might be institutional reasons behind the shift from equities towards bonds, 
including riskier bonds. Following up, Tommaso Mancini-Griffoli asked to what 
extend regulation has contributed to the scarcity of safe assets. Richard Baldwin 
suggested looking at the empirical evidence provided by Ricardo Caballero and 
Emmanuel Farhi (2014). As suggested by Barro (2014), “measuring safe assets in 
a conceptually meaningful way is a major challenge”. The challenge remains, he 
stated. 
7ITH� RESPECT� TO�lNANCIAL� INTEGRATION��Agnès Benassy-Quere wondered why 

THE�ANALYSIS�INCORPORATES�THE�NOTION�OF�A�lNANCIALLY�INTEGRATED�SAVINGS�RATE��BUT�
NOT�THAT�OF�A�lNANCIALLY�INTEGRATED�INVESTMENT�RATE��Lucrezia Reichlin replied to 
Christian Broda concerning the focus on the G7 economies. The narrative in the 
report is related to the Wicksellian rate, i.e. it is about long-term trends and about 
the world interest rate. Taking the G7 as an experiment would allow the authors 
TO�OVERCOME�THE�ISSUE�OF�lNANCIAL� INTEGRATION�AND�ENABLE�THEM�TO�EXPLAIN�THE�
downward trend in real rates without bringing the Chinese savings glut into the 
picture. One can then use the results from such an experiment as a benchmark and 
incorporate further aspects. Richard Baldwin suggested that the authors should 
include robustness checks on the weights used in the analysis; alternative weights 
might consider capital controls, domestic credit and liquid assets. Claudio Borio 
noted that it might not be reasonable to refer to capital market integration in a 
MODEL�WHICH�IS�A�PURELY�REAL�MODEL�WITHOUT�A�lNANCIAL�MARKET��Benoît Coeuré 
highlighted the possibility of global disintegration or de-globalisation. In such a 
situation, trends in either savings or investment in emerging economies may not 
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spill over to advanced economies. Then, developments in emerging markets that 
point towards an increase in global real rates, such as the turning point in Chinese 
demography, might not have an impact on real rates in advanced economies. 
Luca Ricci added that it might be the case that a few large economies drive the 
global interest rate, while emerging markets try to adapt. This heterogeneity 
could nuance the view on global interest rates.

Jan Marc Berk raised two questions on the chapter on Japan. First, what should 
POLICYMAKERS�DO�WHEN�BOTH�DEmATION�AND�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�RISK�ARE�PREVALENT�AT�
the same time? Second, he wondered what the lessons from Japan are in the 
context of a report that is concerned with global developments. 

Charles Bean� RESPONDED� TO� *EAN0IERRE� ,ANDAU�S� QUESTION� ON� THE� lVEYEAR�
lVEYEAR� FORWARD� INTEREST� RATES�� FREQUENTLY� QUOTED� BY� ,ARRY� 3UMMERS�� )NDEED��
THE�YIELD� CURVE� IS� INCREDIBLY�mAT��4HIS� CAN�BE� SEEN�BY�ALSO� LOOKING�AT� THE� TEN
year ten-year forward rate, which is virtually the same as the ten-year spot rate. 
While one might interpret this relationship as an indicator of future interest rate 
developments, it might also be the case that markets are wrong, as suggested 
by Leslie Teo Eng Sipp. With respect to Luigi Buttiglione’s question, he pointed 
to several factors that indicate that the Wicksellian rate starts moving back up 
over time, such as demographic shifts and gradually declining uncertainty. 
Nonetheless, there is quite some uncertainty concerning the timing of this 
potential increase in real interest rates. Concerning the discussion on whether 
monetary policy or the Wicksellian rate have driven the decline in real interest 
RATES��"EAN�ADDED�THAT�IT�IS�VERY�DIFlCULT�TO�ARGUE�THAT�THE�DOWNWARD�TREND�IS�A�
monetary phenomenon. 

Randall Kroszner agreed with the comments made on the low sensitivity 
of investment to the interest rate. In the aggregate we do not see much 
responsiveness. This is a fundamental puzzle that requires more attention. With 
RESPECT�TO�#LAUDIO�"ORIO�S�REMARK�ON�DEmATION��HE�POINTED�OUT�THAT�CONDITIONALITY�
IS�AN�IMPORTANT�ISSUE�THAT�NEEDS�TO�BE�EXPLORED�FURTHER��7HILE�DEmATION�CAN�BE�
devastating in some cases, it might not be under all circumstances. 

Also concerning Claudio Borio’s comment, Christian Broda noted that 
allowing for trade linkages implies allowing for capital movements through 
COMPENSATING�CAPITAL�ACCOUNT�mOWS��)N�THAT�SENSE��TRADE�MIGHT�NOT�NECESSARILY�BE�
the right measure. On the question of whether low interest rates are a Wicksellian 
PHENOMENON�� HE� ARGUED� THAT� INmATION� AND� GROWTH� ARE� A� KEY� COUNTERFACTUAL��
which, however, is hard to use as we do not know what the counterfactual would 
have been. He also followed up on Charles Wyplosz’s remark. He agreed that there 
might have been a peak in real interest rates in the 1980s and that the interest 
RATE�TREND�MIGHT�HAVE�STARTED�WELL�BEFORE��9ET��GIVEN�INSUFlCIENTLY�LONG�SERIES�ON�
INmATION�EXPECTATIONS��IT�IS�DIFlCULT�TO�EVALUATE�THIS�HYPOTHESIS��(IGHLIGHTING�THE�
point made by Gaston Gelos, he noted that indeed there is a very high demand 
for bonds, which however can be risky or safe. 

Takatoshi Ito responded to Jan Marc Berk’s comment by noting that lessons 
FROM� *APAN�S� EXPERIENCE� ARE� THAT� IF� POLICYMAKERS� HAVE� TO� DEAL� WITH� lNANCIAL�
STABILITY�AND�DEmATION�AT� THE� SAME� TIME�� THEY� SHOULD�BE� TOUGH�ON� STRESS� TESTS��
ASSET�QUALITY�REVIEWS�AND�RECAPITALISATION�AND�BE�PREPARED�TO�INJECT�lSCAL�MONEY�
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if needed to regain stability. At the same time, monetary policy should be loose to 
support liquidity and stimulate investment and prevent asset prices from falling 
TOO�MUCH��7ITH�RESPECT�TO�#LAUDIO�"ORIO�S�REMARK��HE�ARGUED�THAT�DEmATION�DID�
have adverse effects on investment and consumption in Japan, whereby growth 
was below potential. 

Presentation of Chapters 4 and 5

Comments by the discussants

Claudio Borio, Bank for International Settlements
Claudio Borio congratulated the authors for a well-written, clear and 
comprehensive report. He agreed with many of the policy conclusions that the 
report reaches, including the following. First, the biggest challenge ahead is how 
TO� RECONCILE�MONETARY� AND� lNANCIAL� STABILITY�� 3ECOND�� THE� ANSWER� TO� THE� ZERO�
LOWER�BOUND�IS�NOT�TO�RAISE�INmATION�TARGETS��BUT�TO�PREVENT�lNANCIAL�INSTABILITY�
IN�THE�lRST�PLACE��4HIRD��MONETARY�POLICY�CAN�CONTRIBUTE�TO�lNANCIAL�BOOMS�AND�
BUSTS��&OURTH��PRUDENTIAL�POLICY�MAY�NOT�BE�ABLE�TO�DEAL�WITH�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�
risk on its own, and therefore there is a possible role for monetary policy. Fifth, 
AGGRESSIVELY� REPAIRING� BANKS�� BALANCE� SHEETS� DURING� A� lNANCIAL� BUST� IS� CRITICAL�
for the economic recovery and to avoid overburdening monetary policy. Last, 
MONETARY�POLICY� IS� LESS� EFFECTIVE� IN�DEALING�WITH�lNANCIAL�BUSTS� AND�HAS� SOME�
undesirable side-effects, not least internationally. Overall, he encouraged the 
authors to adopt an even more forceful role for monetary policy in preventing 
lNANCIAL�INSTABILITY��(E�MADE�FOUR�POINTS��

First, it is not helpful to argue that the natural real interest rate is now lower 
THAN�IT�WAS�IN�THE�PAST�AND�THAT�THIS�RAISES�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�RISKS��!�LOT�OF�CREDIT�HAS�
to be given to the report for recognising that short-term and long-term rates are 
set by a combination of central banks’ actions and market participants’ actions. 
Unless central banks move the policy rate towards the equilibrium natural rate, 
THE� ECONOMY� EXPERIENCES� A� DEPARTURE� FROM� FULL� EMPLOYMENT�� WITH� INmATION�
GOING�UP�OR�COMING�DOWN��(ENCE��RISING�AND�FALLING�INmATION��OR�EVEN�DEmATION��
are key signals that the rate is at the wrong level. However, this is too narrow a 
NOTION�OF�AN�EQUILIBRIUM�RATE��)F�LOW�NATURAL�RATES�GENERATE�lNANCIAL�INSTABILITY��
with long-lasting if not permanent effects on output and employment, those 
RATES�CANNOT�REALLY�BE�EQUILIBRIUM�RATES��4HIS�DElNITION�REmECTS�THE�DElCIENCIES�
IN�MODELS�THAT�DO�NOT�GENERATE�ENDOGENOUSLY�lNANCIAL�STABILITY��!�CONSEQUENCE�
is that the separation principle, whereby monetary policy should focus only on 
INmATION�AND�OUTPUT�WHILE�MACROPRUDENTIAL�POLICY�DEALS�WITH�lNANCIAL�STABILITY��
loses much of its appeal. This is why the separation principle is not particularly 
helpful when we start from the premise that the task of the central bank is to set 
the rate at its equilibrium level. The same argument applies to the long-term rate.
3ECOND��IT�IS�WORTH�EXPLORING�MECHANISMS�THROUGH�WHICH�lNANCIAL�BOOMS�AND�

busts have a long-lasting impact on the real economy. Typically, there are two 
ASPECTS�OF�lNANCIAL� INSTABILITY��/NE� IS� A�PURE�lNANCIAL� ASPECT�� THE�OTHER� IS� THE�
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real aspect. The key is how the two interact. However, we tend to treat the two 
SEPARATELY�� )N� ADDITION��WE�PAY� A� LOT� OF� ATTENTION� TO� THE�lNANCIAL� ASPECTS� AND�
TOO�LITTLE�ATTENTION�TO�THE�REAL�ASPECTS�THAT�ARE�ASSOCIATED�WITH�lNANCIAL�BOOMS�
AND�BUSTS��3OME�WORK�DONE�AT�THE�")3�HAS�SHOWN�THAT�lNANCIAL�BOOMS�TEND�TO�
undermine productivity growth. A considerable part of this takes place through 
the shift of factors of production to lower productivity sectors. In addition, the 
LARGER�THE�MISALLOCATIONS�DURING�THE�lNANCIAL�BOOM��THE�BIGGER�THE�CUMULATIVE�
FALL�IN�PRODUCTIVITY�AFTER�A�lNANCIAL�CRISIS�STRIKES��)T�CALLS�FOR�REVISITING�THE�NOTION�
that for any policy-relevant horizon, money is neutral. Moreover, it is worth 
broadening the mechanisms behind hystereses to include those that take place 
through the misallocation of resources. The role of misallocations highlights the 
LIMITATIONS�OF�EXPANSIONARY�MONETARY�POLICY�DURING�lNANCIAL�BUSTS��4HE�BOTTOM�
line is that not all output gaps are born equal and are amenable to the same kind 
of remedies.

Third, there is a risk of a possible unsustainable path of monetary policy, 
i.e. a complementary explanation for the decline in real rates. There are two 
interpretations of the long-term decline in interest rates. These are not mutually 
exclusive, but rather complementary. One is that the policy interest rate follows 
where the natural rate is going. The other one is that asymmetric monetary 
POLICY� RESPONSES� OVER� SUCCESSIVE� lNANCIAL� AND� BUSINESS� CYCLES� HAVE� FAILED� TO�
LEAN� AGAINST� UNSUSTAINABLE� lNANCIAL� BOOMS� AND� BUSTS��WHICH� CAUSE� LONGTERM�
damage to the real economy. Consequently, policy responds very aggressively 
and persistently. Over time, this response imparts a downward bias to interest 
rates and an upward bias to debt levels. At some point it becomes harder to raise 
rates without causing damage, because debt levels are too high and because the 
system becomes accustomed to these very low rates. Hence, to some extent, low 
rates become self-validating. Too low rates in the past are a reason why we see 
such low rates today. 

Finally, monetary policy frameworks need greater tolerance for deviations 
OF� INmATION� FROM�TARGET�� 3TRONG�AND�VALID�OBJECTIONS� TO�A�MORE� FORCEFUL�USE�OF�
MONETARY� POLICY� IN� PREVENTING� lNANCIAL� BOOMS� AND� BUSTS� MUST� BE� CAREFULLY�
ASSESSED�� /NE� OBJECTION� IS� THAT� IT� IS� DIFlCULT� TO� IDENTIFY� lNANCIAL� IMBALANCES��
Yet, a whole set of macroprudential policies are based on that premise. Another 
OBJECTION� IS� THAT�MONETARY�POLICY�HAS� LIMITED� IMPACT�ON�lNANCIAL� RISK� TAKING��
As the report suggests, that is not quite right. In fact, monetary policy operates 
through many channels that are the same as those of macroprudential policies 
WHEN� IT� COMES� TO� RESTRAINING� lNANCIAL� BOOMS�� 4HE� BIGGEST� ISSUE� IS� HOW� TO�
reconcile a more forceful use of monetary policy with current mandates. This 
REQUIRES�GREATER�TOLERANCE�FOR�DEVIATION�FROM�INmATION�TARGETS��

Fritz Zurbruegg, Swiss National Bank
Fritz Zurbruegg emphasised that the report brings together a lot of things that 
we have been reading over the last couple of years and that it highlights nicely 
some of the main challenges monetary policymakers are facing. His comments 
focused on the short-term monetary policy instruments that have been used in 
Switzerland. 
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:URBRUEGG�lRST�POINTED�OUT�THE�NEED�TO�EMPHASISE�THE�REAL�ASPECTS��)F�WE�ASSUME�
that the Wicksellian rate is linked to the growth potential of the economy, it 
would make sense to further discuss the option of boosting growth potential 
with structural reforms, given the importance for the real interest rate.

Next, he looked at the zero lower bound and unconventional monetary policy 
instruments. A small number of central banks have now gone further and are 
questioning whether the zero lower bound is binding. The Swiss National Bank 
started by decreasing rates to -25 basis points in December 2014. Following 
THE� LIFTING�OF� THE�EXCHANGE�RATE�mOOR�� IT� FURTHER�DECREASED�THE�RATE� TO� ���BASIS�
points, thus pushing the limit of negative deposit rates. This move was extremely 
important to at least partially compensate for the tightening bias from the 
appreciation of the Swiss franc. 

The report mentions that while this is desirable from a monetary policy 
PERSPECTIVE�� THERE� ARE� SOME� ISSUES� CONCERNING� lNANCIAL� STABILITY� AND� CASH�
SUBSTITUTION��!T����BASIS�POINTS��THE�RATE�IS�SLIGHTLY�BEYOND�THE�REPORT�S�lGURE�FOR�
the tipping point for cash substitution of -50 basis points, which is also suggested 
by the Swiss National Bank’s own work. However, this tipping point is not clearly 
DElNED��MARKETS�AND�BUSINESSES�ARE�VERY�INNOVATIVE��WHICH�IMPLIES�THAT�ANY�ex 
ante� RATE� THAT� DElNES� THE� TIPPING� POINT� IS� NOT� SET� IN� STONE�� !S� mAGGED� BY� THE�
report, an important aspect to keep in mind is that people become extremely 
innovative in compressing their non-negligible cost of holding cash. Another 
aspect is related to the duration of negative interest rates. As there is an initial 
lXED�COST�OF�MOVING�LARGE�AMOUNTS�OF�CASH��THE�AVERAGE�COST�IS�LOWER�THE�LONGER�
those costs can be amortised. Hence, the longer the expected duration of negative 
rates, the higher the probability of cash substitution. 
4HE�ISSUE�OF�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�IS�VERY�CLEARLY�HIGHLIGHTED�IN�THE�REPORT��/NE�

important question is what happens to real estate price developments and 
mortgage loan growth if rates are pushed even further below zero. Interestingly, 
since the introduction of negative rates in Switzerland, mortgage rates and the 
RATES� FOR� SOME� lRM� LOANS� HAVE� BEEN� INCREASING� INSTEAD� OF� DECREASING�� 4HIS� IS�
related to hedging costs and the fact that most Swiss banks are not willing to 
pass on negative rates to retail deposits. In addition, banks are under pressure to 
MAINTAIN�PROlT�MARGINS�IN�THE�FACE�OF�LOW�INTEREST�RATES��"ANKS�CAN�EITHER�RAISE�
the lending volume or increase maturity transformation. Both of these options 
LEAD�TO�HIGHER�RISK�TAKING�AND�MORE�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�RISK��

Finally, going from zero rates to negative rates has caused political pressure 
in a non-linear way. Issues that are unrelated to monetary policy have suddenly 
been linked to the Swiss National Banks’ policy. For example, pension funds have 
had structural issues for a long time. These have become even more relevant with 
THE�INTRODUCTION�OF�NEGATIVE�RATES�AND�THEREFORE�RESULTED�IN�SIGNIlCANT�PRESSURE�
to adjust monetary policy, at least in Switzerland. Moreover, negative rates have 
sparked a public debate about the cost of potentially negative savings deposit 
rates. This has become a political issue, putting a lot of pressure on the Swiss 
National Bank. The irrational component that comes into play when going from 
zero to negative rates cannot be underestimated. 
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Kiyohiko Nishimura, Tokyo University
Kiyohiko Nishimura noted that the report provides a good summary of the issued 
involved with low interest rates. He broadly agrees with the authors’ conclusions. 
One point to add is that monetary policy is not simply an economic decision but 
also a political one. For Japan, for instance, international pressure concerning the 
exchange rate made it impossible to engage in aggressive QE. 

His discussion aimed at providing a different perspective on the issue of low 
interest rates. Lowering policy rates has become ineffective at boosting growth, 
even if rates hit zero or are in negative territory. This is the consequence of the 
composite effect of three simultaneous global ‘seismic’ shifts. First is the persistent 
FALLOUT� FROM� THE� SOCALLED� GREAT� PROPERTY� BUBBLES�BUSTS� AND� lNANCIAL� CRISIS��
4HE�COLLAPSE�OF�A�PROPERTY�BUBBLE�HAS�LONGLASTING�EFFECTS�� IT�HAMPERS�lNANCIAL�
intermediation and results in weak demand, which becomes less responsive to 
traditional monetary policy. Thus, it is of utmost importance to avoid property 
bubbles, as has also been stressed by the authors in the report. 

The second shift is the employment-unfriendly impact of ubiquitous 
information and communication technology. Information and communication 
technology has substantially reduced the number of medium-skilled jobs in 
developed countries. This reduces labour income growth, which is one traditional 
mechanism of monetary policy transmission. It also reduces labour market 
mEXIBILITY�AND�EFlCIENCY��4HIS�ISSUE�WILL�SOON�BECOME�GLOBAL��SINCE�INFORMATION�
and communication technology is increasingly easy to access.

Third, many economies have experienced a shift from a demographic bonus 
to a demographic onus. A demographic bonus often causes excessive optimism. 
)F�THIS�EXCESSIVE�OPTIMISM�IS�COMBINED�WITH�lNANCIAL�INNOVATION�AND�EASY�CREDIT��
a credit cycle of boom and bust will result. A shift from demographic bonus 
to onus often coincides with the turning point from excessive optimism to 
excessive pessimism. People’s expectations become a very important determinant 
OF�DEMAND��4HIS�CONCERNS�ASSET�PRICES�AND�GROWTH�AND�GOES�WELL�BEYOND�INmATION�
expectations.

Right now, we are in the stage of rebuilding from the systemic damages of 
the past property bubbles and are still in the transition phase concerning both 
demographic developments and information and communication technology. 
Therefore, we face heightened uncertainty and we have to think about the 
difference between growing out of the crisis and bubbling out of the crisis. We 
also have to be aware of the side-effects of QE, which reduces the price discovery 
capacity of the market, something that is crucial when there is substantial 
uncertainty. The central bank has a vital role as an information provider. It has 
the responsibility of drawing attention to the importance of fundamentals and of 
understanding risks even when some policy prescriptions are not purely central 
bank related. Central bank policies should be examined from this perspective, 
whereby the central bank is a credible provider of information in the framework 
OF�lNANCIAL�STABILITY��AS�IS�EMPHASISED�IN�THE�REPORT�
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Thomas Huertas, Ernst & Young
#OMMENTING�ON�REGULATORY�ASPECTS��4HOMAS�(UERTAS�ASKED�WHETHER�lXING�lNANCE�
WILL�lX�THE�TRANSMISSION�MECHANISM��!S�IS�WELL�KNOWN��POLICY�IS�ONLY�ONE�PART�OF�
the picture. Without a sound transmission mechanism, policy will be ineffective. 
In the Great Moderation we all assumed that – at least for macroeconomic policy 
n�THE�TRANSMISSION�MECHANISM�WAS�STABLE��7E�GOT�STABLE�GROWTH�AND�LOW�INmATION��
and monetary policy advocates modestly laid claim to the success of the Great 
Moderation. In the crisis, the transmission mechanism proved unstable. There 
are various theories as to why this is the case, including inherent risk taking on 
the part of banks, sudden changes in support by the US government, and the 
previous departure from the Taylor rule by the Fed in the years leading up to the 
CRISIS��)N�RESPONSE�TO�THE�CRISIS��THERE�WAS�MASSIVE�MONETARY�AND�lSCAL�STIMULUS��
Rates changed by four and a half percentage points in the UK and two percentage 
points in the US, and much of the change occurred in the immediate aftermath 
OF� THE� CRISIS�� 4HE� lNANCIAL� SECTOR� HAS� BEEN� UNDER� REFORM� EVER� SINCE�� 4HIS� HAS�
implications for the transmission mechanism. 

There is a massive regulatory programme under way to make the system robust 
AND�lX�lNANCE��4HE�PROGRAMME�ENTAILS�MAKING�BANKS�SAFER�THROUGH�CAPITAL�AND�
liquidity requirements. Moreover, it makes derivatives clearing mandatory, assures 
that central counterparty clearing houses are robust, controls shadow banking, 
strengthens insurance regulation, and enforces review of asset management. In 
addition, an overlay of macroprudential supervision is imposed as a backstop to 
microprudential regulation. The reform programme has certainly strengthened 
THE�BANKING�SYSTEM�AND�THE�OVERALL�lNANCIAL�SYSTEM��.ONETHELESS��SOME�ISSUES�
remain and many of these policy tools are as yet untested. For example, banking 
is linked very concretely to the asset prices of houses and the question of loan-
to-value ratios. This is a sensitive issue and it is not yet clear whether it is going 
to be directly or indirectly regulated. Thomas Huertas focused on two issues that 
have broad implications. 

First, the transmission mechanism has traditionally been associated with banks. 
The tendency of the reform and of market developments, however, has been to 
REDUCE� THE� ROLE� OF� BANKS� IN� THE� lNANCIAL� SYSTEM�� )N� TERMS� OF�MACROECONOMIC�
AND� lNANCIAL� STABILITY� POLICY�� ONE� NEEDS� TO� ANALYSE� THE� QUESTION� OF� WHETHER�
banks are still big enough to serve as a transmission mechanism. If not, what is 
the alternative? The logical alternative is capital markets, but some elements of 
BANKING�AND�CAPITAL�MARKETS�REGULATION�MAY�UNDERMINE�THEIR�ABILITY�TO�FULlL�THAT�
transmission role.

Second, market liquidity is declining in the sense that the ability to buy and 
SELL�BONDS�IN�LARGE�AMOUNTS�WITHOUT�INmUENCING�THE�PRICE�IS�DIMINISHING��)N�PART�
this is due to capital demands on the inventory. While one could dismiss this as 
industry pleading, it is an issue that merits investigation. 

We need a transmission mechanism. It is not clear what is it going to look 
LIKE�AND�WHERE�IT�IS�GOING�TO�COME�FROM��(OWEVER��IF�WE�AIM�AT�HAVING�lNANCIAL�
stability, we need a stable transmission mechanism. 
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General discussion
Christian Broda acknowledged the lack of symmetric monetary policy response 
highlighted by Claudio Borio. He also agreed that there are international 
monetary policy spillovers from the larger to the smaller economies, such as 
Switzerland. However, he questioned whether this report is the right framework 
to address this issue. 

In response to Claudio Borio, Takatoshi Ito noted that productivity growth in 
Japan was respectable compared to the US and that consumption and investment 
DECISIONS�WERE�BASED�ON�DEmATIONARY�EXPECTATIONS��(ENCE��HE�CONCLUDED��*APAN�
COULD�HAVE�DONE�BETTER�BY�PREVENTING�DEmATION�TO�SET�IN��(E�AGREED�THAT�SMALLER�
economies, such as Japan and Switzerland, suffered from spillovers due to safe 
haven effects when other advanced economies’ central banks engaged in QE. 
Monetary policy in Japan became too tight at the time. 

Responding to Thomas Huertas, who mentioned that the Financial Policy 
Committee at the Bank of England was reluctant to ask for directive power over 
loan-to-value ratios, Charles Bean indicated that the Committee has just made 
such a request. It did not do so earlier because it was not clear whether there would 
BE�SUFlCIENT�PUBLIC�SUPPORT��#ONCERNING�#LAUDIO�"ORIO�S�REMARKS��HE�AGREED�THAT�
lNANCIAL�STABILITY�CONCERNS�MAY�WARRANT�DEVIATIONS�FROM�THE�INmATION�TARGET��4HE�
real question, however, is not so much the mandate but whether there would be 
public support for running a period of relatively tight policy when unemployment 
IS�GOING�UP�ON�THE�GROUNDS�THAT�IT�IS�NECESSARY�TO�HEAD�OFF�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�RISKS��
Regardless of whether it concerns macroprudential instruments or monetary 
POLICY��IT�IS�IMPORTANT�TO�BUILD�A�CONSTITUENCY�FOR�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�IN�THE�SAME�
way as central banks have built a constituency for price stability.

Alexander Swoboda wondered whether the report’s general conclusions 
depend on the situation in each country at any point in time. In the same vein, 
Ludovít Ódor WONDERED�ABOUT�THE�%UROZONE��WHERE�THERE�IS�NOT�MUCH�lSCAL�SPACE�
and structural policies are politically problematic. Does this mean that we should 
expect a sort of ‘Japanisation’ in Europe? Similarly, Carlo Monticelli asked for 
MORE�DISCUSSION�OF�lSCAL�POLICY��WHAT�SHOULD�GOVERNMENTS�DO�TO�MAKE�THE�MOST�
of this period of low interest rates, and what does it imply for the composition 
of public spending? 
#ONCERNING�lSCAL�POLICY��Tommaso Mancini-Griffoli SUGGESTED�A�COSTBENElT�

ANALYSIS�OF�USING�MONETARY�POLICY�TO�REDUCE�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�RISK��(E�MENTIONED�
the idea of applying the separation principle – monetary policy focuses on price 
STABILITY��MACROPRUDENTIAL�POLICY�IS�IN�CHARGE�OF�lNANCIAL�STABILITY�n�UNLESS�ASSET�
prices and credit reach a certain threshold. The problem with this idea, however, 
is that once the threshold is reached, it might be too late for monetary policy to 
react. Hans Genberg followed up by drawing attention to a new IMF database 
on the use of macroprudential policies in over 100 countries for the period from 
2000 to 2013, which shows a number of patterns. First, there is an increasing 
use of macroprudential tools in all regions of the world. Second, and more 
importantly, there are multiple instruments now in place in many countries. The 
OVERALL�EFFECT�OF�THIS�PROLIFERATION�OF�INSTRUMENTS�MAY�BE�QUITE�DIFlCULT�TO�ASSESS��
Third, the introduction of macroprudential instruments seems to be permanent; 
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once they are introduced, they do not seem to be phased out. While this may just 
be a feature of the particular period (2000-2013), it could also be an indication 
THAT� THESE� POLICIES� ARE� PART� OF� INCREASING� REGULATION� AND�� ULTIMATELY�� lNANCIAL�
repression. 

Peter Praet was struck by the fact that the term premium is negative, implying 
that the short-term real rate is higher than it would be in the absence of this 
term premium. He also invited the authors to further examine why long-term 
investment is so weak in view of extremely low rates. On this issue, Mathias 
Hoffmann observed that only big private borrowers and public borrowers 
can access credit at low rates, leaving a large part of the private sector, such as 
SMALL� AND�MEDIUMSIZED�ENTERPRISES��UNABLE� TO�BORROW�AT�ALL�OR� FACING� INlNITE�
borrowing rates. Do lower rates lead to distorted signals? It might well be that, in 
an environment of low rates, banks have no incentive to clean up their balance 
SHEETS�� WHICH� IS� REQUIRED� FOR� THEM� TO� LEND� TO� SMALLER�� BANKDEPENDENT� lRMS�
again. Anne Le Lorier mentioned that there are many angles on low interest 
rates. One that is particularly important for the Eurozone at this juncture is the 
impact on debt sustainability. It is important to make a link between low rates 
AND�DEBT�SUSTAINABILITY�AT�A�TIME�WHEN�REBUILDING�A�lSCAL�BUFFER�IS�A�PRIORITY��3HE�
also wondered about a possible impact of prudential regulation on productivity 
and growth. This led her to conclude that it is important to look at the alignment 
OF�INCENTIVES�IN�THE�lNANCIAL�SECTOR�WITH�THE�NEEDS�OF�THE�REAL�ECONOMY��/N�HER�
lRST� OBSERVATION��Charles Wyplosz opined that it might be wrong to call for 
lSCAL�STABILISATION�IN�THE�WAKE�OF�lNANCIAL�STABILITY��AND�EVEN�MORE�DETRIMENTAL�
to refrain from raising rates because of debt sustainability constraints. 

Amlan Roy argued that it is not the short rate that mattes, but the yield curve. 
The long end of the yield curve is controlled by insurance companies, pension 
funds and re-insurance companies. Laura Kodres suggested three aspects that 
might be worthwhile exploring closely. First, on the savings rate, the report could 
explore who is saving and why. Are savings driven by households, governments 
or corporates? Do these actors save for intertemporal consumption smoothing 
or for precautionary reasons? It might be the case that the two motives are no 
longer clearly separable: as they face high uncertainty, young people are inclined 
to save and not to borrow. She also noted that corporate bond issuance is at 
a record high and yet there is hardly any corporate investment. Most of the 
bond issuance goes into mergers and acquisitions. An essential question is why 
corporates do not invest more and whether this is related to uncertainty. She 
also revisited the monetary transmission mechanism – banks are stepping away, 
whereas non-banks are stepping in. In part, this is due to regulations on banks 
that inhibit maturity and credit transformation. Should we really be thinking of 
MONETARY�POLICY�AS�GOING�ONLY�THROUGH�BANKS��4HIS�MATTERS�FOR�lNANCIAL�STABILITY��
On the same point, Anthony Smouha added that in the UK there is a lot of 
criticism that banks are not lending because they are raising their capital ratios. 

More generally, Ivan Adamovich commented on the political economy 
implications of negative interest rates. It is easy for central banks to lower interest 
rates while still in positive territory. It becomes more complicated when reaching 
negative territory, as the public and politicians might not support that decision. 
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This leads to the question of central bank independence. Jean-Pierre Landau 
observed that some people made the case that the rates projected by the market 
are wrong, implying that rates might go up earlier than indicated by markets. 
In view of Kiyohiko Nishimura’s argument that technological changes lead to 
uncertainty in the labour market, he wondered whether reduced worker power 
could prolong the low interest rate period. On the issue of search for yield, 
Tommaso Mancini-Griffoli noted that we used to think of this phenomenon as 
something that affected mainly pension funds. As mentioned by Fritz Zurbruegg, 
HOWEVER��BANK�PROlTS�MIGHT�TURN�NEGATIVE�WHEN�INTEREST�RATES�HIT�ZERO�AND�THUS�
there might be an incentive for banks to reach for yield as well. Luca Ricci asked 
how feasible it is to keep interest rates in negative territory for some time and 
whether they could be pushed further down, for example as far as -2%. He linked 
the discussion on global interest rates to the debate on macroprudential policies 
versus monetary policy. The link, he argued, could either lead us to conclude 
THAT�THERE�ARE�LIMITS�ON�HOW�FREELY�EXCHANGE�RATES�CAN�mOAT��THE�DILEMMA�VERSUS�
trilemma situation described by Hélène Rey), or instead that monetary policy 
INDEPENDENCE�CAN�ONLY�BE�ESTABLISHED�THROUGH�A�mEXIBLE�EXCHANGE�RATE�REGIME�
(as argued by Maurice Obstfeld). 

Closing the conference, the authors replied to the last round of remarks. In 
response to Alexander Swoboda, Charles Bean reiterated his view that the risk-
return trade-off for monetary policy is less attractive in this environment of very 
low interest rates. A corollary is that it is worth trying macroprudential policies 
while other policymakers need to simultaneously think about other options, 
SUCH� AS� STRUCTURAL� AND� lSCAL� POLICIES�� #ONCERNING� *EAN0IERRE� ,ANDAU�S� REMARK�
on the power of labour, he answered that the evolution of workers’ power might 
depend on where one is on the skills distribution. Highly skilled workers have 
found their market power increasing whereas medium-skilled and low-skilled 
workers have been losing market power due to technological changes. This 
might indeed have implications for aggregate savings rates through changes in 
the distribution of income. He agreed with Ivan Adamovich that the political 
ECONOMY�OF�CENTRAL�BANKS�IS�GOING�TO�BECOME�MORE�DIFlCULT��4HE�POLICY�TERRITORY�
that has been entered when engaging in QE inevitably exposes central banks 
TO� MORE� POLITICAL� PRESSURES�� 0RECRISIS�� CENTRAL� BANKS� JUST� FOCUSED� ON� INmATION�
targeting and there was public acceptance of the distributional consequences 
that went along with temporary variations in interest rates. This is not the case 
when interest rates are perceived as deviating from normal levels for a long time. 
Similarly, macroprudential policies, often under the roof of the central bank, 
are inevitably very political. Why are companies not investing? There are two 
alternative answers to this question. One possibility could be that uncertainty 
is still high. The alternative view is related to the secular stagnation hypothesis, 
which would imply that investment could remain permanently depressed.

In response to Jean-Pierre Landau’s remark, Takatoshi Ito argued that not 
only technology but also cheaper labour in emerging economies is replacing low-
skilled jobs in advanced economies. This is a structural problem that cannot be 
addressed by monetary policy. With respect to the question on demography, he 
explained that in a closed-economy Solow growth model, a decline in labour 
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would entail a decline in capital and investment through a drop in the real interest 
rate. In an open economy, there are other, profound implications on interest 
RATES�AND�INVESTMENT�THAT�NEED�TO�BE�mESHED�OUT��#ONCERNING�THE�COMMENT�ON�
the political economy aspect of monetary policy raised by Ivan Adamovich, he 
MENTIONED�THAT�THIS�IS�PRECISELY�WHY�AN�INmATIONTARGETING�FRAMEWORK�IS�VALUABLE��
Being explicit about the medium-run target is important both for the anchoring 
OF�INmATION�EXPECTATIONS�AND�FOR�POLITICAL�COVER��/N�THE�QUESTION�FROM�,UCA�2ICCI�
on whether there is a limit to how negative interest rates can go, he expressed the 
view that there is a lower bound, but precisely where it is does not matter. If rates 
were below the lower bound, some fundamental changes would probably occur. 
#ONCERNING�THE�REMARKS�ON�DEBT�SUSTAINABILITY�AND�lSCAL�POLICY��HE�ADDED�THAT�
low interest rates might lead to moral hazard for governments. It should be clear, 
HOWEVER��THAT�RATES�ARE�KEPT�LOW�TO�REVIVE�THE�ECONOMY�AND�ACHIEVE�THE�INmATION�
target, and that this should not be exploited by governments to postpone tax 
increases or expand debt. 

Christian Broda noted that term premia is a way to decompose short-term 
and long-term rates, but the fact that many countries have negative term premia 
goes directly against our intuition. In response to Mathias Hoffmann, he argued 
that part of the reason why there has been no recovery in lending comes from 
the tension between deleveraging and re-leveraging. The current low interest rate 
environment gives banks the incentive to re-lever, but the system has not been 
CLEANED� UP� YET�� 4HIS� ALSO� RELATES� TO� THE� POINT� ON� lSCAL� POLICY� RAISED� BY�#ARLO�
Monticelli, where we also see some tension. We need to act countercyclically, 
which involves having primary surpluses prior to a crisis. Hence, the debate 
SHOULD�NOT�ONLY�FOCUS�ON�lSCAL�AUSTERITY�TODAY�BUT�ALSO�ON�THE�NEXT�CYCLE��&INALLY��
with respect to banking performance, he added that periods of deleveraging 
require subsidies through very low interest rates. The issue here is that QE has 
changed the relationship between banks and net interest margin securities. One 
option is to recapitalise banks through a steeper yield curve. However, attacking 
the long end of the curve and bringing down term premia prevents this from 
happening. This observation also relates to the discussion on why QE might have 
been less powerful than expected.
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